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NEWS
Drive for

cartridge
software
CARTRIDGE software is being actively
encouraged by Atari - for the ST as well
as the new games machine.
At present very few utilities are avail

able in this form for the ST; Atari hopes
this will change.
Technical director, Les Player said:
"What we are trying to do is to get as
wide a range of cartridge-based titles as
possible for the ST The wider the base,
the more production costs come down".
He said this would be of particular
interest to ST users without disc drives -

giving rise to rumours that the company is

Atari extends
its outlets
ATARI has drawn up its battle lines to
take on the Commodore A500 Amiga in
the High Street.
The ST is going on sale at 50 of W H
Smiths largest stores and two major new
distributors have been signed up.
"We are the first multiple to get behind
the product", said W H Smiths' mer

along with an extensive range of games
software to play on it - including Hacker
II, Q Ball, Star Glider and Metrocross.

Atari has also brought its nationwide
distributor strength up to 10 with the
addition of Zappo in the Midlands and
Creative Sparks in Hampshire.
Both new additions are understood to

chandising controller John Rowland,
"The ST is aimed directly at our

be taking on the entire Atari range from
the games console to the forthcoming PC

enthusiast computer customer - its
power, performance and price opens up
a new chapter in personal computing".
Smiths is offering the 520STFM for £399

clone.

The arrangement will give Atari access
to a further 500 plus dealer outlets in the

Midlands and along the South Coast.

keen to continue to push the ST as a
games machine at the lower end as well
as the serious section of the market.

Transputer

Player said that it was part of Atari's
whole policy towards software and its
developers.

"We are concentrating a lot on software
at the moment. There will be a great deal

micro on
the cards?

released on the Atari label soon.

"We are taking the best software to

distribute ourselves and producing
specifications for outside developers of
the sort of programs we want to see.
"We are getting quite a good response
to this. The point is that we can sit back
and see how the market is going. It is then

ATARI has admitted it is working with
transputers in the development of new
products.
The announcement ends months of

easy to mdentify the gaps and invite
developers to work in those areas", he

speculation that the "delegating
processor" could feature highly m Atari's

said.

next range of new hardware.
Favourite for the job is the Inmos

THE PERILS OF DIY . . .
A SUBSCRIBER to a local Atari ST club
magazine in the North West is cur

rently wishing he wasn't.
For the man from Bacup has his 520ST
lying in bits in his front room - and he

final instruction. It read; "Finally do the
same for pin 15 of the remaining eight
chips connecting them topin 22 Of Ury
bank 1..."

Ury bank 1? At this point it became

doesn't know how to put it back

totally incomprehensible.

together.
The trouble started when the club
publication carried an article on how

This was when the do-it-yourself
computer enthusiast from Bacup got

to upgrade a 520ST to a 1 megabyte
model.

Appreciating the fact that opening an
Atari machine voids the guarantee, the
magazine carried a disclaimer warn

ing readers that should they proceed

into a complete panic.
He couldn't proceed because there
was obviously a misprint, nor could he
go back to square one because he

lacked the knowledge to put his
machine back together again.
In desperation he set out to locate

it was at their own risk.

the author of the article. The only

Well at least one did. This unfor
tunate followed the instructions

problem - as he was to discover when

carefully word for word until, surroun
ded by components, he came to the

he finally tracked down his phone
number - was that he had just left for a
skiing holiday in Switzerland.

transputer chip, the new processor
designed for building parallel systems.
Technical boss Les Player told
Atari ST User: "Atari is looking at the
transputer as part of its interest in all

advanced technology".
He

would

not

comment

further.

however, on suggestions that Atari would
have a transputer-based machine in the
market place next year.
But the idea is supported by a project
neanng completion at Metacomco - the

British software house which improved
ST Basic.

Metacomco is to produce a compiler
for OCCAM, the choice language for the
Inmos chip.

"This version provides an economical
route for developers to gain hands on
experience of this important language
and concurrent systems in general", said
Andrew Spencer from Metacomco.
He said the compiler, which will
provide an interface to transputer add-on
boards for the ST, such as the K-Max from
Kuma, would be available m the autumn.
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TURTLESOFTjsI
MM! TURTLE PRICES ARE THE ONES TO JUDGE THE COMPETITION BY !! ! ! !
! M !! WE ARE SURE WONT FIND LOWER PRICES AND FREE DELIVERY ! !!! !
!! I!! FIRST CLASS SERVICE AT FIRST CLASS PRICES MM I
ATAR HARDWARE

OUR PRICE

520ST-FM Keyboard/Mouse/.5 meg drive
520ST-FM Keyboard/Mouse/.5 meg drive/SMl25 Mono Monitor
520ST-FM Keyboard/Mouse/.5 meg drive/SC1224 Colour Monitor
1040ST-F Keyboard/Mouse/Software only
1040ST-F Keyboard/Mouse/1 Meg drive/Mono Monitor
1040ST-F Keyboard/Mouse/1 Meg drive/SC 1224 Colour Monitor
MEGAST 2 Meg Ram/Mouse/Mono Monitor
MEGA ST 4 Meg Ram/Mouse/Mono Monitor

399.95
499.95
799.90
599.95
699.95
999.95
999.95
1295.95

349.95
439.99
699.95
519.95
599.95
849.95
869.95
1129.95

199.95

174.95

149.95
149.95
149.95
399.95
149.95
699.95
199.95
263.95
194.95
401.35
316.75
299.95
435.85
49.95
59.95

129.95
134.95
129.95
349.95
129.95
609.95
179.95
219.95
169.95
349.95
199.95
259.95
379.95
38.95
46.95

22.95
29.95

14.95
19.95

ATARI PERIPHERALS

Atari one meg disc drive
Atari half meg disc drive
Cumana one meg drive
Micro Peripherals one meg drive
Atari Medium-Res Colour Monitor
Atari Hi-Res Mono Monitor

Atari 20 meg Hard Disc
Atari SMM804 ST Printer + ST Lead

MP165 Printer, Epson compatible. NLQ, 165 CPS + ST Lead
MP135 Printer, Epson compatible. NLQ, 135 CPS + ST Lead
MP201136 Col printer, 200 CPS, Epson compatible. NLQ40 CPS
Citizen LSP-10 Epson compatible, NLQ, 120 CPS + ST Lead
MP 26132 Column Daisywheel Printer, 26 CPS, Qume/Diablo Std
MP 26158 Column Daisywheel Printer, 40 CPS, Qume/Diablo Std
Z-Time Battery Backed Clock 520ST-FM, Fits under Keyboard
Z-Time Battery Backed Clock 1040ST-F, Fits under Keyboard
SSDD 3.5" Discs (10) + Library Case (10)- LOW LOW PRICE
Top Quality Branded 3.5" DSDD Discs (10) - LOWLOW PRICE

RRP

OUR
PRICE

A Mind Forever Voyaging
Alternate Reality

34.99

26.99

Karate Kid Part II

24.95

24.99

18.99

Karate Master

12.95

American Football
Arkanoid
Art Director
Balance of Power

24.99
14.95

18.99
11.49

Kings Quest II

29.95

49.9S
29.95
28.95

38.95

Lands of Havoc
Lattice C

19.95
99.95

18.99
9.99
22.99
15.49
77.95

22.99

Lattice C (Metacomco)

99.95

75.99

22.95
18.99
18.99

Leader Board
Leader Board Tournament
Leather Goddess of Phobos
Lberator

24.95
9.95

18.99
7.95

Sky Fox

24.95

18.99

Sorcerer

29.95

22.99

22.99

12.95
149.95
34.95

9.99
119.95

Space Pilot
Spel breaker
Spiderman
Spitfire 40

22.99
29.95
28.95

22.99

15.49

Lode Runner

19.99

Macro Manager
Mercenary Compendium

29.95

15.49
22.99

19.95
19.95
29.95

ATARI ST

SOFTWARE

BallyHoo
Baseball

24.99
24.99
29.95

Basketball
Black Cauldron

Boulderdash Construction Set
Borrowed Time

24.95
24.99

22.99
18.99

18.99
26.95

1 ATARI ST

1SOFTWARE

Lisp (Metacomco)
Little Computer People

OUR •
RRP

PRICE1

26.95

ATARI ST

SOFTWARE

29.95

22.99

Shanghai
Shard of Spring

24.99

18.99

24.99

18.99

Shuttle II
Silent Service
Silicon Dreams

24.95
24.95

18.99

24.99
24.99

Championship Wrestling
Chess (Psion)

24.95

18.99

Metrocross

24.99

19.95
18.99

Star Cross
Star Glider
Star Trek
Strike Force Harrier

24.95

18.99

Cut Throats
Deadline

29.99
29.95
34.95

22.99
2299

Minds hadow
Mindwheel
Minstrel

24.99
44.95
28.95

18.99
33.99
22.99

Sundog Frozen Legacy
Super Conductor
Super Cycle

149.95

119.95

29.95
24.95

22.99
18.99

99.95

77.95

34.95

Brimstone

Deep Space
DejaVu
Digi Drum

18.99

26.99

Modula 2 (Developers)
Modula 2 (Standard)
Mouse Trap

24.95

15.49

99.95

77.95
22.99

14.95

11.49

Suspended

29.95

22.99
11.49

Tass Times

Tee Up Golf

29.95
24.99
19.95

Film Director
First Word Plus

24.95

Paintworks
Pawn

7.99
26.95

Tenth Frame

6Z95

14.95
9.99
34.95

Thai Boxing

19.95
9.95
34.99

GFA Basic Interpreter
GFA Compiler (needs Interp.)

59.95

18.99
18.99
46.95

59.95

46.95

Goldrunner

29.95

22.99

Ptanetfall
Plutos

Guild of Thieves
Hacker I
Hacker II
Hitchhikers Guide

24.95
24.99
24.99
28.95
29.99
19.99

18.99

Portal

Hollywood Hijinx

18.99
18.99
22.99

22.99
15.49

P nantasie

Phantasie II

Pinball Factory

Q-Ball

Guestprobe/Human Torch
Ring of Zirfin
Roadwar2000

Journey Into the Lair
Journey Intothe Lair(V/Drsc)

19.95
99.95
99.95

15.49
79.95

79.95

Rogue
Sage Accountant
Sage Accountant Plus
Sage Bookkeeper

Joust

29.95

22.99

SDI

International Karate
Jewels of Darkness

24.95

24.99
24.99
24.95
29.95
14.95
34.99

19.95
19.99
24.99
24.99

24.95
171.35
228.85

18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
22.99
11.49
26.99
15.49

18.99

19.99

Superbase (Database)

Music Studio

37.95

2299

37.99

Super Huey

NightOrc
Ninja

24.95
24.99

18.99
15.95
18.99

24.95
29.95

18.99

49.95

15.49

22.99

49.95
24.95

69.95
46.95

FlightSimulator II

18.99

24.95
19.95

24.99

Football Fortunes
Gauntlet

18.99
15.49

19.95

89.90
59.95
79.95

Essex
Fast Basic

PRICE

Seas talker

18.99

Brattaccus/Arena
Breakers

OUR

RRP

Time Blast

Trinity
TriviaChallenge
TT Racer

19.95
24.95

Turbo GT

15.95

Typhoon
VIP Professional (GEM)
Wanderer

19.95

228.85

18.99

15.49
18.99
15.49
7.95

26.99
15.49
18.99

ia49
15.49
179.95

Winter Games

Wishbringer

24.95
24.95
29.95

18.99

Wizards Crown
World Games

24.99
24.95

Xevious
Zorkt/ll/IIEach

24.99

18.99

29.95

2299

18.99
142.95

113.85

189.95
95.95

45.95

34.99

All prices include VAT at 15% and delivery anywhere on the UK mainland
How to order - Post: Send cheques, P.O. or Visa/Access details to the address below.
Phone: Call 0476 60488 24 Hour Service with your AccessA/isa details.

ES

Turtlesoft Dept. AST, 35 Brook Street Courtyard, Grantham, Lines, NG31 6RY
Subject to availability, all items are despatched within 24 hrs. E&OE
All software and peripherals are available. Please ring for details
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18.99

15.49
18.99

18.99
22.99
18.99

18.99

NEWS
ATARI

Amiga is losing

520/10406T

WT1

sales battle

\ [{—J
Programme
Ian Skelly

ATARI STs are currently outselling the
rival Commodore Amiga machines by a

comes from Bob Gleadow, Atari UK's
managing director.

mate on a statistical analysis of unit sales
of his company's Superbase Personal
package which is available for both the
ST and the Amiga.
Superbase Personal, a bestseller on
both machines, is a powerful and "very
visual" database which places no limits on

It follows an earlier report from a senior

the number of fields or on the size of

executive of an international software

record. It offers the facility to open up as
many files as necessary to build up a
relational report.

ratio of at least five to one.

The latest shot in the top-of-the-range
machine war between the companies

house with a corporate foot firmly in both
camps that the ST is outgunning the
Amiga by three to one.
Nigel Lovett-Turner of UK-based

Precision Software has been closely
Colour only

monitoring the impact of both computers
since his company entered the Atari
market last march.

Before this the software house had

ST at

the polls
THE Atari St played a major roll in help
ing to predict the results of the General
Election for nearly a million radio lis
teners in the North West.

BBC Radio Lancashire enlisted the

made its name by selling 100,000 data
base packages and 450,000 word
processing units for Commodore
machines.

'We decided to come into the ST market

battle with Commodore in other coun
tries.

"They are catching them up in Ger
many which is traditionally Commodore's
stronghold", he says. "In fact the only
country where Atari is currently putting
up a poor showing is Australia. There

Commodore is outselling them by 20 to 1".

because we realised it had great

Asked for his comments on the three to

potential", Nigel Lovett-Turner told Atari

one advantage figure for the ST over the
Amiga, Bob Gleadow described it as
misleading.

ST User, "but we have been pleasantly
surprised by how well the machines are
actually doing".
The Precision director based his esti

help of The Election Programme, written
by Software Express, in their morning
show and the election night special.
Gerald Jackson, a producer at Radio
Lancashire said:

"I feel that the ratio of three to one in

favour of the ST at present is accurate",
said Nigel Lovett-Turner.
He also has good news for Atari in its

"Even five to one would be a very con
servative estimate", he insisted.

Earnings
quadrupled

"The Election Pro

gramme made a nice change from the
usual blackboard and chalk used in

previous years. It also gave our
presenter, Mike West, something inter
esting to do during the quiet bits".
The Election Programme is a

ATARI Corporation earned more than
four times as much in the first quarter of
this year as it did in the same period last

dedicated database and contains election

results since the turn of the century.
The program runs in full colour and

year.

makes extensive use of the mouse and

Income was $9.3 million compared with

Gem graphics to display the statistics pictorially using colour maps or graphs.
"Even though the election is over, the
package is still of great value to schools

A NEW scenery disc for use with Flight

$1.8 million in the first three months of
1986 - a 412 per cent rise,
Worldwide sales of Atari products in
the quarter were 45 per cent up on last

and colleges, and anybody with an inter
est in history or information technology",

Simulator II on the Atari ST has been

year.

released by SubLogic Corporation. It

said Keith Mason who is sales director for

covers the east coast of the US from

Cash registers rang up a total of $65.1
million compared with $44.8 million in

Software Express (021 328 3585).
The Election Programme comes on two

Washington to Key West, featuring rivers

1986.

and roads, railroads, racetracks and

MICRODEAL has released Payroll, at
£199, a full Gem-based payroll system for
automating wages systems for weekly
fortnightly, four-weekly and monthly

price $24.95, from SubLogic (010 1 800 637

During this period Atari opened new
sales offices in Spam and Sweden, and
appointed a new general manager to
concentrate on improving US sales.
Atari has completed a $75 million Euro
dollar bond issue. The company says it
will be used to expand business and
acquisitions in the computer field and
related areas and for general corporate

operations.

4983).

purposes.

discs with full documentation for £29.95.

Gem payroll

transmitter towers and elevated bridges.
Highly detailed "sight-seeing" areas
are now available, along with more
generic scenery areas including radio
navigation aids and refuelling facilities.

More than 130 airports are included 12 of them military - on Scenery Disc 7,
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Price cut
on way
for FM?
A SIGNIFICANT price cut is on the
cards for the 520STFM.
Rumours are rife that the £399

machine could be cut by up to £100 as
increased popularity and improved
production methods present Atari with
the leeway to make the cuts.
A special promotion earlier this year
already effectively presented a £184
discount off a special bundle.
This had the 520STM, the SF 354 disc

Lattice C updated
METACOMCO has released its latest

version of the popular Lattice C compiler
for the ST.
Version 3.04 comes after months of

development to produce a compiler
which allows compatability and easy
portability of software from other
machine environments.
Lattice C Version 3.04 features much

IN BRIEF

faster program development using the
new link/loader called Debug-k
This acts as a linker directly in memory
and produces programs "blazingly fast",
says Metacomco (0272 428781).

drive, a mono monitor, mouse and First
Word all for £449.95.
The official Atari line is "wait and
see" but the recent deal with W H

Smiths to sell STs is likely to increase
volume and make the price cut
decision even easier.

Lattice C Version 3.04 is available at

£99.95, Users of the old version can

upgrade for £30 on production of their
registration card.

3D on

New Basic
under test
A NEW version of ST Basic developed by

Financial Controller for the ST.

STEREOTEK glasses, "a visual aid to give

Metacomco is being tested by Atari UK
and may be available fairly soon.
The company's test centre in the US
has given the new Metatcomco Basic a
thorough going over and has passed it to

This is the top Sagesoft integrated
accounting package. Standard features
include sales and purchase order
processing, full stock control and inte
grated payroll.

a convincing 3D effect to computer

the UK head office for final checks.

Sagesoft (0628 72727) is putting out the

third dimension to educational software,

package in two versions. The single user

presentation and demonstration material.
The glasses, from Antic in the US,use a
liquid crystal shutter (LCS) which is

in time for the first shipment.

based on the fast switching PI-CELL, a

who buy a new manual.

SAGESOFT has converted its popular

Fincon costs £299; the multi user Fcmult is
£999.
•

•

•

A GEM-based application based on

your ST
graphics" is to be marketed by Electric
Software.

Apart from being useful in enhancing
games graphics, the glasses can bring a

developed.
LCS is a sandwich of glass and optical

It includes 150,000 words and phrases
to help authors and speech writers to

coatings with a "filling" of liquid crystals.

K-Roget from Kuma (07357 4335)
operates as a desk accessory.
•

•

•

ATLAS Computer Supplies is backing up
desktop publishing on the ST with a
range of screen/printer fonts.
The library includes Times, Times
Bold, Times Light, Horatio, Brush Script
and Script all at £15.
Atlas (01-591 6687) is also offering soft
ware for laser printer and Linotron
output.
8 Atari ST User July 1987

Under consideration is a plan to offer
the updated version free to present users

proprietary technology only recently

Roget's Thesaurus has been launched.
find the right word.

Problems over fine tuning of the lan

guage are now being smoothed out.
Metacomco originally intended the
new version to be part of the Mega ST
launch. They still hope it can be accepted

When those crystals are activated, the
LCS acts as a very fast light switch which
selects one of two slightly different
images for each of the viewer's eyes.
The glasses plug into the cartridge

ports on the ST via an interface unit, and
come complete with four feet of connec
ting cable.
In a related field, and also imported
from the US is CAD 3D2 aimed at allowing

3D images to be created and viewed
from different perspectives.
Electric (0954 61258) says it is an open
architecture system allowing access to
other programs.

Hi-res mirage
SAHARASOFT'S multi-tasking, network-

supporting operating system, Mirage, has
been developed for the ST.
It will run on all STs with a high resol
ution monochrome monitor.

Sahara (01-735 3806) says up to 26 fonts
are available at the same time, with sub

script and superscript on each.
Mirage, which is supplied on rom with
support software and documentation,
costs £99. Support packages include
Assembly Language Programming
System at £49, Basic and Pascal at £99 and
Fortran-77 and Lattice C at £129.

Atari ST User

presents *♦♦♦

spectacti/gf
Here's YOUR invitation to enter a completely
new dimension in Atari ST programming
# Learn how to create impressive 3D
graphics on your own computer
# Key m a simple listing that
lets you see your name
in realistic stereo

A pair of
stereoscopic glasses
given away FREE with each copy!

Don't miss our best issue yet!
Demand is bound to be big.
Place an order with your
.

newsagent NOW, or fill

\ V

in the subscription
form on Page 71

_J7,

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE: Start of a great
new series that explores the
fascinating world of wireframe
graphics... PLUS an easy-to-enter
competition with Tektronix's
revolutionary electronic stereoscopic
glasses and copies of the latest 3D
animation program, The Cyber Studio,
as prizes.

i$
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CniO Computer

niCRO rlEDIH §23 ies Ltd.
0707 50913 or 0707 52698
SS/DD
DS/40T

10

20

30

50

100

13.10
16.00

18.70
22.75

29.50
35.90

55.80
67.60

18.70
46.25

26.35
66.25

41.05
105.25

76,35
200.10

DS/80T
9.99
DS/HDforPCAT 24.15

protects,
envelopes &
hub rings.
Discs purchased direct from
one major manufacturer.

Have two write protect notches & index holes.
Suitable for single sided drives.
10.25

19.55

27.15.

42.25

78.45

87.25
96.90

163.90
182.30

19.99
21.99

38.40
42.55

3
Atari XMM&SMM
029

6

20

50

100

250

500

SS/DD
DS/40T

13.20
14.35

30.75
33.10

57.10
60.70

134.50
141.45

252.45
262.20

DS/80T

15.20

35.20

64.85

148.75

276.00

97.10
105.25
116.45

181.13
193.20

5Va Unbranded Discs

100% certified error free -

lifetime guarantee.

DS/80T

9.65
10.95
11.85

22.45
25.00
26.73

41.40
45.55
49.55

216.20

3'/2 Unbranded Discs
SS/DD
DS/DD

V.A.T.

10

30

50

100

150

14.95
16.70

42.95
48.30

61.50
78.20

111.65
147.20

164.50
212.20

12

10.70 20.70 39.35
1.75

Colours

55.50
61.60

Special Offer Price:
until Sept 10th 1'

5'/i RainbOW DiSCS come in five colours

SS/DD
DS/40T

PRICES
INCLUDE

V/2 Micro Media Brand
SS/DD
DS/DD

supplied are
with labels,
5'/4" write

5Va Reversible discs (Flippy's)

SALE

ATA

Potters Bar, Herts EN63BRCSSSS)
'i

6.99
8.50

Dept

Freepost, Rydal Mount, Baker Street

All discs

514 Micro Media Brand Discs

SUMMER

22.75 43.45

14.40 28.80 57.60

Brother Ml 009

10

Colours

15.50 28.95

12.30 24.60 49 20
HR15MS

10.70 20.70 39.35

Fabric

11.05 21,40 40.70

Canon PW1156/1080
Centronics GLP

7.95 15,20 28.30
10

Colours

15.50 28.95

12.30 24.60 49.20

Epson FX/MX/RX80/85
Colours

7.25 13.80 25.55
13.20 26.40 52.

LX/GX80
Colours

6.90

13.10 24.15

12.60 25.20 50.40
MX/FX105
LQ800

Juki 6100 MS
5510

Colours

16.90 31.75

10.00

19.30 36.60

7.25

13.80 25.55

7.25

13.80 25.55

13.20 26.40 52.80

KagaKP810/910

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF POSTAGE

7.95 15.20 28.30

Colours

13.20 26.40 52.80

MAallyMT80MS

10,70

NECPC8023

11.75 22.75 43.45

Colours

15.30 30.60 61.20

Panasonic KXP110/1080 10.70

Colours

20.70

20.70

39.35

39.35

19.35 38.70 77.40

SelkoshaGP80

GP100

7.25

13.80

7.40

14.15 26.20

25.55

ShlnwaCP80MS

10.70 20.70 39.35

StarNLlO

18.60 36.60 71.10

Colours available Red/Brown/Blue/Green & Yellow

Continuous fanfold, sprocketted
Price per 1,000 3,000
70x36

4,80

13,20

89x36
89x49
102x36

4,90
6,80
5.20

18.30
14.40

Please state no. of labels across

the sheet (1,2 or 3)

different ribbons we stock. We shall be

pleased to find your ribbon, however old
or obscure.

niCRO tlEDIR
Computer Supplies
Freepost, Rydal Mount, Baker Street,
Potters Bar, Herts. EN6 3BR

Computer paper
WeighttOOOs
gsm

per

Priceperbox
Ibox

3bxs*

16.5C

46,80

20,40

56.10

Exact A4
11M»

27.60

73.50

17.40

43.80

A4Fixed tractor paper available

A Catalogue is available with a more
comprehensive range of products
including - 3M & Verbatim discs - a
wider choice of paper labels, ribbons
and accessories.

Ring or write to obtain your copy now!
Educational and HMG orders

accepted. For official orders/invoice/
Access & Visa

Plain fanfold, micro pert edges
Size

If the ribbon you require Is not listed please
let us quote
The above Is a small selection of the 250

13,50

& PACKING AND V.A.T.

credit orders there is a minimum order

0707 52698

value of £15.00 excluding V.A.T. Any
order under £15.00 will be subject to
£3.00 handling charge.

Orders despatched 24 hrs.
Please allow 5 days for delivery.
For next day delivery, please ring for
details. Postage covers U.K. only.

Weekdays 8.30am - 5.30pm
Saturdays 10.00am - 4.00pm

Out of Office Hours

Personal callers welcome

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

WITH PUBLISHING PARTNER ON THE ATARI ST
1WHAT IS DESKTOP PUBLISHING?
Desktop Publishing is a method by which documents can be
produced using a computer, software and a printer. These
documents are near professional appearance and cost only a fraction
of the price which you might otherwise pay to a designer, artwork
studio and printer. Because the 'middle men' are eliminated from
the production process, desktop publishing allows the user to retain
total control over his or her documents, making last minute updates
without panic and without incurring extra charges for 'rush' work.

2

WHAT CAN I USE IT FOR?

As we all make use of the printed word in one way or another
in our daily lives, the applications for Desktop Publishing are
all around us. If you belong to a club or society or if you run your
own business, the possibilities are endless! Our list of example
applications will give you some other ideas.

3

Advertisements

Distribution Leaflets

O/head Transparencies

Application Forms

Fayre Programrr

Personal Cards
Personal Letterheads

es

Brochures

Invitation Cards

Business Contracts

Invoices

Presentations

Charts & Tables
Club Certificates
Club Newsletters

Labels
Menus
Office Forms

Special Offer Leaflets
Technical Sheets

Order Forms

Work Estimates

Dance Tickets

Price Lists

PUBLISHING PARTNER

6

8

WORD PROCESSING

Publishing Partner contains the power and fea
tures that you would expect to find on a dedicated
word processing package. In addition it includes facil
ities which a professional typesetting machine would
offer. For example the program can cope with 216
different type sizes, with over 4,000 style variations of
each one. The following are some of the facilities you
will find within the capabilities of Publishing Partner:
' Adjust margins for any column
* Change block to uppercase or lowercase
* Change margin indents
* Character spacing from -128 to +127
* Copy text to and from the buffer

' Import and export files
* Insert and delete pages
* Justifies right/left/centred as you type
' Justifies to the character/word

* Kerning from -128 to +127
* Line spacing/leading in Vi points from -64 to +57

SIMPLE, POWERFUL, AFFORDABLE

Printing and publishing is a fairly complex business which
takes years of training and experience to master. You wouldn't
think so with Publishing Partner, which takes full advantage of the
ST's user friendly GEM environment. It is so user friendly and easy
to understand, most people find they can produce their first
document without even opening the fully comprehensive 159 page
manual which accompanies the program. Using the mouse to
manipulate the self explanatory pull down menus and windows, you
can be up and running in no time, creating a variety of documents
quickly and easily. In addition, the flexibility of Publishing Partner
allows you to choose between mouse or keyboard operation,
whichever suits your personal preference. Although simple to use,

Publishing Partner is by no means a simple program. Quite the
contrary. Behind the user friendliness of GEM, lies a most complex
and powerful publishing tool. The combination of Publishing Part
ner and Atari's powerful low-cost ST computers has brought an
affordable alternative to the desktop publishing systems currently
available from Atari's competitors.

5

THOUSANDS OF TYPE STYLES

This is no exaggeration. Unlike most other desktop publishing
software packages, which offer you 2 or 3 different fonts,
Publishing Partner gives you true flexibility of over 4,000 type styles
per font. Publishing Partner offers you 14 variations of each font:
BACKSLANT
BOLD
DOUBLE U/L
ITALICS
LIGHT

MIRROR
OUTLINE
REVERSED
SHADOW

many times as you want. You can still go back and
resize it at any time or crop it to delete unwanted areas.
*3 types of line ends, square/rounded/pointed
*7 types of line which are all editable.

rounded corner boxes, horizontal/vertical lines, di

* Macros

agonal lines, polygons and free hand drawing

* Manual Hyphenation

9

* User definable page size
' User variable superscript/subscript characters

7

OUTSTANDING OUTPUT

Publishing Partner is a unique program with a
large variety of printer drivers for both laser and
dot matrix printers. Dot matrix is supported in both 80
column and 132 column mode, so you could even
produce a tabloid width newspaper (IV/a" wide) on a
wide body printer. Drivers are also available for the
new technology 24 pin dot matrix printers which can
give a fine resolution of 360x360 compared with laser
printers at 300x300. The current drivers (included
FREE with the program) are as follows with new ones
being written on a weekly basis:
9 PIN DOT MATRIX
(Various Res)

PAGE LAYOUT

•Atari

Whatever you require, custom logos, unique
borders, unusual letterheads etc. Publishing Part
ner is your solution. After all, it was specially designed
by professionals who realize that there's more to your
computer than just typing letters.
* Accurate to 3 decimal places

1 Mannesman Spirit-80

SMM804

' Blue Chip M120/10

• NEC 8023
' Panasonic KXP
• Star Gemini & SG

" Cal Abco Legend 880
" C Itoh Prowriter

(240x216 Res)

9 PIN DOT MATRIX
' Citizen MSP

* Mannesman Tally MT

' Epson RX/FX/EX

• Star NX/SD

(240^288 Res)

18 PIN DOT MATRIX
* OkidataMicroline292

• OkidataMicroline 293

(360x180 Res)

24 PIN DOT MATRIX

* Change columns on finished page
* Display 15%-1500% of original size
' Display actual size
* Display multiple pages/rulers/text routing
* Layout multiple columns

4

lishing Partner files, you can also enlarge or reduce
them for an exact fit. Or, you can copy just a section
of a picture and then paste it into your document as

* Link columns together

* Adjust character size from 1 to 216 points

SoftLogik Corp'" was set up in the USA by Shawn Fogle and Deron
Kazmaier to produce quality desktop publishing software with
uncompromising power and features. Publishing Partner was
developed after Vh years of research, working with typesetters and
printers and the results achieved are outstanding.

Not only can you load any Degas. N-Vision,
Neochrome or digitized pictures into your Pub

total of 80 fill options
"Ability to produce separations for 2 colours
'Copy graphics to and from clipboard
"Cut, paste, copy or crop graphics
'Import graphics from third party graphic programs
such as Degas, Neochrome, N-Vision or any art pro
gram that produces compatible ASCII files
'Select colours to use and print with
'Toolbox features include: Circles, ellipses, boxes,

* GEM based

' Auto text flow between columns

SoftLogik Corp'

GRAPHICS

*7 weight lines ranging from Vspt to 6pt
*40 fill patterns each with a border option making a

Publishing Partner, from SoftLogik Corp™, includes all of the * Merge files together
features which you would expect in a good Desktop Publishing * Optional grid & ruler display
package. It combines word processing, page layout and graphics " Over 4,000 type style variations of each font
facilities all in one program, allowing you to create 'stunning' * Page numbering
documents on your Atari ST. First you can do a rough page design ' Pica, Inches or Centimetre measuring system
and start adding blocks of copy. See how it fits. See how it looks. * Print to paper vertically or horizontally
See how it flows onto the next page. Make some changes. Try a " Read & merge any ASCII file
different type style, or a different size, or some borders, some " Search and replace
shapes, or even some pictures. Because Publishing Partner incorpo * Tabs for charts/tables
rates WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get), you'll see * Unlimited headers & footers
instantly if your new idea works or not. The computer's screen will
show you just how the page will look when it prints - no more
guesswork. You can adjust fonts, character sizes and even character
spacing, anytime and anywhere on the page. Watch an ordinary
letter transform into a professional looking piece right before your
eyes, as you experiment with mixing graphics and text. And, when
you want to see a 'hard copy' of your masterpiece, just send it to
any one of the printers which the program supports (the list is
growing all the time).

ST SOFTWAREl

*CltohC-715

' Epson SQ

' Epson LQ

' Toshiba P321

(360*360 Res)

24 PIN DOT MATRIX

* NEC XL new series

' NEC P6/P7

(300x300 Res)

* Print to disk

LASER PRINTERS

* Set auto text routing
" Snap to guides
" Superimpose text on tint or tint on text

* Centronics PP-8 in Epson or H.P. Laserjet mode T/?Mb RAM

' Any other H.P. Laserjet compatible with 1 VrMbRAM
" QMS PS800 or Apple LaserWriter - Postscript
" Any other Postscript compatible printer

SEEING IS BELIEVING

We have already told you how powerful Publishing Partner is and

how easy it is to use. However, the recipients of your finished work

OFFICIAL UK VERSION

The official UK version of Publishing Partner has a pound

(£) sign as a standard part of its character set. Other
versions have also been imported unofficially from the USA

will only be able to gauge the package by the end results of your
work. The true test of any Desktop Publishing software is in the
output it produces and it is here that Publishing Partner excels. With
its graphics capabilities and the thousands of type styles it produces,
there is no end to the design possibilities which you can create. And,
with drivers for a variety of printers, including Postscript at no extra
charge, you can be sure that you will be able to output in the quality
your work deserves. The output quality is truly remarkable. But don't
just take our word tor it- Before you go any further with your
enquiries into Desktop Publishing, return the coupon below for sampl

and have a dollar ($) sign instead of a £ sign. These versions
will not be supported by the UK distributors or their dealers.
The UK version also contains clip art, different fonts and a
full range of printer drivers. Ensure that you buy the official UK
version, not an unofficial import with incorrect characters.

es of Publishing Partner's output on a variety of printers. We will also

Publishing Partner is available from Atari ST Dealers throughout the
UK. If your local dealer does not have Publishing Partner in stock, it
can be obtained by mail order (Postage & Packaging free) from:

send you details and prices of each printer as well as further inform
ation on Publishing Partner and the Atari range of ST computers. We
don't expect you to take our word for it. We want you to see for

yourseff how Publishing Partner outshines the competition. So, comp
lete and return the coupon today. Remember, SEEING IS BELIEVING!

£139.00
(+VAT=£159.85)

SILICA SHOP Ltd, 1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Road,
Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX
Tel: 01-3091111

[in^minniiiTiTr^i^^n
• To: Silica Shop Ltd, Dept ATSTR 0787, 1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Road, Sidoup, Kent, DA14 4DX

I Please send me further details on: DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Address:

STRIKE THROUGH
TALL
UNDERLINE

UPSIDE DOWN
WIDE

And you can 'mix and match' any number and combination of styles
to your own requirements. The total number of possible permuta
tions is over 4,000. And that's not all, each style can be used in any
one of 216 sizes in one point increments from 1 point to 216 points!
All this is achievable on an unexpanded 520ST with just 512K RAM!
Other competing packages require 1024K RAM just to get the larger
sizes above 72 point and still can't match all of the variations
available.

Publishing Partner is a trade mark of SoftLogik Corp'".

I

Postcode:

• I am interested in the Atari ST

•

• I already own an Atari ST

•

start |j

Systens
Hardware

ATARI MegaST Coming soon, watchthisspace

£

ATAR11040 STF + Built in Modulator
ATAR11040 STF + SM125 Mono Monitor

£549.95

ATAR11040 STF + Built In Modulator + SM 125 Monitor
ATAR11040 STF + PHILIPS CM8533 Colour Monitor

£644.95

£599.95
£779.95
£789.95

ATAR11040 STF + PHILIPS CM8833 Colour Monitor
ATARI 520 STFM

£629.95
£639.95
£599.95
£619.95

SUPRA 20Mb Hard Disk + Software
TRIANGLE ST 20Mb Turbo Hard Disk

TRIANGLE Single 1MbDiskDrive

£134.95

TRIANGLE Twin 1 Mb Disk Drives

£229.95
£134.95

CUMANASingle 1Mb Disk Drive
CUMANA Twin 1Mb Disk Drives

£229.95
£129.95

ATARI SM 125 MonoMonitor (High Res)
PHILIPS CM8533ColourMonitor (MediumRes) + ST Lead
PHILIPS CM8833ColourMonitor (MediumRes) + ST Lead
PHILIPS CM8852ColourMonitor (MediumRes) + ST Lead
PHILIPS CM8873 Colour Monitor (High Res)+ ST Lead
CENTRONICS/CANONraMS Laser Printers
CANOWSTAR/EPSON Dot Matrix Printers
NEC P6 & P5 24 Pin Printer + ST Lead
MP 165 Dot Matrix Printer + ST Lead
AMSTRAD DMP 2000 Printer + ST Lead

£289.95
£299.95

£329.95
£619.95

Ring Now
Ring Now
Ring Now

ATARI SMMB04 Printer + Spare Rbbon + ST Lead
SAM Realtime Digitizer
TRIANGLEGraphic Tablet
TRIANGLE Puck (Mouse) for above

£29.95
£22.95

Star Trek

£15.95

Typhon

£15.95
£23.50

£45.95

Gold Runner
Arkanoid

Haba Merge

£29.95
£59.95

International Karate
Gauntlet

Supersase

£79.95
£69.95

TRIMbase

£69.95

Super Cycle
Sky Fox
Temples of Apshal
Major Motion

£55.95
£124.95

Publishing Partner
Fleet ST Publisher

£89.95

VIP Professional (Gem)

£169.95

K-Data
K-Word2

£37.95
£49.95

K-Spread 2
K-Graph 2

£59.95

£39.95
£39.95

K-Comm2
Fastcom

£37.95
£139.95
£249.95

Chipsoft ST Accounts
Cashlink ST Accounts
Thunder
BBS V 2.0

£29.95

£39.95

£19.50

£15.95
£19.50
£19.50

Flight Simulator II
Leader Board
The Pawn
Metro Cross

Psion 3-D Chess
War Zone/Flreblaster

Aegis Animator

Modula 2

£74.95

Cad-3D
Art Director
Film Director

Megamax C Compiler

£129.95

MARK WILLIAMS C
MCC Lattice C
MCC Macro Assemble

£124.95
£74.95
£37.95
£114.95
£64.95
£74.95

Pro Pascal Compiler

£114.95

Pro Fortran 77

£114.95
£39.95
£59.95
£39.95

TELEPHONE FOR A QUOTE AND BUNDLED OFFERS

£999
£1299

£869
£1130

£ phone

1040ST-F + SM125 mono system + software
1040ST-F + SC1224coloursystem + software
520ST-FM + SM125 mono system + software
520ST-FM + (1/2 meg upgrade to 1 meg RAM)
520ST-M + 125 + SF354 + Software

£699
£899
£499
£599
£450

£609
£782
£435
£521
£391

KEYBOARDS
1040ST-F keyboard unit + mouse + software
With UHF modulator ADD...
520ST-FM keyboard unit + mouse + software

£599
£50
£399

£521
£44
£348

520ST-FM+(1/2 meg upgrade to 1 meg RAM)

£499

£435

520ST-M Keyboard unit + software

£260

£226

£360

£313

£54.95
£37.95
£37.95

DISK UNITS
SF354 hall megabyte drive
SF314 megabyte drive

£149
£199

£130
£174

£19.50
£19.50
£19.50

Cumanal megabyte drive(Integral power)
Cumana twin 1 meg drives (integralpower)
Cumana dual 3.5V5.25"(integralpower)
Cumana or Triangle525" IBM format(integralpower)
Cumana twin 5.25" (integralpower)
SH204 twenty megabyte hard disk (SH205-E phone)
Cumana Cat 30H 30 megabyte hard disk
Cumana Cat 40H 40 megabyte hard disk
Cumana Cat 60H 60 megabyte hard disk

£135
£269
£340
£195
£359
£699
£799
£1149
£1349

£117
£234
£321
£170
£312
£609
£695
£999
£1173

£630
£150
£240
£58

£548
£130
£209
£50

SM125 12" hkes t&s mono monitor
SC1224 12" med-res colour monitor

£149

£130

£399

£348

£74.95

Philips CM8833- multistd med-res 141ns RGB Linear/TTL, complete

£315

£274

£74.95

Monitorcable (ST-DIN, ST-SCARTS,etc)

£20

£17

£64.95
£54.95
£39.95
£39.95
£49.95
£144.95

£15.95
£29.95
£44.95

£239.95
£179.95

DX Android
CZ Android
CZ Patch
Treesoft Midi

MegaST2 + SM125MonoSystem + Software
MegaST4 + SM125MonoSystem + Software

MegaST DTP. Systems, Colour, Atari PC (Aug/Sept)

520ST-M+(1/2 meg upgrade to 1 meg RAM)

£19.50

Graphic Artist
Colour Space
Pro Sprite Designer
Pro Sound Designer
Pro 24 (MidiStudio)

EX-VAT

£23.50
£29.50

£19.50

Degas Elte

VAT-INCLUSIVE

SYSTEMS

£19.50

Graphics & Music Software

£47.95
£49.95

Personal Pascal

£19.50

Arena/Brataccus
Universe II

£69.95
£47.95

K-Seka (Assembler)

£19.50

S.D.I.

Fast Basic
GFA Basic

ST Devpac (Assembler)

Out Soon

Karate Kid II

GFA Basic Compiler
LDWBasic Compiler

MCC Cambridge Lisp
MCC Pascal Compiler
MCC BCPL Compiler

£12.95
£15.95

Strike Force Harrier
Star Glider
Joust

Programming Languages

mailingsand those by producers of the relevant software and hardware so we can

Domain softwaresources). Training, maintenanceand repairfacilities - please ask.
All prices Errp but price match promise on all in-stock items

£169,95

£27.95

Zoomrack II Database

Alsocontact us Ifyou are interested indetails of the latest ST products inthese and

otherfields -this register ofusers'Interests will then be supported bothbyour

£62.75
£119.95

HabaDex
Haba View

Boffin

GRAPHICS* DESIGN
BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

Weare keento recruit additional freelance specialists In these areas. So ifyoufeel
you haveparticular skills using specific Items ofAtari STsoftware (not gamesI) letus
know. Weare Inthe process ofsetting upa training, demonstration and software
supportfacility and would liketo hear frominterestedindividuals and partiesNOW.

provide YOU with a complete Information andproduct service, (including Public

Entertainment Software

1st Word Plus

mainthrustforthe futureis InsupportofST, MegaST and PC applications,

particularlythe following:
DESKTOP PUBLISHING
IMAGECAPTURE

£179.95
£249.95

ClockCard fittedwhen you buy your ST from us

£189.95
£62.95

B.I.T.S. - Business Information & Technical Services - has extensive "hands on"

experience oftheATARI STrangeand Its supporting software. Although the retail
aspect IsImportant -we offer a genuineprlce^match policy onsoftware over£25,and
will haggle overbundled software + hardware dealsto suityourrequirements - our

£219.95
£154.95

Microdeal Battery Clock Card

Haba Writer 3

Tel: 0227 266289 or 363754
Personalvisits welcome- Demonstrations byappointment only

£299.95

Minor Miracles WS2000 Modem + ST Lead
Minor Miracles WS4000 Modem + ST Lead

Business Software
HB Signum

PO Box 97 WHITSTABLE, Kent CT5 1TJ

£349.95
£449.95

ATARI 520 STFM + SM125 Mono Monitor
ATARI520 STFM + PHILIPS CM8533 Colour Monitor
ATARI 520 STFM + PHILIPS CM8833 Colour Monitor

Triangle ST 20 meg Turbo hard disk
Triangle Single 1 Megabyte drive (int.power) + Software Utilities
Triangle Double 1 meg drive (inL power) + Software Utilities
Replacement 354/314 power supply
MONITORS

n

1

£54.95

Microdeal Replay
Microdeal Digidrum

£114.95
£19.50
£23.50

K-Minstrel

A.G.E. (Advanced Graphical Equipment)

PRINTERS
Atari SM804 BOcps80 col.
AtariSLM804 Laser (AvailableAugust)
QMS Kiss laser printer + lead + cartridge

£199
£2288

Full selection of printers available
Drinter cable (Centronics parallel)

As the leading company inthe fieldof A.G.E. and digitizedpictures, STARTSYSTEMS
are proud to announce that we are now stocking the first true realtime digitizer for the

£173

£ phone
£1990

£ phone
£20

£17

ANCILLARY

ATARI ST.

S.A.M. (Silicon Animation Machine)

£249.95

Sample Demo Disk

£5.00

This amazing piece of hardware was recently demonstrated at the ATARI show on the
ATARI Stand by SILICONSOLUTIONS, Itcan store &play back 11 frames In 512K, 27 in
1040K from either a video camera or home video source and each frame or sequence can
then be stored on disk In either Neo or Degas format.
......................... 10 Day Mopgy bjjj, Guarantee •*•••«•—•••••""*••»>
We think that S.AM. digitizer Is so good that we are offering a 10 day money-back
guarantee

Mall Order Department
For any order just send a cheque, bankers draft or postal order made
payable to START SYSTEMS to the address below &we willdespatch
your order to you within 14 days. Send SAE for mail list.
Send to:

START SYSTEMS
209 Telegraph Road, Deal, Kent, CT14 9DR
All Enquiries Tel: (0304) 363566
Allprices Include VAT& Datapost/Postal Charges
All prices were correct at the time of going to press.
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Mouse

£25

TOS ROMs (set of six)
Minor Miracles WS4000 modem (other modems also)
RS232 cable (modem/printer)
Dust covers - disk, keyboard, monitor - each
Gold Star - ds/dd box of 10
Memorex/3M - sd/dd 3.5" box of 10

£22

£50

£43

£173

£150

£20

£17

£9

£8

£22

£19

£35

Diskstorage box (leckabte, 40 disks)
McEmulator - ST to Mac (2 Mac chips required)
IBM emulator cartridge / software
ST RealTrzer- real-time video digitizer
Pro Digitizer-128 grey scales

£ phone

FrameGrabber, Sam, Pal Genlock

£ phone

CRP-CRP D DigitizerTablet (A4 Electrostatic)
Triangle ProDraw graphics tablet
Puck for Tablets

£30

£18

£16

£170

£148

£199

£173

£499

£434

£401

£349

£344

£299

£69

£60

SOFTWARE - LISTS AND BUYING ADVISE ON REQUEST

Post/Carriage Free for pre-paid orders. ACCESS 4 VISAORDERS WELCOMED.

Prices correct June 1987. Pleasecheckwith usforanyanticipatedchangesl

SOFTWARE

-

HARDWARE

PRICE

MATCH

E&OE

Ik

Checking
up on the
taxman
Barry Wood's program
ensures that you don't
pay out more than you

earn up to £2425 a year before you need
to pay any tax. This is just under £46.50 a
week. A married man with a tax code of

383 can earn £3835 a year or just under
£74 a week, without incurring tax liability.
The amount of tax-free pay which you

The rate then increases to 45 per cent
for the next £5,000 spread. There are
other bands up to 60 per cent and the
program caters for these.
National Insurance is calculated differ

TAX Calculator is a short utility enab

year, up to and including the week in

ently. In this case there is a base line and
a ceiling. Any earnings below the line,
currently at £39, attract no contributions
up to the maximum amount payable of
£26.55 a week irrespective of the amount

ling you to calculate and check your
tax liability.

which you will receive the amount

earned.

entered in the input routine.
If your total taxable earning in any one
tax.year is less than £17,900 you will be
taxed at the rate of 27 per cent. If you
exceed that figure, you will have to pay
tax at 40 per cent on all taxable pay

For all points in between, the amount
due depends on the gross pay for that

have to

are entitled to for week X is calculated

and this figure is deducted from the
total wages earned for the current tax

The program needs to know what your
tax code is, which tax period your next

pay day will be in, how much you've
earned, how much tax you've paid on
those earnings and how much you expect
your next pay to be before any deduc

earned between £17,900 and £20,400.

week. From the base line to £64.99 the

figure is 5
£99.99 is 7
the ceiling
Unlike

per cent and from £65.00 to
per cent and from £100.00 to
is paid at 9 per cent.
income tax calculations, [>

tions.

Your tax code is issued by the local tax
office and is in the form 242L. The actual

number can be almost anything but is
usually 242 for single people or married

A

women and 383 for married men or others

Bposs Pay = 15B.

who are claiming a married man's
allowance (for instance a single parent).
The letter following the number is usu
ally L, H or T. None of these letters affects
the way in which tax is calculated.

However, certain other letters may affect

v

n__l*

beSR

c;i-

rue

cj:i

cun.

I ;_*

LISl

n.._

run

r__-:_i

juendi

Intone Tax = 27,61

H. I. Due = 13.58

Hett Pay = IBB.69

the calculation and are outside the scope
if this program.
National Insurance calculations in the

program are based on a person who pays
NI contributions under weekly table A.
This will cover all working men and
single women who are not classed as selfemployed, any working married women
"Who are not entitled to be on B rate and is

not self-employed, and in all cases, not
contracted out of the state pension
scheme and under the current legal
retirement age.
The way that this program calculates
your income tax is to start with your tax
code. A code of 242 means that you may

Figure I: The tax and NI due on gross pay of £150
July 1987 Atari ST User 13

SOFTWARE
EXPRESMIII
514-516 Alum Rock Road, Alum Rock, Birmingham

Tel.: 021-328 3585

THE ELECTION PROGRAM
FROM

SOFTEXf////
by I. A. Skelly
* Displays by maps
and constituency

* Mouse driven

*
*
*
*

Help screens
Colour maps
Analysis by region
Full print-out

Conservative

?
•

colours

* Evaluates impact of
tactical voting

?

Labour

•

* Identifies

facilities

* Four types of
"swingometer"
* Graph or tabular

constituency of
any M.P.

?

Alliance

* Identifies and
forecasts results in

•

display

marginal seats

* Turnout statistics

* Edit facility

* and many other

?

Others

features

•

Invaluable aid to politicians, schools, colleges, pollsters, political pundits,
researchers and ANYONE with an interest in election results and
statistics

A complete database of opinion polls and election results since 1900

520/1040 ST (Colour only)

I enclose a cheque/PO for £ ...
OF PHONE FOR

LZU.iJb (inc. VAT)

El

or

Update discs available after each
major election . . .
Phone for details

Dealer and Overseas Enquiries Welcome

514-516 Alum Rock Road, ^?* HOTLINE

Alum Rock, Birmingham i£± 021-328 3585

<

amounts earned during the year have no

Changes for
monthly pay

effect. If you earn £20 one week and £100
the next, you will pay no NI contribution

To enable the program to work for
monthly paid readers these changes
should be incorporated into the pro
gram: Line 320 should be changed to;
320 Input "Enter Tax Month ";taxweek

Unless your payroll has been
calculated by a computer, there may be a

discrepancy in the amount shown for

The variable taxweek can be left as

used in manual calculations use £1.00

for the first week and £9 for the second,

There may also be a slight discrepancy

more than a few pence and is caused by
the difference between using direct per

National Insurance contributions.
The reason for this is that the tables

centage (as this program does), and the
tax tables.

Once

increments and the amount due is

a minimum. However, you can change

averaged over the increment. For com
puter calculations, the percentage is
worked out using the actual wages due.
To illustrate this, if we calculate the
amount of contributions payable on £100
we arrive at a figure of £9 - 9 per cent of

the word week in line 330 to month
with 12. Lines 480 to 520 should be

replaced by the following new lines:
480 IF paydue<169 THEN nifrac=0
490 IF paydue>=169 AND paydue<282 TH
EN nifrac=0.05

500 IF paydue>=282 AND paydue<434 TH

being the amount due.
in the tax deducted. This should be no

it is to keep the number of changes to

and in line 440 replace the number 52

does a wage of £100.99 which if worked
out by computer would result in £9.09

the

tax

and

NI

has

been

calculated, net pay is found by subtrac
ting these two amounts from your gross

pay. We now have all the figures neces
sary to feed the display routine.
The display as written runs in high
resolution mode but by altering the first

two parameters in the PIE statement, the

£100.

resultant display can be made to fit into a

Using the tables, a wage of £100
attracts a contribution of £9.04 but then so

medium or low resolution screen.

EN nifrac=0.07

510 IF paydue>=434 AND paydue<1279 T
HEN nifrac=0.09

520 IF paydue>=1279 THEN nidue=115.1
1: RETURN

* - Pav Due Th

628 taxP1-^;to;u'a),pi,l8B)

,., calculator

in rfH income ^a\^'
•*B reK U) Atari

asss«-?u

650 flu5VLlie,naydue)*188

5fl PROCinput-detaivs

SRVSl6,BlV,V8,ta^e,niPie

60 PROCtax-calc
78 PROCni_caU
80 PROCpie-chart
98 q$=""

P'e69g PRINT "Gross. Pay
Pay =";F0R^$(pav

....

dUe780ZpRWB

asss

pw, .;F0RM1*<«

718 r«nt *in<r
xtopay/»f-DD)
720 PRINT
5

s;«&/^«

ttnlBW

758 PRINT "N- L-

ue/zmO.!>l>">
768 PR1"1

^58 taxtopay-^Nlv
t108))/1B8

3 15

>60 ENDPR0c
Ue-taxtopay »

258 WR"T *<*'"'

248 WSUE 13

250 H1DEN0USE
268
d,tails
579 ENDPROC
DEFPROCinput-tietai

i &*-.»•' "•cod*ls;

588 IF p»y<lu« "

^I'nVfMe-iI.W

528 IF paVdue ? d

,

THW nWut-25.*5

'•RETURN.J
-oavdue*nifrac
538 nidue-pay°uc
51,9
ENDPR"C
558 DEFPROCpie-chart
560 CIS

578 HUCOU 1

-

840 LOCAL *'y'1'numN»LE,x,y^'h h

850 6tT«l«Stt0sUS HANDLE,*^/
880 ENDPROC
D
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37 SEAVIEW ROAD • WALLASEY • MERSEYSIDE • L454QN. Telephone: (051)630 3013
ALL TITLES OF SOFTWARE STOCKED

INTERNATIONAL KARATE
£15.99
KISSED DEBUGGER
£24.99
LITTLE COMPUTER PEOPLE
£27.95
AND DONT FORGET OUR
LEATHER GODDESS OF PHOBOS..£23.99
IN-HOUSE REPAIR SERVICE
LIBERATOR
£10.50
LEADERBOARD
£19.99
CHESS
£19.99
COMPENDIUM
£19.99 LEADERBOARD TOURNAMENT....£19.99
£15.99
CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING
£19.99 MUDPIES
MERCENARY
£19.99
DEVPAC ST
£39.99
PRO
SPRITE
£31.95
DEGAS ELITE
£55.95
PAWN
£19.99
PLUTOS
£11.95
ROGUE
£19.99
STRIP POKER
£15.99
STAR GLIDER
£19.99
SILENT SERVICE
£19.99
STRIKE FORCE HARRIER
£19.99
SUPER
CYCLE
£15.95
520 STM COMPUTER &
SKYFOX
£19.99
MOUSE
TRIVIA CHALLENGE
£15.99
SF 354 DISK DRIVE
WINTER
GAMES
£19.95
SM 125MONO MONITOR
1st WORD SOFTWARE
USUALLY £559.95

FOR ALL ST MACHINES

HARDWARE
520 STM INC. GEM DESKTOP, BASIC +
UTILITY SOFTWARE
£239.95
£459.95
520 STFM INC. M/MONITOR
520 STFM COMPUTER INC. MOUSE
CONTROLLER
£369.95
SF354 DISC DRIVE
£139.95
£179.95
SF314 DISC DRIVE
SH204 HARD DISC
£649.95
STAR NL10 PRINTER
£249.95
PANASONIC KX-P1081
£179.95
DMP3000 PRINTER
£169.95

DMP4000 PRINTER, UP TO Wi" PAPER
200 cps
£389.95
20mg ST HARD DISK
£569.95
80 cps 80 col. ST PRINTER
£189.95
1040 ST + F. KEYBOARD
£569.95
1040 ST-F + SM125 MONITOR...£664.95
1040 ST-F + SC1224 COLOUR MONITOR

THIS MONTHS

SPECIAL OFFERS

£949.95

only £439.95

SOFTWARE
TOP 50 SELLERS
ARENA/BRATACCAS.

£27.95
£23.95

ALTERNATIVE, THE.
ANIMATOR, THE

25 DOUBLE SIDED

31/2" DISCS

£23.95

ARENA

£23.95
£19.99

APSHAI TRILOGY....

£79.95
£27.95
£19.99
£19.99
£23.99
£19.99
£27.95
£23.95
£15.95
£15.99

£34.95
DEEP SPACE
FILM DIRECTOR
HOLLYWOOD HI JINX
HITCH HIKERS GUIDE
HABAWRITER
HABAMERGE
HABASPELL
HACKER2

ORDER BY PHONE WITH

25 WDsbCKET/25wb PLUG......£13.99
9 WDPLUG/25W MODEM DSOCKET, 850
l/F MODULE TO ST FILE/DATA TRANSFER
CABLE
£9.95
£27.95 SM125 MONO MONITOR
£139.95
£47.95 SC1224 COLOUR MONITOR
£369.95
£19.99
£23.99
£47.95
£31.95
£32.95
£19.99

KAO 3V2" DSDD (BOXED IN 10)....£17.99
KAO 3V2" SSDD (BOXED IN 10)....£14.99
LUXURY ST DUST COVER
£7.99
FERGUSON MC05 MONITOR/TV.£199.95
3V2" LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
(HOLDS 90)
£10.95

|F (TS AVAILABLE - WE STOCK IT -

HOTLINE 051-691 2008

We apologise tor any alteration, omissions since going to press.
-

CREDIT

( , t CHARGE
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ST/FIDELITY CTM14 MONITOR LEAD £2.59
ST/SCARTTVLEAD
£11.95
ST/AMSTRAD MONITOR LEAD
£9.95
ST/SONY KX14 MONITOR LEAD....£10.95
ST/PHILIPS 8533 LEAD
£10.95
ST/MIDI LEAD
£1.99
25 W D PLUG/36W CENTRONIC PLUG
£13 95

ALTERNATE REALITY.....'".""."!.£19.99
BCPL COMPILER
BULLETIN BOARD
BORROWED TIME
BASKETBALL
BALLYHOO
BARBARIAN
CLOCK CARD
CORNER MAN
COLOUR SPACE
CARDS

ACCESSORIES

please phone

OPEN SIX DAYS
Send for your FREE 20 page price list

Postage and Packing
Items under £10 add £1.00
Items under £50 add £2.00
Items under £100 add £5.00
Items over £100 add £11.00

Overseas customers: Full price shown
will cover carriage andfree tax.

OFTWARE
RE VIE WS

Blast from the past
Program: Arkanoid
Price: £14.95

Supplier: Imagine, 6 Central Street,

Man-

Chester, M2 5NS.
Tel: 061-832 6633

WHAT a pleasure to splash in the warm

waters of nostalgia. Remember those
long-past days when there were such cult
games as Space Invaders, Paddle Tennis,

Wavy Navy, Galaxian, PacMan and

slots at the top of the screen. While they
can't hurt, they get in the way. If a ball hits
one, the alien will explode and the ball
can fly in any direction.
Points are scored for knocking out a

brick, (some bricks need more than one
thump before they'll go), collecting
capsules and bumping off aliens. An extra
life is awarded when you reach 20,000

points and every 50,000 afterwards.

1

the "Dimension Changer", whoever or

Times when you played and played the
same game, only stopping when dawn

whatever that is.

began to break?

players. The bat is controlled by the

They may have been simple and crude
but they had a magical quality to hook

mouse and is very responsive. It would
have been nice to have had a keyboard

old-time games players.
Now one of those games is about to

or joystick option but the mouse is per

make a comeback. Up pops Arkanoid,
world. No matter which way you slice the

The graphics are very colourful and
lively, each screen having different
backdrops, brick configurations and

accompanying blurb, Arkanoid is actually

aliens. There are two attractive title

Arkanoid can be played by one or two

fectly satisfactory.

J wiFfMiflii?1,

l-m-m-m ^ ^ -4-4-4-

lliftift ^^ 1S1B18
14-4-4 ••

hu&\& U

~

-4-4-4-

ifiiftig

j,"••«•-"• • •-4-a-4-

iiiftiaiBiBia(iRiftifi!g
JllBlBlBiS^ftlB^JBlg
I 4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-

There are 32 screens to work through
before the climax of a confrontation with

Breakout?

Imagine's first venture into the ST game

««««~««

«

screens but no demo mode. Sound effects
and music are above average.

Arkanoid is one of those games you

simply can't stop playing.
Bob Chappell
Sound

9

Graphics
Payability
Value for money

8
9
9

Overall

9

our long-lost friend, Breakout.

This is no tepid serving of yesterday's
leftovers. Imagine have taken the Taito
arcade game and produced one of the
most compulsive and addictive games

yet seen on the ST.
The game concept couldn't be simpler.
At the top of the screen are several rows

The Rockford File

of coloured bricks; at the bottom is a

Program: Boulderdash Construction Kit

small, pulsating, flat-topped bat.

Price: £24.98

You use it to deflect a bouncing ball so
that it hits and breaks down the wall
above. You lose a life each time the ball

Tel: 01-482 17S5

passes the bat and reaches the bottom of

Supplier: Databyte, Suite 31A Grove
Terrace, Highgate Road, London NW5
1PL.

the screen. You progress to the next level
only when all the bricks are destroyed.
Child's play, eh? But wait, Hidden
among the bricks are variously coloured

challenge to Boulderdash fans. If you can
complete this collection of 16 caves then

and lettered capsules which float down

you can build your own.

when dislodged. As well as deflecting the
ball back up the screen, your craft can

Boulder pushing, diamond collecting,
amoeba smashing, award winning
Rockford first made his appearance in
Boulderdash, has starred in three
sequels, and is as addictive as ever.
Once again our hero runs the gauntlet

collect these capsules. The problem is,
there are now at least two things to watch

- the bouncing ball and descending
capsules.

Each capsule is a different colour and
has a large label. Each has a different
effect and generally speaking, catching a

ROCKFORD'S back in the ultimate

of caves packed with boulders, fireflies,
deadly butterflies and growing amoebas
to collect diamonds.

capsule negates the effect of any

In some caves you must collect more

previously caught capsule.
An E capsule expands your bat making

than 50 diamonds before the three minute

it easier to hit the ball. An S causes the

certain - it's not easy.

ball to move slowly, while a P gives you

On entering a cave you're thrown
straight into the action. Most of the screen

an extra life. A C capsule allows you to
catch the ball and fire it at the bricks.

time limit expires, in others just one. Be

is constructed from dirt that you can

while a B breaks a section of the side wall

easily dig through leaving a hole. This
may not sound important but choose
routes carefully so that boulders drop

giving an alternative escape route to the

where wanted and not on your head.

next level.

Keep away from fireflies and butterflies

The L capsule equips you with double
lasers which you can use to blast the

or channel them to destroy an amoeba.
One wrong move costs a life.

A D splits the ball into three, tripling
your chances of smashing the bricks

bricks and aliens. Oh, didn't I mention the
aliens?

They are released at intervals through

The result is a fascinating arcade game

in which you can fall foul of the blue slime,
be chomped by a fly, crushed by a boul

der or trapped by a growing wall. In
addition you can now build your own
caves or edit and alter the existing ones
with the easy-to-use construction set.

If you're already a fan of Rockford add
this to your collection. If you've yet to
meet the Boulderdash challenge don't

waste time - you won't be disappointed.
Tony Hetherington
Sound

Graphics.
Payability

*

8
10

Value for Money

8

Overall

9

t>
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SOFTWARE;';

Superb simulation
<

Program: Balance of Power
Price: £29.95

Supplier: Mindscape c/o Mirrorsoft, Max
well House, 74 Worship Stret, London
EC2A 2EN.

Tel: 01-377 4837

SO I said to the General Secretary of the
USSR, "Pull out Russian troops out from
Afghanistan or face the consequences".
He refused point-blank.
As President of the USA, I had two

period (and provided nuclear war has
not destroyed the world) the side with
the most prestige points wins.

The game can be played by two
players or with the ST controlling one
player, each side taking on the role of
President of the USA or
Secretary of the USSR.

General

The way to gam geopolitical prestige
(or international popularity) is by a series
of strategic decisions.
The aim is to court countries with the

options - to back down and face a massive

most military power while insuring that

loss of international prestige, or risk a

your enemies remain weak.

full-scale nuclear war.

Most of the screen is taken up with a

Balance of Power, a superb new
strategy game from Mindscape, places
such life-or-death decisions in your

detailed map of the world which is used
as an access and the principal means of
displaying information.

hands.

The aim of the game (though perhaps

Along the top are a number of pull
down menus (triggered by the mouse

that is not the best term for such a pro

pointer). The chief one is the Make

gram) is to gam geopolitical prestige

Policies menu.

while at the same time weakening your

It is this option that actually drives the
game. Almost all the other menus used,
sometimes in conjunction with the map,

opponent.

At the end of an eight year game

itik Stsw h»i fltsour[«s Mfll-Bnnq I'lHUjUJ Polmtil

obtain entry to the information held by
the program.

There are several ways of winning
popularity. You can be nice to a govern
ment that likes you or attempt to over
throw one that doesn't.

Many countries are ripe for rebellion.

You can opt for a defence using monetary
aid or intervene directly. Or you may
wish to provide money or military support
for the rebels.

There are some constraints: Your
budget, the number and location of

troops, and the reaction of the opposing
superpower to your actions.

You can choose to pump in economic
aid or set about destabilising the country
using the CIA or KGB. Further options
allow you to sign a treaty with a nation or

Pub game special

lean on the country by applying diplo
matic pressure.

All these actions are accomplished by
using the Make Policies menu. When

you've completed your programme your

Program: Shuffleboard
Price: £19.95

turn is over. The ST then figures out its

Supplier: Diamond Games, c/o Robtek, Unit

side's reactions to your policies and may
launch a series of challenges.

4, Isleworth Business Complex, St. John's
Road. Isleworth, Middlesex TW7 6NL.

Next

Tel: 01-847 4457

it

analyses

the

news

and

determines the developments in each
country.

SHUFFLEBOARD and Pool get the ST

Finally, it makes the moves for its own

treatment in a doublepack of pub games
that features some stunning graphics.
Pool fans can now chalk up for a game

side, advances the calendar by a year
and play returns to you. This complicated
process takes less than a minute.

without queuing but only a two-player

In the case of a two-player game, while

option is provided and ST takes a back

the calculations are all handled by the

seat.

computer, players have to make their

A view from above the table fills the

own decisions about moves and chal

screen with the plain and striped balls
racked and ready for play. It's up to you to
decide how to score the games and
punish any fouls.
The ST provides slick graphics and
options to change the order of the balls in
the rack, load and save games and
change the table colour.

The animation is extremely smooth but
the game desperately needs a computer

lenges.

There are four levels of gameplay:
Beginner, Intermediate, Expert and
Nightmare. Beginner and Intermediate
levels are for training purposes only.
Expert and Nightmare levels contain
the full elements of Balance of Power,
3D view of what you would see. The com
puter opponents play a hard game so the

adding various other complexities and

challenge doesn't stop if you run out of

nuances of global interaction.

players.

Once above beginner level, the many
diplomatic relationships and other factors

building upon the easier levels and

opponent like the one waiting to
challenge you to a game of Shuffleboard.
Shuffleboard offers you five different
versions of the game in which you must

I found the Shuffleboard surprisingly
addictive which almost made up for the

(including the reliability of your advisers)

disappointing Pool.

glide weights down a polished alley and
into scored regions. Only the weights

vary from game to game, making each
Tony Hetherington

nearest the gutter at the far end score so

the game is a battle of strategy and skill
as you jostle for the best position.
The screen display not only shows a
plan view of the alley but also a separate
18 Atari ST User July 1987

Sound
Graphics.

4
8

Playability
Value for Money

7
6

Overall

6

new session unpredictable.

Much of the information is presented
by shading and colouring every country
on the world map, the relevant key being
displayed in the bottom right-hand
corner.

The countries menu provides data on

••SOFTWARE

all the states in the two superpowers'

ass

asm a a M

spheres of influence, major events of the
past year including revolutions, coups
and so on.

HI

f||> till W'
fin » fctt:

I
SH

It also includes prestige value, states of
insurgency, any likely coups d'etat, and
potential Finlandisation (pragmatically
compelled by circumstances to become
friendly).

The separate USA and USSR menus
give information on the policies and rela
tionships of the two powers. This includes
data on diplomatic relationships, military
aid, interventions for governments and

"« nVnVuVn'

headlines. The events are grouped under

turn for the year is over.

USSR and USA Actions and Other Data.

Once into a crisis, you have a number
of advisers offering information on how
they see the event.
Trouble is, they are not always right.
The longer one of the two sides takes to

and Other Data covers the more mun

dane items: Minor country news and last
year's USA and USSR news.

Each group of information can be scan
ned by clicking on the Next or Previous

back away from the confrontation, the

The events menu contains a very

more prestige points the retreater loses.
The danger is that each successive
phase moves the two countries closer to

important element of the game.When
accessing this menu, you are given the

war. Unless one relents, the situation
escalates and deteriorates through a

chance to question many of the events.
For example, you might wish to ques
tion a highly provocative act. Such ques

number of phases including challenge,
diplomatic crisis and DEFCON.

tioning immediately generates a crisis,
The opposing side will respond, either
by sticking to their guns or by backing
down. If they stay put, then the ball is

a superpower. DEFCON five is peace -

buttons.

There are enough graphs, barcharts
and statistics to keep you studying until

Other options under the Game menu,
give the current tally of prestige points,
allow the taking back of the last move and
signify end of turn. When you quit a
game, the current state will be saved and
can be later restored.

behalf when at the beginning of its turn.

but presents its information in the form of
Actions tend to be the major incidents,

background and history, provides a
staggering amount of data on the 62
nations represented in the game.

this time next year.

In other words, you are the plaintiff
when using the Events menu but the com
puter becomes the plaintiff when your

rebels, economic aid, treaties and so on.
The events menu does not use the map

with its three options of closeup,

DEFCON is the DEFense CONdition of

Balance of Power is handsomely and

robustly packaged and includes an 87
page manual. Its clarity and presentation
is the very model of excellence.
There is so much detail, depth and

sophistication to author Chris Crawford's
program. The game's use of modelling
and artificial intelligence techniques, the
massive database, the superb world map
and the design of the player's interface
are magnificent.

I echo the publishers statement that,
"This game will entertain, educate,

challenge and perhaps frighten you in
ways that no computer program has done
before".

Balance of Power is the creme de la

creme of strategy games. It is a marvell
ous achievement and a

marvellous

experience to play. Don't pass it by.
Bob Chappell

minimum readiness. While DEFCON
three is maximum alert. At DEFCON two,

back in your court - you must further

an accidental nuclear war is all too likely,
and DEFCON one spells the end - all out

challenge or back down.

nuclear war is declared and both sides

When playing against the computer, it
may well activate this phase on its own

have lost.

The final information menu, Briefing,

Sound

Graphics
Payability

n/a

Value for money

9
10
10

Overall

10

Running for Gold
Program: Metrocross
Price: £24.95

skateboard. And all this in a race against
the clock.

REMEMBER all the sports fads of the 60s
and 70s? The one that stands out in my

Probe Software, responsible for this
conversion, have done the ST proud by
programming some of the finest horizon
tally scrolling graphics yet seen. Not only
is the regular action smooth and fluid, but
superb double speed action can be
achieved by kicking green cans on the

mind is the skateboard - the much touted

way.

Supplier: US Gold, Units 2/3, Holford Way,
Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX.
Tel: 021-356 3388

successor to roller skates.

After three hours play, I almost man

allow you to win.
No matter how I tried I just could not
make it! Good use of spot sound effects

Rinks opened all over the country with
the promise of skateboarding achieving
Olympic status. Where can you find the

aged to reach the end of the fifth level,

skateboard today? Only in this new
Metrocross game from US Gold.
The object of the game seems quite

into innumerable hurdles.

with a pleasant background tune make
the gameplay absorbing.
I love the way the little fellow pants and
gasps on finally reaching the end of each

I found that the only successful way of
shaking off the rats was to leap into a hole
in the floor causing a loss of time.

level. I know just how he feels.
Meanwhile, back to the game and that
seemingly impossible level five...

across screens of chequerboard floor

I was convinced after level two that

Victor Laszlo

riddled with potholes, obstacles and
green no-go areas that zap your energy.
You set off on foot dodging rolling coke
cans, jumping over hurdles, avoiding pits
that swallow you whole and land mines
that explode before leaping on to your

the mam obstacle to beating the game
was the relentless time factor. Complex
floor designs, ever increasing hazards,
and a touch of over confidence leads you

simple: Hop, skip, jump and skateboard

but not before I'd been burnt alive,

attacked by rampaging rats, and crashed

to conclude that level five would do
better with two or three extra seconds to

Sound

8

Graphics
Payability

9
9

Value for Money

8

Overall

9

>
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Puzzling arcade adventure
<

have discovered how to operate them.
There are laboratories and restaurants,
dormitories and passages, all with finely

Program: Crafton & Xunk
Price: £24.95

Supplier: Ere Informatique/Infogrames,
Mitre House, Abbey Road, Enfield, Mid

detailed contents.

dlesex, EN1 2RQ.

Each room is a puzzle and most contain

Tel: 01-364 0123

clever and delightful surprises.

In some, gates crash down, blocking

I HAVE always admired the software that
Ultimate Play The Game produced for the
Spectrum. The graphics and animation in

Crafton. There are mats that can send him

spinning into the air and, some knock him
senseless.

Alien 8 and Knight Lore were really

Sound and colour are used to good
effect but what makes this game so
outstanding are the puzzles, the stunning

something special. There's never been

anything to match their style on other
machines - until now.

Crafton & Xunk from the French com

pany Ere Informatique has produced a

Whenever one of these creatures touches

detail and animation.

Crafton his energy is cut.

A demo mode, giving you a quick tour
of a few of the rooms, automatically starts
up if you just wait at the beginning of the

The balance is shown by a percentage

game that captures the style of those old
Ultimate products. The result is an arcade

figure at the bottom of the screen. He can
even jump on the creatures and ride

adventure with some of the most detailed

and varied graphics and superb anim

them, though it is bad for his health.
When all his energy has gone it's curtains

ation yet seen on the ST.

for Crafton.

game. Another aspect I liked was that
Crafton starts in a different room each
time his energy runs out.

and unsuitable instructions don't do the

an open chest shows items Crafton may

So, black marks for packaging and
instructions but top marks for style, detail,
colour, content and animation. A dazzling
game and one to make your eyes bulge
like the orbs on a podocephale.

software justice and are unlikely to attract
the impulse buyer. •

have picked up, but only one item can be

Bob Chappell

carried at a time.

Although mon O' level Francaise est
more than un peu rusty, I gathered that

exit, but some doors are sealed and can

The plot is difficult to describe because
the packaging and instructions were
almost entirely in French. Dull packaging

slots, one for each piece of code
captured. Towards the left of the screen,

the aim of the game is to collect eight
pieces of a code by exploring a labyrinth
of rooms and collecting and utilising vari

At the bottom of the screen are eight

The rooms usually have more than one

only be opened by special means - part
of the fun is finding out how. Lifts and
transporters are available - once you

Sound
Graphics.

8
10

Playability
Value for money

9
9

Overall

9

ous objects.

The Crafton of the title is a fully clothed
android even though he did bear more
than a passing resemblance to Andy
Pandy. His constant companion is Xunk, a
strange, yellow little creature, clearly
described as an ET head whose short
neck ends in a foot.

He/she/it is actually a podocephale - I
seem to recall my French mistress once
calling me that.
You control Crafton with the mouse and

keyboard, joystick and keyboard or key
board only. An options screen can be
called, up at the beginning of each game.
Crafton can move in four directions and
as the rooms are laid out in diamond fash

ion these movements are north-east,
north-west, south-east and south-west.

He can also jump, pick up or drop an
object and retrace his steps. Don't worry
about Xunk - he will hop about until you
leave the room when he will zip to
Crafton's side like an obedient sheep
dog.
The action is three-dimensional and

your view is above and diagonally across
each room, Every multi-coloured room is
filled with furniture and objects and the
detail is stunning.

Slow conversion
Program: Xevious
Price: £24.95

Supplier: U S GOLD, Unit2/3 Holford Way,
Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX.
Tel: 021-356 3388

•

ONE of the best Atari arcade games of
the last five years, Xevious, has arrived on
the Atari ST, courtesy of U S Gold. This
conversion does not strictly conform to
the original screen layout of the arcade
version. Only half the screen area is

actually used for gameplay, but that apart,
the gameplay is pretty similar.
Piloting a Solvalu super spacecraft, you
cruise over the vertically scrolling land
scape, bombing Xevious ground instal
lations and zapping air targets while
dodging flying mirrors. The ultimate

the graphic style of the superb arcade
game on which it is based.

style, with good use of colour in both the

seen so try it before buying.

Most of the items can be moved,

landscapes and the sprites. Yet it totally
lacks the excitement of the arcade

Every room is also inhabited by weird
and superbly animated creatures.
20 Atari ST User July 1987

arcade version.

.. The probable solution would be to
restrict the action to a four-colour
background, but then it would not match

target is the Andor Genesis Mother Ship!
Graphically, the game has a very clean

jumped on and generally manhandled
(watch Crafton bounce on the beds till
they break) and many have lives of their
own.

moving objects on the screen at once,
thereby missing the original appeal of the

original, mainly due to the condensed
size of on screen playing area, and the
speed of gameplay being much, too slow.

The problem with the program seems

to be its inability to have too many fast-

This isn't the best shoot-'em up I've
Victor Laszlo
Sound
Graphics
Playability
Value for money
Overall

2
8
6
6
6
•

T=T

Lightwave

i l l If I M i l
ILO.

QUALITY TESTED CABLES& ACCESSORIES

DESCRIPTION

F t f f i J T H C Bniyic

MCL-002

MCL-063
MCL-091

LENG1

STMonitorCable 13 PinDinPlugto Open End

2M

520STto Centronics Printer

2M

25WayDPlug to36WayCentronics Plug

PRICE
7.25
12.95

RIBBON

520STtoCentronicsPrinter

2M

12.95

1M

14.99

2M

17.45

2M

32.45

25WayDPlug to36WayCentronics Plug
MC1-277

STDisc Extension Lead

19Way D Plugto 19 Woy DSocket

REQUIRES

MCL-430

ST Floppy Disc Drive Cable
14 PinDin Plug to 14 Pin Din Plug

MCL-450

FREELANCE
PROGRAMMERS

STto DiscDrive-ShugartInterface
14 PinDinPlugto 34 Way IDCSocketwhere
Drive to be connected is used as Drive B

MVDU-076

520STto Philips 8533 Monitor

2M

9.99

13 PinDin Plug to Scart Plug
MVDU-120

ST to Colour Monitor

MVDU-139

520STM/1040STtoScartTV

MVDU-145

ST to Microvitecl459A Monitor

2M

6.45

2M

10.99

2M

9.25

13 PinDinPlugto 2 X Phono Plugs
13 PinDin Plugto Scart Plug

13 PinDinPLug to 7 PinDinPlug+ 5 PinDin
Plug- 520STM& 1040STF ONLY

TO PRODUCE SOFTWARE OF THE
HIGHEST QUALITY FOR THE
ATARI ST COMPUTER SYSTEM.

MVDU-200

—

25.99

ST to NEC Multisync Monitor
9 Way D Plug to 13 Pin Din Plug via
Switch-Box (Colour/Mono Display)

2M

23.75

520STtoModem/RS232Cable

2M

12.65

2M

11.95

ST to both Colour & Mono Monitors

13 Pin Din Plug to 2 x 13 Pin Din
Sockets - Switched Unit allows
simultaneous connection
MVDU-211

PRS-109

ALL APPLICANTS SHOULD SEND
EXAMPLES OF ANY PREVIOUS
OR CURRENT WORK FOR

25 Way D Plugto 25 Way D Socket (9 Lines!
PRS-144

ST to APPLE MAC LaserWriter

25 Way D Plugto 25 Way DSocket
DUST COVERS

EVALUATION TO . . .
THE GREEN

LWD-003

520ST Keyboard

—

7.35

LWD-005

SMI 24 Monitor

—

8.95

LWD-026

1029 Printer

—

7.95

LWO-035

1040ST/520STFKeyboard

1WD-057

SMM 801/804 Printer

LWD-067

SCI 224 Monitor

—

7.95
7.95
8.95

This is justa smallselectionfrom our range.

ASHBY DE LA ZOUCH
LEICS. LE6 5JU

Ask your local dealer or phone for more details.

All prices includeVAT, Please send cheques/P.O.'s and include £1.00 post and packoging to:

LIGHTWAVE LEISURE LTD, P.O. BOX 23,WALLASEY, MERSEYSIDE L44 1EW or

Phone (051) 639 5050 and order via ACCESS.

W

W<. J

SUPERTEC COMPUTER OFFERS
Software for the ATARI ST
£22.95
£24.95
£24.95
£24.95
£29.95

QBall
Warzone
ST Protector
A Mind Forever

Bridge

£29.95

T-R-l-M

Time Bandit

£29.95 ST Accounts
£29.95 H&D Base

Deadline
The Pawn
Red Alert
Winter Games
Golf

Sundog
Major Motion
Deep Space

£19.95
£34.95

Datacomm
dBman
£24.95 Music Studio

£19.95 Degas

Temple of Apshai
Trilogy

£24.95 Colourspace

Karate Kid II

Trivia Challenge

£119.95

Voyaging

Star Glider
ST Karate

Strike Force Harrier
World Games

£19.95
£19.95

Easy Draw
£24.95 Cashlink Accounts
£24.95 KComm
£24.95 V.I.P. Lite
£19.95 Fastcom

£44.95
£89.95
£150.00
£99.95
£44.95
£113.85
£29.95
£39.95
£149.95
£19.95
£295.00
£49.95
£99.95
£49.95

ATARI

MANY ST SYSTEMS
AVAILABLE FROM
STOCK - CALL FOR DETAILS

Systems tailored to your needs
ST GAMES
E.G.STAR GLIDER

Including:

DEEP SPACE - ARENA
SUNDOG-THE PAWN
HACKER-SILENT SERVICE
FLIGHT SIMULATOR II
PLUS MANY MORE

KUMA-HABA-ATARI-PHIL0N
CASHLINK-SOFTWARE PUNCH

SPECIAL OFFER
520STFM with Mannesman-Tally Pixy Plotter + Cables + GFA DraftCad System

£653.95 (VAT incl.)
Limited numbers available

PERSONAL SHOPPERS WELCOME
MON —FRI

9 a.m. — 5 p.m.

BULLETIN BOARD

0268 293639 (24 HOURS)
300 BAUD

CHIPS0FT (ST ACCOUNTS)
BATTERIES INCLUDED
Call fordetails and prices

TRIANGLE D/D DRIVES FOR ST

PRINTERS. . .PRINTERS. . .PRINTERS

Including: EPSON •BROTHER •MANNESMANN TALLY

ST SOFTWARE

1MB (SINGLE)

£148.35 2MB (TWIN)

DISKS

MODEMS

51/4 " SS/DD (Pack of 10) £7.50

WS2000

31/2"ds/dd

£2.50 ea.

WS4000

31/2"sd/dd

£1.95 ea.

£240.35

by Miracle Technology

£125.00

Auto-dial/Auto-answer

£195.00

SUPERTEC LTD. cornwallis house, Howards chase, basildon, essex ssi4 3BB Tei (0268) 282308
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TWO WAYS TO ENSURE

ARE YOU MISSING OUT?
MONITOR MAGAZINE

YOU GET

IS JUST WHAT

*•

Filled from cover to
cover with:

• Galvanising
Games

• Tantalising

EVERY MONTH
1. Complete and mail subscription

Tutorials

mff^m

mMind-boggling

form on Page 71
2. Hand this form to your newsagent.

Machine Code

• LotsaListings
m Topical Tips

Please reserve me a copy of Atari ST User
magazine every month until further notice.

m Realistic Reviews

m16-Bit and8-Bit Coverage

•

I will collect

•

Iwould likeitdelivered to my home.

Send a cheque/P.O. for £4-00, made payable to the 'U.K.
Atari ComputerOwnersClub', foryourfour issues subscription
now. Or send £1 -30p (which includes P&P) fora sample copy,to

Name
Address

see what the magazine offers.

Don't delay do it today!!
THE U.K. ATARI COMPUTER OWNERS CLUB

Note to newsagent: Atari ST User should be
obtainable from your local wholesaler, or contact Frank Everett,
Circulation Manager on 0424 430422

) P.O. Box 3, Ravleigh, Essex, SS6 8LR
Independent User Croup

"\

MILES BETTER SOFTWARE

0

3s

221 Cannock Road, Chadsmoor, Cannock,
Staffs WS11 2DD. Tel: (05435) 79099

GAMES
Balance of Power

19.95

SDI

36.95

Shuttle II

19.95

RlngofZllfln-

19.95

ACCESSORIES

Electronic Pool
Star Raiders

Wizards Crown'

19.95

Bureaucracy (Douglas Adams)

29.99

ST to Scart Lead from
ST to Midi from

Crystal Castle

17.95
12.95
12.95

Turbo GT

16.99

Gauntlet

19.95

Flight Simulator II (Cobur)
Typhoon

39.95

Tenth Frame

19.95

17.95

AiKanold

12.95

Trallblazer

19.95

19.00

Mouse Trap

11.95

Arena + Brataccas
G F L Football

29.95

Last Nlnja"
Bankok Nights"

19.95

Nlnta Mission

Mercenary Compendium

19.95

Road Runner

19.95

Goldrunner

19.95

Prohibition

17.95

Mean 18 Golf

19.95

Tal Pan

12.95

19.00
8.95

GRAPHICS

Degas
Degas Elite
CoburSpace
Art Director

32.95
60.95

15.95

Film Director

39.95
49.95

Pro Sprite Designer

32.95

Paintworks

27.95

GFA Draft

89.95

CAD 3D

39.95

Metro Cross

19.95

MGT

19.95

Xevious

19.95

Macadam Bumper

19.95

UTILITIESAND BUSINESS

Silent Service

19.95

Plutos

Lattice C Compiler

75.95

Barbarian

19.95

Super Tennis

Macro Assembler

39.95

Terrorpods

19.95

Star Trek"

11.95
19.95
19.00

Boulderdash Construction

19.95

ADVENTURES/STRATAGIC

Pascal Compiler
Fast Basic (+ stand alone disc)

Deep Space
Sky Fox

75.95
79.00

29.95

11.99
1.99

STto Centronics printer from

11.99

Mono/Colour Monitor Switch
Mouse Mat

25.99
5.99

HARDWARE

520 STFM Phone for btest prtees
520 STFM + High res, Mono Monitor

499.00

520 STFM + Med res, Colour Monitor 699.00
1040 STF
599.00
(All the above Includes
5 FREE demo discs)
520 STM + 500k Drive + Mono Monitor +
1st Word + Mouse + 10

BlanKDisks

445.00

Ferguson TXMC05 T.V./Cobur Monitor
One Scart Lead)
SMM 804 Printer

209.00
190.00

Epson LX86 Printer

247.50

GATO

27.00

Harrier Strike Mission

38.95

Roadwar 2000
Colonial Quest
Breaker
Brimstone

StarglkJef

19.95

Essex

19.99

Bookeeper
GFA Compiler

Hacker II

25.95

GFA Basic

19.95

19.95

Pro Sound Designer

49.95

19.95

24.95

69.95

17.95

24.95

1st Word Plus
Fleet St. Publisher

" Phone for Availability

Major Motion

95.00

International Karate

17.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST AND

19.95

Championship Wrestling
Super Cycle

Superbase (Personal)

85.00

19.95

Mindwheel
Guld of Thieves'
Leather Goddesses of Phobos
Hitchhikers Guide
The Pawn
Jewels of Darkness
Sircon Dream
Mindshadow
Borrowed Time

19.99

Two on Two Basketball
Karate Kid II

PACKAGING AND VAT AT 15%. ALL PRICES

17.95
17.95

Zoomracks 2

55.95
22.95

ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.
PHONE FOR LATEST RELEASES

19.95

Mighty Moil
Publishing Partner

129.95

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO:

Leader Board

Leader Board Tournament

19.95

19.95
19.95
8.95

Winter Games

19.95

19.95

dBase II

26.00

Accountant

139.95

19.99

Accountant +

185.95

19.99

89.95

99.00

52.95
52.95

19.95

Cornerman

Alternate Reality
Kings Quest II

19.95

Payroll

159.00

27.95

VIP Professional GEM

185.00

22.95

Super Huey

17.95

Wortd Games

19.95

Black Cauldron

27.95

18.00

Phantasle

19.95

Metacomco Make
PrintMaster

39.95

ST Karate
Psion Chess 3D

19.95

Phantasle II

19.95

Mlcrotime (cbck card)

29.95

Strip Poker

17.95

Shard of Spring"

19.95

Back Pack

39.95
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27.00

PSION

Organiser IIXP
Organiser IICM
16KDatapack
32KDatapack
64K Datapack

135.95
95.95
17.95
31.95
75.95

MILES BETTER
SOFTWARE
ACCESS AND VISA ORDERS
PHONE (05435) 79099

TRADE ENQUIRIES PHONE (05435) 74265
FOR DETAILS

j

REVIEW

I

Assembly lines
HISOFT is well known to many people
as the producer of the Devpac series
of assembler development packages for
various computers. Over the past few
years, the range has expanded to include
a wide variety of machines, from the

assembled code.

In practice, this omission might cause

Stephen Hill tries a
powerful development

you problems if you wanted to use GenST
in conjunction with another high level
language such as C. Otherwise, it is hard

tool for the ST

to find fault with this excellent piece of
software.

Amstrad CPC464 to the IBM PC.

The latest offering is Devpac ST - a
single sided disc containing an
Assembler-Editor (GenST), a machine
code monitor (MonST), and a GST
compatible linker (LinkST). A number of

example programs are also included on
the disc, in both Gem and Tos formats
along with an extensive set of powerful
macros which can be easily included in
your own code.
GenST editor is a simple but powerful
Gem based text editor which can be used

to handle source files of up to 300k in
memory on a standard 520 ST with Tos in
rom. It works in either high or medium
resolution, but unfortunately there is no
support for low res. Anyone restricted to
a domestic television set might find this a
major inconvenience - and source of eye
strain.

Facilities provided include full screen
editing, search and replace and a com
prehensive set of block movement com
mands. Because all these operations are
performed directly in memory they are
extremely fast. Most commands can be
accessed either from the keyboard or
from one of a

number of on-screen

menus. A full list of the few commands not

available from these menus can easily be
summoned at any time by pressing the
Help key.
One notable ommission is the ability to

run an external program, such as MonST,
without leaving the editor completely. In
practice this slows down the process of
debugging programs considerably.
The assembler can be invoked at any
time, either from the options menu or by
pressing Alt + A. Listings can be sent
either to screen, printer or disc. The
default setting is for the assembled code
to run directly from Desktop, but-this can
be easily changed to allow use of the
linker, either via the supplied installation
program or directly from withm the

Line!

file

Search

the facilities offered by the assembler
itself. This one is packed with a compre
hensive range of features including con
ditional assembly and macro expansions
with up to nine parameters.
It also supports a wide variety of useful
assembler directives, plus a bewildering
number of other options. Probably the
single most powerful function is the
Include directive which enables you to
assemble the contents of any source file
on disc exactly as if it were present in
your text. You can therefore effectively
assemble some very large source files
with this program.
You can also create libraries of your
most useful routines and incorporate
them into any program with just a single

Options

which would normally cause the ST to
display those pretty little bombs on the
screen - then crash. Instead, MonST is

activated automatically and you can now
see precisely what has gone wrong, and
hopefully correct it.
This has to be one of the most useful

ideas I've ever seen, and I hope the idea
catches on with other manufacturers.

On loading MonST, four windows are
displayed showing the state of all the
various registers and memory. You are
now asked for the name of a program to

be debugged. This is then loaded
directly above MonSt and the friendly
message Address Error appears on
screen.

It is important not to panic at this point,
as nothing has gone wrong. It appears
that the most convenient way Hisoft could
find to start executing the program, was
to artificially generate an address error.
This error, like all others which would [>

01:88188826 86 6188 6188 6168 61 AH8887FD88 8888 8888 8888 9888
02:99988888 681E 9196 88FC 8829 (12:88818912 8D89 8888 9998 8888

dunp labels for debugging

D3IFFFFFFFF ** 681E 6186 86FC 98 (13:89888888 681E 8186 88FC 8628
04:88666688 681E 8188 86FC 8828 A4:86877FF8 8888 8868 8881 4FF8
05188888888 681E 8188 88FC 8828 A5:B8814FF8 8681 4FF8 8887 8888

shouldn't execute it

06:68888888 681E 8188 88FC 8828
07:66888888 681E 8188 88FC 8828
PC:88615258 SR:6384 (! 2

* the important include file
bra nain

These remain dormant until the 68000

D8I9687FFFF 68 FFFF FFFF FFFF 7F 08:88828462 FFFF FFFF 881C 8868

1 M CenST 63BBH Editor/HsseHbler fron HiSoft v l.ZS
48 Coll
1 Hen:51174

opt d+

grams running in either Tos or Gem.
There are also two other, auto-resident

encounters the sort of processor error

as I can see, the only thing this assembler
doesn't support fully is the DATA sections
used by some high level languages to
hold initialised data separate from the

Desk

Two of these can be called directly
from the Gem desktop to debug pro

Moving on to the GenST assembler, the
core of any package of this type has to be

Price: £49.95

Dunstable, Bedfordshire LU6 1AT.

different versions of the MonST machine
code Monitor.

assembler.

line from within the editor. In fact, as far

Tel: 0525 718181

ST completely. It's therefore nice to see

that Devpac ST comes complete with four

versions which can be placed in an
AUTO folder to load invisibly when
booting up.

Product: Devpac

Supplies: HiSoft, 180 High Street North,

I defy anyone to write a large program
in assembly language without using some
sort of debugging utility. Even a tiny error
in the simplest of programs can crash the

A6:88817FA8 8968 8178 8886 8888
A7:88877FF8 8688 8888 6681 4FF8
A7'88884DB8 8181 8186 8286 8888

include genincs

88815248 4A83 6A18 2E4C 6186 2386 2679 8888 8881
* the progran proper
nain

do-start

set up stack and nenorg

bsr initvdipars
bsr initgenpars
gen BPPLIMT
nove.M dB,ap_id(aS>

and the UDI arrays
and the RES arrays

store the application id

* start bg opening a virtual Horkstation

nove.l *$BBBlB0Bl,d9
nove.l dB,intin(a6)
nove.l dB,intin*4(a6)

nost paraneters are 1

J.j.,U.». y...,

88815258H868 61F4 2943 8884 2D43 814ft 8C2E 883ft \.,)C..-C.3.,.i
86615268 8873 6616 182E 8872 8488 8841 8248 880F .sf,,, ,r.. .A.Q,,
88815276 3F89 3F3C 988E 4E41 588F 4267 486E 8872 ?.?<..HAX.BgHn.r
88815258

88815254
88815258
8881525C

>BRA $88815446

HOUE.L 03,58884(64)
HOUE.L D3,$814A(A61
CHPI,B8$3A,$B873(A6]

Connand:|

nove.l dB,intin+8(a6)

GEH HonST Oisassenbler/Debugger 1,21 CO HiSoft 1986 - Author fi.Pennell

Figure I: Editing a file using CenST

Figure II: Disassembling a file using MonST
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< normally cause bombs, is automatically

that it stores all its displays in a separate
area of screen memory. This enables you
to debug graphical programs quickly and
effortlessly, without destroying any of
their current output on the screen.
The purpose of the Linker, LinkST, is to
combine a number of pre-assembled
parts of a program into a single coherent
whole. Often these parts will have been
generated by different programs
entirely, such as C compilers and

intercepted by MonST and control is
returned to you.

MonST offers all the usual things you
would expect from a machine code
monitor, but very little else - I have

summarised all these facilities in Figure

II. Program control is provided by up to
eight breakpoints at any one time. You
can also single-step through any part of
any program in either ram or rom.
One problem I did encounter with this

able and comprehensive.
Everything you need to know is descri

bed with almost loving care and there are
plenty of worked examples to get you
started. It's obvious that this manual was

written by someone with a genuine
enthusiasm for assembly language pro
gramming, and this enthusiasm is infec
tious.

In conlusion, Devpac ST is an excep
tionally powerful assembly language
development tool capable of generating
extremely large assembly language pro

assemblers. Because of this there have to

was that MonST would happily let you

be standard ways for one part of a pro

single-step through the entire code
executed by any call your program made

gram to communicate with another which

grams. Professional programmers and

has been compiled separately.

dedicated machine code hackers will

to the operating system. Although its easy
to get round this by using the Control+T
command to interpret a system call, it
would be nice if Hisoft could provide an

Unfortunately for ST users, there are
currently two systems in common use:

love it, but novices to assembly language
programming may well find it overcom

The official one from Digital Research
and another, incompatible format used by

plicated and difficult to use.

option to do this automatically during the

GST. At the present time, Devpac ST only

Somebody who only needs an
assembler to allow them to incorporate

trace operation.

supports the GST standard, but this situa

small assembly language routines into

All the standard memory manipulation
options are implemented, including full
disassembly to screen or printer. Move
ment through memory is provided using
either the cursor keys, Return, or -, with
increments ranging from 1 to 48 bytes.
Unfortunately, there is no easy way to
increment or decrement the memory

tion may well change in the near future.
In practice, I have found no problems

their own code would probably find a
better deal elsewhere. For such people

in incorporating my own assembly
language subroutines into programs
generated by Metacomco's C compiler.

something like Fast Basic with its built-in

LinkST also happily linked all the exam
ple C programs on the Metacomco disk.

large programs in assembler and to
utilise the amazing power of the ST to the
full, this package is strongly recom

assembler would be a much more logical
choice. But for anyone wishing to write

Devpac ST comes with a large A3 sized

pointer by exactly one instruction. As

ring-bound manual and a useful little

mended.

68000 instructions are of variable length
this makes it relatively difficult to scroll
back and forth through a program in

Motorolla 68000 pocket guide: The docu
mentation is excellent. It's certainly not
intended for the complete beginner, but
anybody with a little experience in
assembly language will find it both read

Rumour has it that Devpac ST was used
to write Rainbird's Starglider. After using
this package for a considerable length of
time, I find this very easy to believe. It

memory.

One of the nicest features of MonST is

really is that powerful!

•

ATARI ST SPECIAL DEALS
We give YOU the option to get the best deal
All computers come supplied

OPTION 1

with 5 Discs containing CPM and
public domain software.

Computer Price

Atari 520ST-FM Keyboard only

£399.95
£449.95

Discounted Prices

£599.95
£699.95
£599.95
£699.95
£799.95
£999.95

£50.00
£50.00
£60.00
£90.00
£90.00
£90.00
£90.00
£90.00
£100.00

£369.95
£419.95
£459.95
£539.95
£629.95
£539.95
£629.95
£729.95
£919.95

SC142414" Low res colour monitor
SC122412" Med res colour monitor

£149.95
£299.95
£399.95

£30.00
£40.00
£50.00

£134.95
£269.95
£369.95

PRINTERS

SMM804 Atari80cps

£199.95

£40.00

£179.95

DISC DRIVES

SF354500K3.5"

£149.95
£199.95
£699.95

£30.00

£134.95
£179.95
£629.95

Atari 520STM + Mono monitor + disk drive +1 st Word

Atari 520ST-FM With 12" High res mono screen

£499.95

Atari 520ST-FM With 14" Low res colour monitor
Atari 520ST-FM With 12" Med res colour monitor

Atari 1040ST-FKeyboard only

Atari 1040ST-F With 12" High res mono screen
Atari 1040ST-F With 14" Low res colour monitor
Atari 1040ST-F With 12" Med res colour monitor

MONITORS

SM12512" High res mono monitor

SF3141000K3.5"

SH204 20 Megabyte Hard Disc

Comtec Systems
58a Wellingborough Road Northampton NN1 4DN Tel:{0604) 24463

•ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & POST & PACKAGING

• Phone now for details of our service contracts and repair costs.
• County Council, Local and Education Authorities. Orders Welcome.
• Corporate and ExportOrders Welcome.
Please send me the following items:
Qty.

OPTION 2

Any free games software
of your choice currently available

Product

| ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POSTS PACKING TO UK. |
BOVERSEA S ORDERS
Pleaseaddthe following toyourorderand makeallpayments inSterling
Software, Books, Discs, Leads
Printers, Disc Drives
Computers

Send »: FREEPOST

Price (inc VAT)

£40.00
£90.00

Cornice Systcmi

£2.00
£20.00
£40.00

Name Mr/Mrs/Miss
Address

NORTHAMPTON NN1 48R Mi (0604) 244«3, 21763
Postcode .

Iendose (pleasetick) Ucheque/p.o. or,pleasedebit to my
D Access D Visa Card ExpiryDate

]E3
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Budget AI
workstation
MANY artificial intelligence (AI) tools
and programming languages
require expensive specialist hardware to
support them - £25,000 being a not
uncommon price for an AI workstation.
Metacomco's Cambridge Lisp is not only
very modestly priced, but also runs on
the very inexpensive Atari ST.
Cambridge Lisp differs from all the
well - known implementations of the
language, but this does not mean that it
should prove difficult to convert either
staff or program code between Cam
bridge and non-Cambridge if that should
ever be necessary.
Lisp is more fluid than most program
ming languages and this tends to help
conversion between dialects.

Mike Liardet explores
Lisp, the language of
artificial intelligence

The Metacomco package is presented
as a paperback manual with two discs containing a large number of example
programs, a text editor and a menu
system.

Neither the Lisp system nor the text
editor make any use of the mouse or Gem
environment. The menu system does use
them, but it is a fairly marginal utility.
It is possible to write applications

It will not be possible to go into any

which do work with all the intricacies of

great detail on Lisp programming here,
but it should be emphasised that it was
designed for work on AI problems, and
that includes expert systems, of course.
In brief, Lisp is a powerful symbolic

Gem and the mouse, and all the Lisp
source code for doing this is included on
one of the discs.

For newcomers to the language it

would be essential to get a good Lisp
tutorial, and the manual does list a
number of possible texts. However many
of the books listed do not describe the

Cambridge dialect of Lisp and this could
be a possible source of confusion.
Although the manual gives a very
thorough treatment of all the facilities and
built-in functions, you can get caught up

in a combination of poor indexing and
cryptic names for the built-in functions.
If you want to load/consult/execute/
read a program file then, "rdf is the
function you need. The information is all
there, and is well-written - you just have
to find it.

Once Cambridge Lisp is running you
are faced with a nearly blank screen. You
can then type a Lisp expression and the
system will evaluate it and print the
result.

This is the way all Lisps work: The
read-eval-print loop. This is a particularly >

programming language with, in most
implementations, an excellent interactive
development environment. Its main
feature is that both functions (which make
up the programs) and data are normally

represented in lists - hence the name
Lisp, meaning LISt Processing.
Metacomco has provided a compre
hensive implementation of Cambridge
Lisp including a compiler, interpreter,

Cambridge LISP (Atari Ri.IB) entered in about 178 Kbytes
Copyright (C) 1386 by Hetaconco pic
All rights reserved,

Store inage nas nade at 17:84:12
on 27-flug-1386
Lisp version - 8,38/8.38
inage size = 36636 bytes
Started at

1:32:42 on 28-Hov-1985 after 18.88 SECS - 56.V. store used

Input:

editor and debugger. The implementa

tion supports integer, real and rational
arithmetic, has catch and throw, error
processing, and offers all of the common

and many of the not-so-common Lisp
facilities.

Like most Lisps, Cambridge Lisp was
first implemented on a mainframe, but the
Atari ST is sufficiently powerful to support
the

full

mainframe

version

of

the

language, with room to spare,
Product: Cambridge Lisp
Price: £149.95

Supplier: Metacomco, 26 Portland Sguare,

(DE recursion 0
(PRIH 'Enter! two! nunbers)

(biggest (READ) (READ)))
Value: recursion

Input:
(DE biggest (nunl nun2)
(COHD

((ZERDP nunl) '(Second nunber is biggest))
((ZEROP nun2) '(First nunber is biggest))
(T (biggest (SUB1 nunl) (SUB1 nun2)))))
Value: biggest

Input: |

Bristol BS2 8RZ.

Tel: 0272 428781

Cambridge Lisp - the opening screen plus short program
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effective environment for software devel

opment and debugging as it allows you to
selectively run parts of the program,
examine the variables, make changes
and explore the consequences, and all in
very quick succession.
You could write programs from the
read-eval-pnnt loop, but using the editor
is preferable. This can be accessed from
within Cambridge Lisp, or as a stand
alone program in its own right.
You can use the stand-alone editor for

any text processing task, in addition to
developing Lisp programs.
Text is displayed on screen as it would
appear on paper and can be scrolled up

or down, with the action point flashing
cursor always indicating the point at
which any changes will be made.
The editor has about 50 immediate and
extended commands.

The former are

single key strokes which move the cursor
and delete characters. For instance, Lisp
programs use vast numbers of nested
parentheses and one command will
match opening and closing parentheses.
The extended commands are used for

handling blocks of text, searching, file
operation and so on. Most can be
preceded by a count to indicate the
number of times they should be applied this allows you to make global changes

throughout a file.

process is quite slow and the outcome of

It would have been nice to see a

macro-facility with new commands being
created from a combination of existing
ones.

The system includes a few special
debugging facilities, the main one being
Trace, where any function or variable can
be marked so that when the function is

called, or the variable changed, informa
tion about this is displayed on the screen.
Because tracing can easily result in
voluminous output, there are a number of
refinements for reducing this. There is
also an Embed facility which allows any
function to temporarily be redefined, usu
ally to include special purpose
diagnostics.
Normally the text of the user-defined
functions is simply converted into list
structures which are then executed by
the interpreter when the program is run.
This is interpretive mode and the
functions run relatively slowly. Yet when
they are read into the system their con
version into list structures is almost

immediate. Interpretable functions can
also subsequently be modified, just like
any other list structure, and this can be
advantageous m advanced applications.
With Cambridge Lisp, it is also pos
sible to compile any function. The

DEDICATED ?
•

it cannot be manipulated in any way, but
when a function is compiled it runs a lot
faster.

There is excellent integration between
compiled and interpreted functions.
Except for improving the performance,
compilation does not make any dif
ference to the behaviour of the program
(unless it is self-modifying) and compiled
functions can be freely interleaved with
interpreted.
One of the example programs supplied
with the system is an expert system shell:
Rules can be specified in the form of lists,
very complex logic can be specified and
the logic can be interleaved with
ordinary executable Lisp code.

The really impressive aspect is the
length of the Lisp program that handles it
all - it is only about 100 lines long.
But it must be emphasised that a skilled
programmer is needed - Lisp is a pro
gramming language and not an end-user
product, thus it does need programming
skills to get the best out of it.
Metacomco's Cambridge Lisp is an
excellent implementation of Lisp. Once
you can find your way around the manual
it should prove to be a very useful tool for
developing expert systems and other AI

applications.
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for Atari users that will compliment and expand your Atari
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High tech thrives on Sark
THE bucolic island of Sark —

machines per head of popu

rying our mail run like a bus

population 500 and not a
car to be seen — is, surpris
ingly, a major user of infor
mation technology.
"Sark is a thriving finan

lation".

Philip owns a gift shop,

service in the summer,
rough winter weather can

but he used to work on the

easily cut us off for days at

London Stock Exchange and
when he isn't serving
tourists he operates an

a time.

cial centre due to its tax-free
status,
so
electronic
communications are a vital

element here", explains
MicroLink subscriber Philip

administration service for

offshore companies.
"Efficient movement of

"The Guernsey authorities
are about to provide an elec
tronic mailbox facility which
will help make up for our
lack of PSS, and I'm con

From the
Antarctic
with
love . . .

reckon we have the world's

properly
maintain
an
offshore company's Sark
registration", says Philip.

fident my investment in
computer communications
will have paid for itself
within a year thanks to

work much farther away from

highest ratio of telex and fax

"But while the ferries car

MicroLink".

home than on a

Stokes who has lived on the

island for 13 years. "In fact I

documents is essential to

ELECTRONICS

technician

John Mackintosh couldn't
scientific

research vessel in the icy
waters of Antarctica. But he

Help for the
handicapped
A CALLfor computer users to
put their brains to work on
behalf of the handicapped
has come from
subscriber

MicroLink

Brian

VaI lot-

Lewis.

Brian is disabled by a rare
disease called

Friedreich's

Ataxia which affects a

vic

tim's coordination, balance

Your chance to join MicroLink
— see Page 35

is in constant touch with his

wife in Scotland thanks to a
combination of MicroLink

and

Inmarsat, the inter

national

marine satellite

system.

Discounts on view
THE latest firm to display its
wares in MicroLink's Shop
Window section is run by
Paul Lange, descendant of a
Lithuanian family which
emigrated to Britain at the
turn of the century.

Paul has been exporting

and speech.
He says:"l'm extremely

computer software and per

lucky in that I'm still just

ness users overseas for the

ipherals to home and busi

past two years. His cust

omers range from Europe
and North America to Aus
tralia, Israel and North
Africa.

Recently he decided to
extend Veyair's discount
offers to UK residents, and
chose Shop Window on
MicroLink to display his
products.

Contracted to an
national

scientific

inter
foun

dation, John's ship travels
all over the world doing
ocean research.
For some time it has been

using electronic mail as a
relatively cheap alternative
to regular telex services for
communicating with its base
office.

"So when I was looking for
a means of keeping in touch

about mobile, but others are

with home while at sea, the

not. Many sufferers are
completely untechnical, but
some of us can see huge
possible benefits from the

obvious

LINK TO CUT COSTS
afflicts more than 15 million

the cost of communications.

people
worldwide,
the
Leprosy Mission
helps
support more than 2,500
doctors, nurses and para
medics caring for 400,000
lepers in 30 countries.

"We hope to make savings

box, however, my wife and I

in our overheads that will

can exchange letters in a
fraction of the time taken by

crippling

confined

to

a

"Inmarsat is an extremely
reliable means of communi

designed to speed the flow
of information while- cutting

TO combat the effects of the

"I am currently working on
a dictionary word entry
system, the main advantage
of which would be greatly
reduced use of the keyboard
in word processing and pro
gramming.
"This is only one example
of the kind of thing we need.
Help with software ideas,
complete programs, or just
tips and advice could open
one of the prison doors for
someone

was

which

use of a micro.

wheelchair".

solution

Email", said John.

The

disease

interdenominational

Christian organisation has
16
area
organisers
throughout England and
Wales who are being con
nected by MicroLink elec
tronic mail in a pilot scheme

allow

us

to

send

more

money abroad to help
leprosy victims", said Dr
Tony Lloyd, the man in
charge of the project.
"To produce and circulate
a memo to our area offices
in the UK can cost as much

as £25 -

by

MicroLink

cations - though it's expen
sive at about £5 a minute.

By using a MicroLink mail

voice calls and make con

siderable savings.
"Because

MicroLink

is

available 24 hours a day, I
don't have to set up any par
ticular schedule with my
wife, and I can use the
ship's
communications

Email we should be able to

system

do the job for under £2".

available".

whenever

it

is
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PROGRAMMING:

Design for
living
IN the May issue of Atari ST User I
introduced you to pseudocode, a pro
gram design language. It's really just a
posh way of saying that it's a tool that can

In part 2 of his series
Trevor Roberts brings

be used to create and describe pro

Pseudocode into real

grams.

life

To illustrate how useful this language is,

we developed an algorithm for having a
drink in a pub. Figure I should hold no
surprises - it's Figure V from last time.
Indentation and underlining are used to
show the structure of the program more
clearly.

tions and at one level this is what it is.

However, it's a lot more than that.

For a start it's easy to find the minialgorithms as each one has been given an
underlined title. Also you know exactly

It not only shows the instructions
needed to achieve a goal (in this case get
the editor to buy a drink) but it also shows
how they go together. The major tasks
are described broadly at the top left of

which code belongs to

the code.

that mini-

algorithm as it appears underneath it,

These are given m fairly general terms.

slightly indented.
Now suppose we want to break down

Any further explanation of these actions is
shown in a mini-algorithm, whose title is

some of the tasks even further. We saw

underlined and indented for accuracy.
Notice that the further right a minialgorithm starts, the more concerned with
details it is, yet the less it actually does.

last month how pay for drinks could be
broken down into:

open wallet
pass over money

receive change

and if this needs further explanation then
receive change can become:

Difficult tasks are broken down into

simpler tasks which are broken down into
even simpler ones.
The result is that the overall structure

and relative importance of the various

hold out hand

collect money
check amount

go to bar

put change in pocket

buy drink
consume drink

bits and pieces of the algorithm is shown
pictorially in an easy-to-grasp form. You
get to see the wood and then select the
trees you're interested in.
I must point out that the way I indent
and underline my pseudocode is my way
- there's no proper, defined way of doing
it.

Figure II shows these mini-algorithms
put into our main piece of pseudocode.
Have a good look at it as there's more to it
than appears at first sight.
It might just look like a set of instruc-

go to bar
buy drink
consume drink

go to bar
stand up
leave table
head towards counter

stop at bar
buy drink
catch eye of barman
order round

pay for drinks
stop crying

go to bar
stand up
leave table
head towards counter
stop at bar

buy drink
eye of barman

catch
order

round
pay for drinks
stop crying

Figure I: Our drinking algorithm from last time
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pay for drinks

open wallet
pass over money

receive change
receive change
hold out hand

collect money
check amount

put change in pocket
Figure II: Same algorithm, taken further

It's not a language like Basic or Pascal
where the rules are strict and unfor

giving. Pseudocode is meant to be a flex
ible, easy-to-use way of thinking about
and designing programs.
If you spend more time thinking about

a nicely indented layout than you do
about the actual algorithm then you're
missing the point. None of my
pseudocode ever looks as neat or is as
complete as the examples shown here.
Having said that, do try to be consistent
in whatever
pseudocode.

way

you

treat

your

You may not want to underline the titles
of mini-algorithms or feel that an indent
ation of one space is enough. Fine and
good, it's your pseudocode. But whatever
you do, apply your rules consistently and
you'll help yourself enormously.
The only real rule with pseudocode is
clarity. There's nothing wrong with the

PROGRAMMING

the results displayed.
In this case there's only been one level

DO and ENDFOR.

below the main algorithm. Most pro

helps the reader to grasp what's hap
pening, linking together all the state
ments that will be repeated.

leave table
head towards counter

grammers would be able to go straight
from this to coding with no trouble.
However, it depends what language
you're using as request first number is

stop at bar

easy to do in Basic:

go to bar

go to bar
stand up

INPUT'Give me the first number",number1

buy drink

but would be rather more difficult in

buy drink
catch eye of barman

assembler.

In that case it might be best to break

order round

pay for drink s
stop crying

the code down further, making request
first number a mini-algorithm which
shows exactly how you mean to do it.

pay for drinks

All of which shows one of the funda

open wallet

mental questions of using pseudocode how far do you go? How much detail
should you go into before you translate
the code into whatever language you're
using?
In many ways it's a matter of taste and
I'll deal with the question later. For the
moment it's enough to say that you'll know

pass over money

receive change
receive change
hold out hand
colle ct money

check amount
put c hange in

pocket

when to stop writing pseudocode and

consume drink

start entering your program at the key
board.

Figure III: Same algorithm, different layout

same job as the one in Figure II.
But is it as easy to grasp? A good layout
makes the algorithm easier to understand

sequential. There's been one instruction

can help us.

shows one of these, the FOR construction,

piece

of

in action:

pseudocode that allows us to find the
average of two numbers.

display line

initialise
calculate
output

Figure V: The Pseudocode FOR loop

All this does is describe how to print
the line:
*/*/*/*/*/*/*/*/*/*/

calculate
add numbers

which may not be very exciting but does

divide by 2

FOR so many times DO
whatever
whatever

print message
display average

ENDFOR

Figure IV: An average piece of Pseudocode

and has the effect of repeating whatever
statements come between the DO and

rest of the pseudocode describes how to

with

this

particular

for 10 times do
display line
move

to

new line

endfor

display Iine

Figure VI: Two FORs m action

lble, didn't I? Notice now that we've got a
a pair of nested FOR loops.

If you can't see that, Figure VII shows
exactly the same algorithm with the code

for display line substituted directly. You
could, if you wanted, have your
easier to grasp what it's doing and that's

the whole point of pseudocode.
And that's where we end for this time.

As a challenge, try translating the
display ten lines
display ten lines
for 10 times do
for 10 times do
write *
wn te /
endfor
move to new line
endfor

show how FOR works. It takes the form:

output
clear screen

deal

display ten lines

I prefer Figure VI to Figure VII. It's

for 10 times do
write *
write /
endfor

request first number
request second number

display ten Iines

pseudocode like this.
display line

The mam algorithm is our universal
calculation algorithm from last month. The

initialise
clear screen

I told you that pseudocode was flex-

endfor

Most programs, however, contain a lot
of repetition and pseudocode has several
structures for dealing with this. Figure V

a

time one to produce 10 of the above lines.

Figure VI shows the result.

So far all our code has been strictly

That's enough on indentation and layout
for the moment. After all, pseudocode is
about writing programs so let's see how it
shows

Let's go the other way and use display
line in another piece of pseudocode, this

problem we mentioned last time, getting

and hence to use.

IV

Until now we've been busy breaking
our algorithms into ever smaller units.

our editor to buy more than one round.

followed by another followed by another
and so on. There's been no repetition.

Figure

Also you'll see that I haven't put FOR,
DO and ENDFOR in capitals. Some
people do, claiming that they can see the
control structures more easily. I think that
the indentation does the job just as well
and don't bother. It's up to you.

for 10 times do
wri te *
wri te /

Now let's cast our mind back to the

algorithm in Figure III, it does exactly the

This isn't strictly necessary but I think it

compu

tational problem.
As is plain from the code the screen is

cleared and two numbers are requested.

-Then the calculation is done and finally

ENDFOR for so many times.
It's not all that different from Basic's

FOR . . . NEXT loop so the concept should
be easy to grasp.

Notice that in Figure V I've indented
the body of the loop, the bits between the

average program and the line producing

program into Basic and another language,
maybe Pascal or Assembler.
Notice how very different looking list
ings can be produced from the same
piece of pseudocode.

# That should keep you busy until next
month when well look at some more

pseudocode structures. Hopefully well
be able to get the editor to keep buying
drinks while the pub is open, repeatedly
getting rounds in until closing time.
D
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MEGAPAC
\] 520 STFM SYSTEM BY A.S.&T.
The new 520 STFM from ATARI has been an instant hit since its
announcement. The design has gained from experience with earlier
ST and STM machines and the result is a practical and superbly
engineered computer that will easily find its place in your home as
well as in your business,

MIDI INTERFACE:
The 520 STFM has 3 programmable sound voices and a Musical
Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) to allow direct connection to a
wide range of musical organs and synthesizers such as the Casio
CZ230S.

MEMORY:
The basic 520 STFM has 192K bytes of ROM, an optional 128K bytes
of plug-in ROM cartridges and 512K of RAM. The MEGAPAC 520
STFM has bigger memory — a full ONE MEGABYTE of RAM. like the

JKATARi

720K
DOUBLE SIDED

SECOND DRIVE

MOUSE:
The 520 STFM has its own dedicated mouse as part of its standard
hardware,

1040 STF.

PERIPHERAL CONNECTORS:

DISC DRIVESt
The basic 520 STFM has a built-in single-sided disc drive. The
MEGAPAC 520-STFM comes with two drives, one internal and one
external. The latter is double-sided, offering twice the capacity

(720K) of the built-in drive (360K). Your disc billcan be cut by almost
half when compared with that of basic 520 STFM users.

The 520 STFM can be easily expanded by plugging in 'add-ons'
through its ports. They will accept printer {Centronics port), Modem
(RS232 port), musical instruments (Midi port), sensors (joystick port)
and fast intelligent devices such as network, Winchesters, laser
printer etc (SCSI port).

BUILT-IN SOFTWARE IN ROM:

PROCESSOR:
The Central Processor unit (CPU) is a Motorola 16/32 bit 680O0chip,

running at a clock speed of 8 MHz. It is further enhanced by Atari's
own custom ICs providing a Direct Memory Access (DMA) channel
for fast data transfer withotherperipherals such as the ATARI SH204
Winchester drive or the Atari Laser printer (available soon) and a real

The 520 STFM has 192K bytes of permanent software in ROM, This
comprises GEMDOS, the disc operating software which is now
becoming the dominating standard for 16 bit computers, and GEM,
the Graphic Environment which uses pictures and drawing instead
of cryptic messages to communicate with the user and the electronic
Mouse in place of the keyboard to enter the user's commands.

time clock.

SOFTWARE ON 5 DISCS:

DISPLAY:
The 520 STFM can display 40 or80 column text on any domesticTV or
colour monitor such as the Philips CM8533 or the dedicated ATARI

SM125 high resolution monochrome monitor. Graphic is 600 x400
pixelson the SM125,600 x 200 pixels in4coloursor320x200 pixels
in 16 colours on a colour monitor or TV, The colour palette contains

512 possible colours. Some ATARI software indeed uses the
exceptional display hardware to produce stunning graphics with up
to 256 colours at once.

The MEGAPAC 520 STFM comes with 5 discs, containing an
impressive collection of software by any standard:
Disc number 1: contains the BASIC language.
Disc number 2:

contains LOGO, + DOODLE + MEGAROIDS.

and STWRITER a WORDPROCESSOR program.
Disc number 3: contains Neochrome, a painting program and demo
pictures.

THE PRI

Disc number 4: contains CPM utilities.
Disc number 5: contains the CP/M emulator.

FULL ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

ALSO AVAILABLE

SYSTEM BUILDERS...
PRINTERS:

ATARI COMPUTERS:
/ 520 STM computer keyboard. externalPSU, 512KRAM.
5s/wdiscs

£259.00

2 520 STFM computer keyboard, internalPSU, internal single
sidedI360K) disc drive, 512KRAM, 5 s/w discs
£371.00
3 520 STFM with monochrome (SMI25) monitor
£464.00
4 520STFM+ computer keyboard as above but with
1 MB RAM

£439.00

5 520 STFM* with monochrome ISMI25) monitor

£533.00

6 MEGAPAC520 STFM
7 MEGAPAC 520 STFM with monochrome monitor

£539.00
£633.00

8 1040 STF computer keyboard, internal PSU, internal
double-sidedI720K) disc drive, 1 MB RAM. 5 s/w discs ..£556.00
9 1040 STF with monochrome monitor
10 MEGAPAC 1040STF /twin double sided drives)
/1 MEGAPAC 1040 STF with monochrome monitor

12 SUPER PACK520STM with FD200 + Mouse

£649.00
£655.00
£749.00

£349.00

200 cps, NLQspeed: 50 cps. Frictionand tractorfeed. Willproduce
£359.00
superb screen dumps. Special offer
5 JUKI 5510 printer. 180 cps in draft, 40? cps in near
letter quality
6 MP165 compatible printer. 165 cps in draft mode.
40 cps in near letter quality. Exceptional value
7 JUKI 6100 daisy wheel printer. 20 cps
8 Black ribbon for all dot matrix printers from
9 Different faces Daisy Wheels from
10 Fanfold paper 11"*9.5", 60 gsm, 2000
;/ Fanfold paper 11"* 9.5", 100gsm,2000

£329.00
£219.00
£285.00
£5.00
£15.00
£14.00
£30.00

BOX OF 10 DISCS:

/ SMI25-12" high resolution(600 x400) B/W
monochrome
2 SC 1224-12" medium resolution 1600 * 200) colour
monitor

ATARISMM804 printer, 80 cps
£199.00
2 STAR NL-10 compatible printer. 120 cps in draft mode
and30 cps in near letter quality (NLQ).All control codes
are EPSONFX compatible
£269.00
3 STAR NX-15 compatible printer. 120cpswide
carriage
£385.00
4 Amstrad DMP-4000, 15" carriage, draft quality speed:

£135.00

Sony 3.5" single sh
si
2' Sony 3.5"
3.5" double sided,
double density

£372.00

SM125 12" MONO MONITOR

1
£22.00
£29.00

3 Philips CM8533-14" medium resolution colour
monitor

£299.00

4 NECMultisync-)'4" colour monitor, can replace SM125
andSC1224 to display hi-res monochrome and colour .... £699.00

\taridrive leads
Winter leads
Modern leads

DISC DRIVES:
; SF354 single sided disc drive with PSU. 360K
£139.50
2 SF314 double-sided disc drive with PSU, 720K
£185.50
3 A.S.&T. 1000C double sided disc drive for STF or STFM,
uses ST's PSU

£99.00

4 Stand-alone PSU for the above if required (eg 520 ST) ....£25.00
5

Twin 1000C with PSU for 520 ST

CABLES:
RGB
JGB video
video leads for Sony
S
or Grundig TV with Euro
onnector. Philips CM

£199.00

6 A.S.&T. 1000F-5'/,", double-sided disc drive, 720K,

£15.00
£15.00

£15.00
£15.00

BABT APPROVED MODEMS:
;t WS4000
2? WS3000

? Fastcom terminal s
t BBS Version 2.0 fo

...£172.44
..£569.25
£49.95
£49.95

alternative choice to SF314 or A.S.&T. WOOCbut with

40/80 track switch for IBM PC and compatible discs
7 Stand-alone PSU for the above if required

£124.00
£25.00

8 SH 204 - 20 Megabyte hard disc (Winchester)
9 SH 204-40 Megabyte harddisc (Winchester)

£599.00
£1,149.00

MIDI INSTRUMENTS:
1 Casio CZ230S

2 Easy Track Midi software

£295.00

£59.95

SC1224 12" MED

RES COLOUR

SHOWROOM NOW OPEN

Monday-Friday 9am-5.30pm
Saturday 1lam-5.30pm

TV OUTPUT
^^|| #T|gM

St 0AS1C
arid IijIOMmI

TWO MANUALS

"^

DRIVE

MOUSE
GREAT VALUE — ONLY FROM A.S.&T.
A.S.&T. has been the leader in memory and disc drives for the ST computers, right from the

beginning. We are also ATARI main dealers, an ATARI approved service centre and the largest

»«»r

ATARI agent in Essex. Count on ustoprovideyou with proper guarantee, support and service for
your ST system, on every level.
A.S.&T. MEGAPAC 520STFM is quite simply very good value for money.
We add all the goodies to an already superb computer before you have it. This cuts costs. Iffor
example, more RAM is to be added later to the 520 STFM, extra steps will have to be taken such

C.VAT
CE IS RIGHT!

as check-in and check-out and the work will be carriedout on a one-off basis. It will thereforecost
more.

Buying an A.S.&T. MEGAPACinstead of a basic 520 STFM means that you will have a complete
system with everything added right from the beginning. After all, why should you make do with
half the memory and put up with swapping discs with just one disc drive?

OUR PRICE PROMISE:
Someof our competitors promiseyoua price-match. All that means is overcharging youinthe
first place.TheA.S.&T. MEGAPAC offerssuch outstanding valuethat we donothaveto promise

FROM SELECTED DEALERS

— and all the phone calls and frustration are cut out straight away.

©

AATARI
Power Without the Price

SOFTWARE
ST Accounts

General Ledger Synsoft

£199.95 Sage software
£172.50

£59.95

DBMAN

£113.85

PC Board Designer

£199.95

PC Intercomm
PROFortran77

£124.00
£148.35

MegamixC

£157.55

Modula II

Visa). All payments should be made out to

A.S.&T. LTD. Only cheques require 7 days
clearance. We accept orders from Government

TM

and Educational Authorities. All prices do not
include postage or shipping charges.

BOOKS

VIP Professional £194.35 7exr/£228.85 Gem

Accountants3/^

All prices quoted (except on books) include VAT
at 15%. We accept payment by cheques, bank
drafts, bank or giro transfer, postal orders,
registered cash and credit cards (Access and

The Concise Prog. Ref. Guide

£15.95

The C Programming Language

£22.95

Abacus series No 1 to 11, from

£12.95

£99.95

Trimbase

£89.95

Degas Elite
Typesetter Ehte

£79.95
£34.95

Thunder
K-Word

£39.95
£49.95

K-Graphlf
K-Spread/I

£49.95
£79.95

K-Ram
Brataccas
CAD 3D

£29.95
£34.95
£49.95

Colour Space

£19.95

Leaderboard

£24.95

Little Computer People

£34.95

The Pawn
Psion Chess
Silent Service
Star Glider

£24.95
£24.95
£24.95
£24.95

Sundog

£29.95

Terrestrial Encounter
Time Bandit
Winter Games
World Games
Karate KidU
Art Directors
FUmDirectors
Make It Move

£14.95
£29.95
£24.95
£24.95
£24.95
£49.95
£59.95
£39.95

p

POSTAGE:
1 Small items up to 1 kilo sent by
recorded post

£2.00

2 Metal case, books etc up to 5 kilos
sent by parcel post
3 Disk drives, modems & midi inst
4 Computers, printers & monitors,
2/3 day

£3.00
£5.00
£7.00

5 as 4 but express courierdelivery

£9.00

PHONE ORDERS:

_-j—"

(0702)510151
MEGAST2

Around £929.00
MEGAST4
Around £1199

LASER PRINTER SLM 804
Ringforlatest prices and availability.

ADVANCED SYSTEMS AND TECHNIQUES
UNIT 32/33 RUTHERFORDCLOSE
PROGRESS ROAD

EASTWOOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA
ESSEX SS95LQ

520 STM-SYSTEM A:

Megamax C
for ALL

Atari ST's
DIRECT FROM THE UK'S SOLE
DISTRIBUTOR
THE MEG AM AX C is probably the best C
512K Atari 520 STM computer. Atari SF 354 disc drive,

high resolution Atari SM 125 monochrome monitor and
a free mouse plus FREE SIX software discs, including
First Word wordprocessor!

520 STM — SYSTEM A2:
With TWIN SF354 at only

Plinth optional at only

£499.99

£15.00

520 STM — SYSTEM A-PLUS:
We increase the RAM of the SYSTEM A to the full One

Megabyte directly from our factory. Only

£499.99

You save £20.00

development system available for the ATARI
520 ST. Already voted as the best C system for
the APPLE Macintosh, the new ATARI package
is even better, packed with even more features
and now available at a very realistic price tage of
just £737 (ex VAT).

• This package is a complete development
system, not just the compiler and common
IN/OUT library. Take the Graphical Shell for

example. MEGAMAX fully supports all GEM
routines (AES, VDI and DOS).
•

Full

Resource

Construction

routines

(MENUS, DIALOGUE BOXES and ICONS).
• Increases speed of correcting, altering and re

running programs by up to SIX times compared
X

-

to other C development systems.

• AS&T will provide full support to all their
REGISTERED customers and dealers (includ
ing PRESTEL mailbox for queries and replies).
• Library source code Listings available.

520 STM — SYSTEM B: £599*99

• Subject to sufficient support there will be a
newsletter and additional library routine source
disc service.

MEGAMAX C development system including
400 + page manual plus system and utility discs.
£157.55inc. VAT

LIBRARY Source discs.
£20.00INC. VAT

ADVANCED SYSTEMS AND TECHNIQUES

UNIT 32/33 RUTHERFORD CLOSE
We increase the RAM of the SYSTEM A to the full One

PROGRESS ROAD, EASTWOOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE

Megabyte and instead of the SF354, we supply you with
an FD600 (pictured above), twin double-sided drives,
quadruple the storage capacity of the SYSTEM A.

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA
ESSEX SS95LQ

IGAME

I

Andrew Richards puts
the ST into Jack
Nicklaus mode

WORN out with word processing?
Depressed by databases? Bored

with bashing aliens? Then what you
need is a relaxing hobby. Why not take
up golf and spend a quiet afternoon on
the links? However, there's no need to
leave the comfort of your armchair as
you can now play this great game on
your micro.

You can play nine holes against the
ST, or battle it out with up to four other
players with the ST controlling the
fifth. There are trees down each side of
the fairway and bunkers around each

green, so take great care when teeing
off. Also watch out for strong winds, as
these can carry your ball way off line,
even out of bounds.

When the program is run you'll first
be asked to input the number of players
and their names, then you'll move on to
the first tee. You'll see a full descrip
tion of the hole, including its length,
where the bunkers and trees are

placed and the wind strength.
At this point you'll be told how far
you are from the pin and asked which

club you wish to use. You have a wood,
nine irons and a putter. Enter W to use
the wood, 1 to 9 for an iron or P for the
putter. The wood will carry the ball
furthest, with the one iron not far

behind. The nine iron is for chipping on
to the green and the putter is used only
when you're close to the hole.

The program is quite well structured

and you should find it quite easy to add
your own features. Line 1240 holds the

club strengths, 1270 to 1350 store the

length of each hole and the bunkers,
and lines 980 to 1040 contain various

messages that will appear as you pro
gress around the course. You can alter

any of these and produce your own
customised version of the game.

You'll find the ST an excellent player
and quite difficult to beat, so get out on
the course and get practising!

Q the trees down the left hand side of the fairway.
Take care, there's astrong cross Hind,

barra Woods has taken 12 strokes.

jit's Barry Woods to play-

i; swa :.xw;,,-»»-•

Atari has taken 11 strokes,
It's Barry Hoods to play-

JYou have taken Bstrokes so far on this hole,

|It's Atari to play-

Vou have taken Bstrokes so far on this hole

land you're Z5B yards fror, the pin.

i» great shoti 15 yards fron fnm the hole.
jit's Barry Hoods to play-

;Vou have taken 1strokes so far on this hole,
and you re 15 yards fron the pin,

Figure I: It'sBarry Woods to play
and the ST is one stroke ahead

Figure II: The game goes on..

>
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GAME

<
10 REM *****

Golf

*****

20 REM By Andrew Richards
30 REM (c) Atari ST User
40 REM **** ST Basic ****

50
60
70
80
90
100

REM Med/Hi resolution
CLEAR:x=FRE("")
GOSUB init
FOR hole=1 TO 9
GOSUB tee
done=0

110 FOR goLfer=1 TO players
120 status(golfer)=5
130 WHILE status(golfer)>4 and dista
ncetgolfer)>0
660 IF k$="P" OR k$="p" THEN k$="10"

140 GOSUB hit.ball
150 GOSUB report
160 WEND

670 k=VAL(k$):IF k<0 OR k>10 THEN GO
TO 630

170 total(golfer)=total(goIfer)+shot
s(golfer)
180 done=done+distance(golfer)
190 NEXT

680 yards=INT((RND(1)*bat(k)/5)+bat(
690 IF yards>distance(golfer) THEN ?
"Too hard, it's going past the hole-"
700 FOR j=1 TO 3
710 IF ABS(distancetgolfer)-bunkerj)

210 NEXT

220 CLEARW 2:G0T0XY 0,0

1070 FULLW 2:CLEARW 2:G0T0XY 0,0

k))

200 IF done THEN GOTO 100

<5 THEN yards=INT(RND(1)*20)

230 ?"The final scores are:"

720 NEXT

240 GOSUB scores

250 ? name$(best);" has won!"

730 shots(golfer)=shots(golfer)+1
740 statusCgoLfer)=1

260 k$=INPUT$(1)

750 r=INT(RND(1)*100)

270 END
280 REM
290 tee:

300 CLEARW 2:G0T0XY 0,0
310 RESTORE 1270
320 FOR i=1 TO hole

760 IF r<5 THEN status(goIfer) =5:RET
770 IF r<10 THEN statusCgoLfer)=6:RE
TURN

780 IF r<15 THEN StatusCgoLfer)=7:RE
TURN

790 IF r<20 THEN status(goLfer)=2
800 IF r<25 THEN statusCgoLfer)=3
810 IF r<30 THEN status(goLfer)=4

bunker(3)
340 NEXT

820 distance(golfer)=ABS(distanceCgo

350 ?:?"H0LE:";hole;"- You are on th

1090 INPUT "How many players";players
1100 FOR i=1 TO players
1110 ?"Name of pLayer";i;
1120 INPUT name$(i)
1130 total(i)=0
1140 NEXT

1150 pLayers=pLayers +1
1160 name$(players)="Atari":total(pla
1170
1180
1190
1200

RESTORE 1240
FOR i=0 TO 10
READ bat(i)

NEXT
1210 RETURN
1220 REM -

—

1230 REM Club strengths

1240 DATA 200,180,165,140,120,100,80,
60,30,15,3

Lfer)-yards)

e tee."

1080 DIM bunker(3),name$(5),distance(

5),shots(5),total(5),bat(10)

yers)=0

URN

330 READ length,bunker(1),bunker(2),

1040 DATA "Whoops! Landed in a pond.
You're sti 11"
1050 REM 1060 init:

1250 REM

360 ?"=== ============== =" ====== ====

1260 REM Length,bunker1,bunker2,bunke
370 ?"This is a ";

This is one of hundreds of

380 IF RND(1)<0.5 THEN ?"dogLeg left

programs now available
FREE for downloading on

,"; ELSE ?"dogleg right,";
390 ? length;"yards long."

•DkroUok

400 ?"Watch out for the bunkers";

410 ? bunker(1);",';bunker(2);"and";
bunker(3);"yards from the green"
420 ?"and the trees down the ";

430 IF RND(1)>0.5 THEN ?"right"; ELS
E ?"left";

440 ?" hand side of the fairway."
450 IF RND(1)<0.4 THEN ?"Take care,

830 IF distance(golfer)<5 THEN ?"You
've holed it!":distance(golfer) =0
840 For delay=1 TO 2000:NEXT
850 RETURN
860 REM

there's a strong cross wind."

-

870 report:

470 FOR golfer=1 TO players
480 shots(golfer)=0

880 IF distance(golfer)=0 THEN.RETUR
N

890 RESTORE 980

520
530
540
550

920 NEXT

GOSUB hit.ball
GOSUB report
WEND
NEXT

560 RETURN
570 REM

580 hit.ball:

590 ?:?"It's ";name$(golfer);" to pi
ay-"

600 ?"You have taken";shots(goLfer);
"strokes so far on this hole,"
610 GOSUB bunker

620 ?"and you're";distance(golfer);"
yards from the pin."
630 ?"Which club will you use - Wood

, Iron or Putter (W/1-9/P)";
640 IF name$(golfer)="Atari" THEN GO
SUB atari ELSE INPUT k$
650 IF k$="W" OR k$="w" THEN k$="0"

1270
1280
1290
1300
1310

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

200,20,50,100
300,25,50,75
250,20,55,100
400,35,170,200
350,100,200,300

1320
1330
1340
1350

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

200,20,30,75
320,45,80,90
510,20,40,80
400,30,35,50

1360 REM

900 FOR i=1 TO status(golfer)
910 READ msg$
930 IF RND(1)>0.9 THEN ?"Wow! Just m

issed a seagull!"
940 GOSUB bunker

950 IF distance(golfer)<10 THEN msg$
="You're on the green,"

960 ? msg$;distance(golfer);"yards f
rom from the hole."
970 RETURN

980 DATA "A great shot:"

1380
1390

IF distance(golfer)>bat(k)+10 AN

D k>0 THEN k=k-1:G0T0 1390
1400 k$=CHR$(48+k)
1410 IF k=10 THEN k$="P"
1420 IF k=0 THEN k$="W"

1430 PRINT"? ";k$
1440 FOR delay=1 TO 3000:NEXT
1450
1460
1470
1480

RETURN
REM
scores:
best=1:PRINT

1490 FOR i=1 TO players
1500 IF total(i) THEN ? name$(i);" ha
s taken";total(i);"strokes."
1510 IF total(i)<total(best) THEN bes
t=i
1520 NEXT

990 DATA "You're in the rough..."
1000 DATA "You've sliced it into the
woods,"
1010 DATA "You've hooked it into the

1530 RETURN
1540 REM
1550 bunker:

trees,"

1560 FOR j=1 TO 3

1020 DATA "You've hit it out of bound
s, you're sti LI"
1030 DATA "Oh, no! Missed it! You're
still"

-

1370 atari:

460 GOSUB scores

490 status(golfer)=5
500 WHILE statusCgoLfer)>4
510 distance(golfer)=length

r3

1570 IF ABS(distance(golfer)-bunker(j
))<5 THEN ?"You're in a bunker-"
1580 NEXT

1590 RETURN
•
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Link your Atari ST to the outside world with...

mkroUok
Electronic mail - The cheapest
and fastest form of

communication possible. It costs
the same to send a message to
one mailbox as to 500!

Telex - Link up with 96,000 telex
subscribers in the UK and 1.5
million worldwide. You can even
send and receive telexes after

office hours or while travelling.

When you join MicroLink you've got
the whole business world at your
fingertips - 24 hours a day. You'll
have immediate access to ALL the

facilities offered by Telecom Gold
... and a great deal more besides.

Telemessages - Type in your
message before 8pm and
delivery is guaranteed by first
post the next day (except Sunday),
anywhere in the UK and USA.

All you need - apart from your Atari ST - is a
modem, which plugs into your telephone wall

Tele-booking - Reserve train and
theatre tickets, check flight details

socket,

F^FH

worldwide, or order from a vast

range of products - from flowers
to floppy discs.

a

them, for both business and

personal problems.
Company searches - Obtain facts
about any British limited
company in seconds, and fully
analysed financial information on

over 100,000 major companies.

Typesetting - Send copy from
your word processor together
with details of type size and style,
and you'll receive pages ready
for printing within 24 hours.

5 <LL_i}

suitable

communications

A

C

ones which can automatically dial the Micro-

software (£175)

directly to the service - all you have to do is
type in your personal security password.
Whichever equipment you use, you will be
able to call MicroLink, open your mailbox,

Aaron fay: Pace Linnet V21,

save to disc any messages waiting for you,

V23 modem + ST Easitatk
software (£201)

and disconnect in as little as two minutes.

Haba: Miracle WS2000 V21,
V23 modem + Kuma K-Comm

B

We have provided a list of typical combin

ations (left), ranging from the very cheapest to
Link telephone number and connect you

Typical comms packages

Advice - Call on a team of

professional legal and financial
advisors as and when you need

plus

software.

Miracle: Miracle WS4000 V21,
V23 modem + FaSTcomm

D

software (£275)

More than

Silica Shop: Miracle WS4000

90 per cent

V21, V23 modem + PC
Intercomm software (£332)
E

of subscribers
can connect to

Aaronfay: Trinitas Phasor V21,

the MicroLink
computer at
local call

V22 modem + ST Datacomm

II software (£413)

rates.

News - Use the powerful search
commands to pinpoint vital
business information from the

world's leading news services,
newspapers and periodicals.

Radiopaging - If you also have a
pocket radiopager you'll be
alerted each time an urgent
message arrives in your mailbox.
So you're always in touch.

ru

Gateways - Get through to New
York in just five seconds - or key
into the EEC computer in
Luxembourg, which links you to
600 databases throughout Europe.

fc
TO FIND OUT MORE

Fill in the coupon and

Please send me full details about MicroLink, and information

sheets about the following hardware and software options
(please circle):
A

send it to the address

B

C

D

E

below. You will receive
full details of services

and costs, together with
an application form.
Complete this and
within days you and
your Atari ST will be
able to use all the

Name-

Add ress_

Postcode-

services of MicroLink

and Telecom Gold.

Send to: MicroLink, Europa House, 68 Chester Road,
Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.
STU7
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Easier
than a
mouse?

%i>^

A

FEW years ago the Atari joysticks
and Trak-ball were widely used for

Andrew Donald

input on a variety of computers. Many of
us, having since moved on to the ST, have

interfaces an Atari
Trak-ball to the ST

wondered at the possibility of using those
The joystick presents few problems: It
plugs directly into either of the available
joystick/mouse ports, and as long as
supporting software exists it will operate
perfectly well. A recent article by Steve
Holloway (in the May 1987 issue of Atari
ST User) described a method of reading
this from within Basic. But more of joy
sticks later.

The Trak-ball has two modes of opera

tion; Trak-ball and joystick. Again, in
joystick mode it will operate perfectly
well, but anyone who has tried the Trakball mode will have found that it behaves

board, are a further two sets of eight hori

bad news: Here is the good news. The
Trak-ball actually generates this second
pulse stream and it is the internal
circuitry which changes it into a plain
zero or one.

With a

little internal

chopping and changing we can make the
Trak-ball produce exactly the right
signals and still retain its ability to operate
in joystick mode if required.
The Trak-ball unit may be opened up

by lifting the small rubber feet on the

unpredictably. Why - and what can we
do about it?

plugged into the computer while making

It seems reasonable to expect the
mouse and Trak-ball to be interchange
able since they both work on the same
principle - a trackball is a dead mouse.

A light beam is interrupted by a
rotating, slotted disc and the pulses of
light received are converted into a
square wave stream. One detector
provides horizontal motion and one verti
cal. The difference in the two systems
comes from the method of detection of
direction - in the ease of the vertical

detector, whether the pulse stream

originates from motion up, or from motion
down.

mouse

this

is

done

by

producing two pulse streams from each

these modifications.) Once this is done

the top may be lifted off and the internal
circuit board is revealed. Remove the

ball and you will see the shape of the
board, as shown in Figure I.

By the mitred bottom right hand corner

you will observe two horizontal rows of
seven soldered joints This is where the
pins of a 40106 CMOS integrated circuit
come through the board. The joint fourth
from the left of the top row is where we
will find the signal for horizontal direction,
and the joint third from the left on the

40106.

Dealing with the horizontal signal first.
The 4019 pin pad, second from the right
of the top row of the two rows of eight, is
where the horizontal signal is required.
First cut the track running from this pad to
isolate it. The best way to cut a track
properly, is to make two adjacent cuts
with a small, very sharp knife and then to
scrape away the track between the cuts.
The pad must be properly isolated.
When this is done, a piece of fine,

insulated wire, (Wirewrap wire is ideal)
should be soldered to the isolated pin

pad and then be run over the board

that the wire doesn't run across the
central hole of the board.

row is

the

10 REM Program 1
20 REM Joystick Port Service
30 REM Routine for Nov. '85 ROMs
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110

movement is the same as the mouse, but

go up or down. Hence the problem,
Now, most of this so far has been the

The Trak-ball mode switch activates

this chip and causes either the four joy
stick inputs to be connected through to
the outputs, or the four Trak-ball inputs to
go to the outputs. What we will do is to cut
the tracks supplying the 0 and 1 direction
signals from the Trak-ball and replace
them with the pulse streams from the

At this point in the circuit the pulses

rotated one way or the other.
On the Trak-ball the pulse stream for

on this line, so it doesn't know whether to

16 pins of the top rows is a CMOS 4019 IC.
This has the function of a four pole switch.

vertical signal

bottom
direction.

arranged to produce this difference if

the direction is given by a second line
being either zero or one while the pulse
stream is being produced. The ST does
not understand the lack of a pulse stream

zontal joints, Don't confuse them with the
two lines of seven just below. Under the

surface and soldered to the fourth pad
from the left, top row, of the 40106. Ensure

detector. The phase difference between
them gives exactly the infomation
required; up or down. For anyone
unfamiliar with phase, this may be trans
lated as saying whether the second
stream occurs just ahead of, or just
behind, the first. The detectors are
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on Figure I.
central hole, but on the left side of the

bottom and removing the four screws
hidden underneath. (Make sure it is not

the

passed to the output in place of the 0 and
1 signals currently used. See the details
Approximately level with the top of the

devices on the modern system.

On

have been detected and converted into a
nice clean wave-form. These have to be

Now for the vertical signal. Back to the
4019, cut the track close by the pad 4th
from from the right, bottom row. When
properly isolated, solder a wire to the
pad and run it round to the third from the

REM Joystick buffer at $E07

left, b6ttom row pad of the 40106. With

REPEAT

this soldered in place the unit should now
be operative and may be checked out
before reassembly.
Power up your ST with the mouse con
nected in its usual position. Once the
desktop is showing, unplug the mouse
and plug the Trak-ball in its place. Put the
mode switch on the Trak-ball to TB,
replace the ball and you should now be

IF ?$E09=1

IF
IF
IF
IF

THEN PRINT" UP"

?$E09=2 THEN PRINT" DOWN"
?$E09=4 THEN PRINT" LEFT"
?$E09=8 THEN PRINT" RIGHT"
?$DFE=$F9 THEN PRINT" FIRE"

REM This is the mouse buffer, $D

FE

120 REM Fire+right
e identical
130 UNTIL 0

mouse are hardwar

able to move the cursor with the device.

If all checks out correctly then disconnect
Program I

the Trak-ball and reassemble.

IFEATURE

underside of 4019

I

underside of 40106

Figure I: Atari Trak-Ball circuit board details

It is advisable not to have the Trak-ball

because of Gem's sensitivity to situations

date of your roms is indicated by the

plugged in when re-booting the system.
The ST is very vulnerable to odd signals
at the mouse/joystick ports on booting up
and will crash if there is anything hap

which it doesn't understand, I would rec-

default

recommend that it is left in the default

accessory from a cold start, or the instruc
tion, PRINT !$FC0018 in Fast Basic, will
return 11201985, indicating the rom date

date

in

the

Control

Panel

mean. Just plug it in as and when it is
needed. Don't forget to set the correct

mode. This sets port 0 for mouse opera
tion and port 1 for joystick. Your Trak-ball
may then be used as a mouse in port 0 or
as a joystick in port 1.
Access to port 0 is well-handled m a
language like Fast Basic and the com
mands which apply to the standard

mode first. Note also that the Trak-ball

mouse, (MOUSE, TAKEMOUSE, SET-

has only one button equivalent to the fire

MOUSE and so on) will operate equally

the state of the joystick. This operation
may be easily incorporated into your own

well with the Trak-ball in TB mode. Use it

programs.

as you wish in your own programs.
The joystick in port 1, on the other

One point to note about this routine.
The fire button, you will observe, is not
being tested in the joystick buffer! It hap
pens that the right mouse button and the
joystick fire button are, from a hardware

pening which it doesn't understand.

Try booting up with the right mouse
button depressed and you'll see what I

button in joystick mode. In Trak-ball
mode it is equivalent to the left mouse
button.

To access this extra facility from your
own programs,

it is

hand, is usually ignored. Some programs

necessary to

have allowed for its connection and look

understand a little of what is happening

for it, but this only happens if the code is
specially written into the program. If you

inside the machine. The two mouse/

joystick ports and the keyboard are
under the control of a separate processor;
a 6301 single chip computer. This has its
own Rom and handles all polling and

input from these devices. It interrupts the
68000 processor only when it has some
information to pass on,
It also contains an internal clock

running in one second increments. It will
respond to a variety of different com

mands and modes of operation but

of 20th November 1985.

Peeking into this joystick buffer will
return the information we require. Pro
gram I is a Fast Basic listing which con
tinually monitors the buffer and reports

point of view, absolutely identical. Press

wish to use joystick port 1, then you must

ing either is taken by the system as a

do the same.

mouse message and is passed into the

In the default condition, operating a
joystick in port 1 does in fact interrupt the
68000. A message packet containing
information about the interrupt, is passed
into main memory, but the ST operating
system ignores it and returns from the
interrupt without taking any action.
For the November 1985 set of roms this

buffer is four bytes located at $E07. The

mouse buffer; four bytes at $DFE. It is
there that we have to look for the joystick
fire button.

8 bit owners who have upgraded to the
ST will know how useful this add-on can

be. Try it with art packages such as
Degas or Neochrome for a different feel you may find it easier than the mouse for

controlling fine detail.

•
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The Atari 520 ST gives you the power
to defeat deadly enemies, slaughter
monsters and outwit cruel captors.
Hfe'twii iaKsH
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Gauntlet - U.S. Gold. Enter a world of monsters, mazes,

mystery and combat in the ultimate role-playing fantasy game.

Tai Pan - Ocean. Voyage to 19th Century Hong Kong for
action and excitement with pirates, smuggling and mutiny.

past the potholes, obstacles and forbidden zones to reach

Arkanoid - Imagine.* The latest smash-hit coin-op game!
Are your reactions quick enough to handle 33 different play

the other side. And that's just the beginning!

screens?

Star Raiders - Atari. Star Raiders are the only force strong

Flight Simulator II -Sublogic.Take the controls of a Cessna
182 or Learjet 25G. With high speed 3D graphics for take-offs,
landings and acrobatics, it's just like the real thing!

Metrocross - U.S. Gold* It takes lightning reflexes to get

enough to hold off the Zycroids. Your task is to command the
Starcruiser - are you up to it?

*Screenshots are

But it's not all fun and games.

Superbase Personal - Precision Software. All the features
of GEM combined with full relational database power. Easy to
set up, flexible, plus unique picture index facility.

1st Word Plus - G.S.T. Professional word processor featuring
U.K. spellings and integration of graphics including 1st Mail
for full control of form letters etc.

•'

ATA&I
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.

Fleet Street Publisher- Mirrorsoft. The complete desk-top
publishing package. Gives you page make-up combining text
and graphics for sophisticated, professional looking documents.

VIP GEM - Silica Distribution. VIP Professional is an inte

grated spreadsheet, database, and graphics package. GEM
environment plus Lotus 1-2-3 compatibility.

Mixing business with pleasure is no problem with an Atari 520 ST.
Not when you've got over 1,000 software titles to choose from.
You'll find all the latest games and a huge range of business titles
from the top business software houses. And the range is growing allthe time
You won't be short of power, either. The Atari 520 ST
is twice as powerful as most business micros.

So you'll be able to create spectacular colour
graphics. Even animate them to make your own films.
If you're musically minded, you can compose and
play a full symphony.

V
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Or, for those who'd rather write programs than
music, the 520 ST supports over thirty
programming languages.

ATARI 520 s HARD

In fact, whatever you're looking for in
a computer, you'll find it in the Atari 520 ST. Wi

am the original Arcade game

III

ll\l

WORKS HARD

PLAYS I

If you require any further information concerning software featured please write to: PO Box 555, Atari House, Railway Terrace. Slough. Berks SL2 5BZ
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Cutting
through the
red tape
ONCE upon a nightmare, a man went
to his bank to tell them that he had

just moved house and would they note his
new address. He should have known
better.

The bank would not accept the notifi
cation

because

it

had

not

been

completed on their own special changeof-address form and the computer would
not like that.

Not to worry, said the bank, we'll send
you the correct form - fill it in, return it
and everything will be just hunky-dory.
Guess what? The bank sent the form to

his old address. Unsuspecting and
naively innocent, the man tried to use his
credit card and found

it

had been

invalidated. Guess what - the bank had
cancelled his credit card and reissued a

new one, sending that to his old address.
The man tried talking to the bank,
filling in oodles of new forms and
endeavoured to get a new credit card
issued, but all to no avail. The poor
wretch was yet another victim of that
curse of the civilised world -

Bureau

cracy.

Now if you've ever been caught up in
the sticky coils of red tape, whether it be
bank, postal service, airline, government,
telephone company or any other known
generator of the scarlet stuff, then you're
going to love this new, painfully funny,
Infocom text adventure.

And I mean painfully funny. Many of
the situations could be all too familiar to

you and could cause blood pressure to
rise and the ulcer to throb.

Bureaucracy is also very, very funny
and just as likely to have your face aching
with smiling at its wit and humour. That is

Program: Bureaucracy
Price: £34.99

Supplier: Infocom c/o Activision, 23 Pond
Street, London NW3 2PN.
Tel: 01-431 1101
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what you might expect since master of
the comically absurd, Douglas Adams,
played a major part in writing it.
Bureaucracy begins by warning you
that you do not have a licence to operate

gram since you are initially addressed as
being of the opposite sex.
It's no bug, just an early example of

bureaucratic bungling to stoke up your
blood pressure. Untypically, this par

the software. In order to avoid a wait of

ticular blunder is soon rectified. Much of

six months while a postal application is
processed, you may continue to play
provided you complete an on-line, elec
tronic application form.

the information you feed into the form is
used to splendid effect later in the game.

And what a masterpiece of bureaucra
tic computer form design - the cursor
leaps wildly from field to field with no
logical pattern to its erratic progress.
Among the questions you'll be asked
are the name of your previous and cur
rent boy/girl friend and your least favour
ite colour. The immediate response to
your completion of the form might lead

you to think that there's a bug in the pro

Your role in the adventure is that of a

new employee of Happitec Corporation
who are sending you on a two-week, all-

expenses-paid trip to Paris. There you'll
attend a training seminar but will still
have lots of time and cash for fun and
leisure.

A money order has been sent to your
new home and you can pick up the airline
tickets at your travel agency.
What a benevolent employer! Well,

maybe not - there's a sting in the tail of

ADVENTURES

I

your instructions. "Be sure to be on time
for your flight. We've found that new
employees who miss the training scheme

usually aren't very happy at Happitec."

...-.,-•

Point taken.

wye

Two numbers are shown at the top

right edge of the screen indicating the
state of your blood pressure. Every time
you enter an action that is of no use or
whenever you encounter frustrations in
your dealings with people and events,

your blood pressure soars. It descends
when life is calmer.

Should the reading go too high, you

expire and must restart (or restore a
saved game). The Score command will

"We delivered the change-of-address form just in time!"

access your marks (out of 21), blood pres
sure status and current rating.
The game begins with you in the front
room of your new apartment. The place is

were cautioned earlier when examining

pretty bare because the removal firm
have slipped up over the dates.
A delivery man turns up but he doesn't
have your money order. What he does
have is a bag of llama treats which,
according to his records, you ordered.

If you want this bizarre package, it's
payment on delivery - he'll take Excess
or Beezer credit cards which you just

happen to have in your wallet. (By the
way, what is the largest known number in
the universe? Yep, your credit card
number).
Your back room has a few items in it

including a computer and a telephonecum-answering machine. The computer
is a Boysenberry (with a partiallydigested purple berry as its logo!) on
which you can run an adventure or an
eclipse prediction cartridge.
The adventure (DORK I) soon crashes
out with an internal error message

(Boysenberry products are clearly unreli
able). A couple of other computers are.
referenced elsewhere in Bureaucracy - a
Daktari SM and a Cormorant Honcho.

I strongly recommend that you listen to
the answering machine and dialling of
several telephone numbers - this had me
laughing so much I did it all over again.
One of the delights of Infocom adventures
- and Bureaucracy in particular - is the
amount of thought, wit and detail that has
been lavished on the program.
You'll get an entertaining response
from far more of your inputs with Infocom
than any other adventures you care to
name.

Rampant bureaucracy awaits outside
your apartment. The Fillmore Fiduciary
Trust Bank will have you tearing your hair
out as you move from one to another of
their 10 teller windows, trying to change

your address,

make a deposit or

withdrawal or cash a cheque.

In the Travel Agency the agent sits
waiting to misunderstand where custo
mers want to go and how to get there just
so she can earn a fat commission by send
ing them to Djakarta.

She's the height of tact and diplomacy show her your passport and she'll say
"Visa's fine but, hey, what kind of hap
pened to your face, buster?" Well, you

your passport photo that "you wonder if
you really do look like a dead llama".
The fast food restaurant is badly
named, for the food is not fast (ordering is

a complicated process) nor is it food
(small, wrongly-cooked, dog-eared
burgers).

The waiter who eventually takes your

order is the type who kicks beaches in
people's faces, He has small simian eyes,
hands like hairy hams and the effort of
reading his own writing puts a great

products, the packaging is immaculate. In
it you'll find the letter from Happitec,
some friendly advice from your bank, an
advertisement for Popular Paranoia
magazine (Did you know that cash dis

pensing machines are used to keep track
of your movements?), and a tiny, thin
pencil for completing your credit card
application form.
This form is in triplicate (make sure you
check out the copies) and as well as

being a bureaucrat's dream, is genuinely
funny.
There's no doubt that this new Infocom

strain on his mental tackle.

The mansion house is particularly inter

adventure is a worthy successor to Hitch

esting. In it you'll find a macaw with its left

Hiker. It combines all the professionalism

wing missing and who screams "Nuke the

and quality that Infocom bring to their
games with the zany and entertaining
style of Douglas Adams' writing.

whales!" and other objectionable slogans
(a right wing parrot!).
In the nearby trophy room, a dowdy
matron sits with her ear trumpet glued to

What is certain is that Infocom will

the radio. In her lap nestles an elephant

score a direct hit with their public Bureaucracy is as fresh, fertile and funny

gun.

an adventure as ever crackled across

The adventure is crammed with

humour. Examine the modular jack that
comes with the computer, for example,

and you'll be told "It is modular and it is a
jack Hence the name modular jack". In
Zalagan currency, a particular stamp is
worth many Zalagasan Wossnames -

"they were too idle to think of a name".
As to be expected with Infocom

Form 624Z87M-A

your screens. And you can take that from
me in triplicate.
Bob Chapell
Presentation

10

Atmosphere

10

Puzzlement

10

Value for money

10

Overall

10

SAMPLE CHANGE-OF-ADDRESS FORM

FILLMORE FIDUCIARY TRUST CHANGE-OF-ADDRESS FORM
IZSS VitaMnformation

1 Name^jyMay^LHJkvioy^____
3. Old Address^i&OQJjgg^y/^ygJI^
2. Name of Spouses Gr\*)e.V\&g\yJY\

4. City»Ufr*hll1<a-tr)ttState»»J2L&^
Zip • % D • •

6. New Name»._Leyry rVla7.'Z.flff'g_
7. New Spouses fctlVafajgSa

8. New Address* 17237 Cy^gjVtTegafl.

9. Oty^&UfloavOjJS state*JsL^__

• D D • H
5. Old Telephone^^2fl2^_5i5r£^51 10. Zip
New Telephone-(-2.0)) SSK-SSS^_
UilU Personal Information

11 Arey°u • Male D Female %Banker

1^ Is change of address for Dlndlvidual DEn„re Fam„y * Firm tf Pe,
3.Aeyou
^.Houseboat DFaHou,Shelter DCommune • Launderette

14" BS

LfflUJ Dates

8C^^^U^X^Z

15" Date <«ed (must be at least 8weeks before moving date)

:^rrr.,e(musibew,,hin6weeksof^^

5ukT5 It9.1

• .taXfeSm?

ADVENTURES;;

Losing in the
translation
Burgeon's work? Sorry, I am not compe
tent to judge that. What I will say, though,
is that while Passengers on the Wind is
certainly an original piece of software, I
would not rate it very highly as an
adventure.

Burgeon is, by all accounts, one of the
leading lights in the world of comic strips.
Although a self-confessed fan of this form
of art, I must admit to never having heard
of him before.

In France, though, he is undoubtedly
the bees knees and critics have hailed his

mastery of script and graphic artistry.
His adult comic strip masterpiece, Pas
sengers on the Wind, has sold three mil
lion copies worldwide and has been
awarded the most prestigious French
honour that can be given in this field, the
Grand Prix Du Salon D'Angouleme. Yes,
well, I haven't heard of that particular
prize either but it sure sounds impressive.
The point to which I am wandering is
that the French software company Infogrames has taken Burgeon's work and
transfomed it into a computer adventure.
Has it succeeded in capturing the spirit of
Program: Passengers on the Wind
Price: £17.95 (disc) £14.95 (cassette)
Supplier: Infogrames, Mitre House,Abbey
Road, Enfield, Middlesex EN1 2RQ.
Tel: 01-364 0123

colour. This indicates a choice must be
made, and to see what other choices

there are the text window must be scrol

led. For instance, a character may say

French Revolution in the slave trade

words to the effect: "That's a good idea. I'll
do it" or "No, I will not trust you."
You have to choose which response to
select and further developments will flow

accused of murder and has fled with Isla,

ferent matter.

From time to time the speech section
will display some text in a different

The game is set on the eve of the
triangle - Brittany, America and Africa.
Hoel, a Breton sailor, has been unjustly
FRANCOIS Burgeon is a name that
means very little to most people in
this country but in France it's a very dif

for all the characters in the scene.

an apparent adventuress who is in reality
a usurped countess. Romantic stuff, this.
The aim of the game is to regain Hoel's
honour and Isla's title.

The screen is split into three sections:
The mam section occupies the top two
thirds of the screen and is used mostly for
displaying the current scene. Small over
laid pictures and large slabs of descrip
tive text often overlay this area.
A smallish section at the bottom left is

used to display a character's face and

shows who you are dealing with. This
area can be rolled up and down,
accessing other character symbols.

The remaining section provides short
text messages, mostly character's speech
or thoughts, and a series of options from
which you must select your next action.

from your selection.

The graphics are of a high quality and
quite evocative. The music and sound
(memorable theme tune and waves

beating on the shore, for example) are
used to create an unusually atmospheric
effect.

The text is literate, even poetic in some
places. The rest of the story is not so
happy, I'm sorry to say.
Because of the structure of player
interaction the adventure plays too slowly
and clumsily for my taste. There are other
drawbacks too. When, as adventures will,
the game comes to a premature end sometimes you can only detect it because
nothing happens in response to usual
mouse action. You have to re-boot to start

book and, just like a book, is divided into

again. The manual says that the Escape
key will restart an episode but that key
and all others refused to budge the

episodes - 10 in this case. No typed input

program.

The adventure is meant to unfold like a

is required as all actions are carried out
using the mouse.

At the start of an episode the player
must select a character by pointing the
mouse at one of the people shown in the
main scene. This person will then pop up
in the symbol section. When this is poin
ted a paragraph appears in the text
window telling you what that character is
thinking or saying. This can be repeated

The manual also makes no mention of

the mouse, preferring to talk about a joy
stick. Only the mouse will work, despite
what the manual says. Further, it states
that it is "absolutely essential" to read the
accompanying plot synopsis (in comic
book format) before you play. Unfor
tunately, said comic in my review pack
age was written in French!
If this is how the package goes out, I'm

afraid that unless you're well up in par
leying Francais you'll find the plot
somewhat difficult to follow.

Obviously, some work needs to be
done to make the package acceptable to
the English-speaking market - even the
desk top icon legends are still in French!
Passengers on the Wind is a strange
blend of good graphics, sound and text
with substandard documentation and
uneasy player interaction. The result is an

average adventure which, given a differ
ent format, might well have been an
exceptional one.

Presentation
Atmosphere
Puzzlement
Value for money

5
9
7
7

Overall

7
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800 ST. ALBANS ROAD, GARSTON, WATFORD,

BOOKEEPER

HERTS WD2 6NL. Tel: 0923 672102

Small Business bookeeping/accounting

Ex. VAT

520ST-FM without Monitor
520ST-FM Med-Res Colour Monitor
1040ST-F without Monitor
1040ST-F Med-Res Colour Monitor

Inc. VAT

£347.00

£399.05a

£608.00

£699.20a
£599.15a
£899.07a

£521.00
£781.80

Powerful integrated accounting

AccountingwKh Stock Control &Invoicing
£343.85b

FINANCIAL CONTROL "New for ST"

Comprehensive order processing, stock control .accounts
COMPUTER CONCEPTS SOFTWARE

£299.00a

Med-Res Colour CM8833 + Lead

I

£228.85d

ACCOUNTANT PLUS

PHILIPS MONITORS: Including Lead

RGB, CVBS + Linear Inputs, IBMComp.

FAST ST BASIC:

£78.00

£89.70c

BACKPACK Rom Cartridge

£42.60
£17.00

£48.99c
£19.55c

ST DOCTOR

Professional Range:

Med-Res Colour CM 8852 + Lead
Hi-Res Colour CM8873 + Lead

£171.35d

£149.00

ACCOUNTANT

COMPUTERS

£290.00

£333.50a

£570.00

£655.50a

SWITCHING UNITS

Convert any Colour Monitor into a
12 channel Colour TV/Monitor.

£74.75a

Philips Tuner Module AV7300
READY MADE LEADS

Atari ST to 6 pin RGB
Atari ST to 7 pin RGB (Hitachi)

£11.00
£11.00

£12.65c
£12.65c

Atari ST to 7 pin RGB (Ferguson)

£11.00
£12.00
£12.00

£1£65c
£13.80c

Single 3.5" 1Mb + PSU

£112.00

£128.80b

Dual3.5"2x1Mb+PSU
20Mb Hard Disc with PSU
20Mb Hard Disc + 3.5" 1Mb + PSU
40Mb Hard Disc + PSU

£190.00
£500.00

£575.00a

Atari ST to Scart (Euro)

Atari PrinterLead (1.5 metre)

£13.80c

2 Micros to 1 Printer

1 Micro to 2 Printers

£33.00

Centronics 2 to 1 + Lead

£37.95d

Centronics 4 to 1 + Lead

£70.00

£80.50d

CPX2 2 Computer to 2 Printers
RS232C2to1 (25 way D)
RS232C 4 to 1 (25 way D)

£60.60
£38.00
£70.00

£69.69b

DISC DRIVES "NEC"

£43.70c

£80.50d

MAGNETIC MEDIA
£218.50b

£600.00
P.O.A.

£690.00a

3.5" D/S D/D Disc

£2.15c

£2.00

3.5" D/S D/D Discs (Pkt 10)
5.25" D/S D/D Discs (Pkt 10)

£18.00
£11.00

3.5" Storage Box (Holds 40)
5.25" Storage Box (Holds 50)

£8.00
£9.40

£20.75c

£1£65c
£9.20c
£10.81c

PRINTERS

Epson Dot MatrixLX86

£275.00

£316.25a

Panasonic Dot Matrix P1081

£170.00

£195.50a

j DATABASE SOFTWARE: (ST &PC)
Trimbase by Talent
Superbase by Precision Software

£78.20

£89.93

£86.91

£99.95

OPEN

9am 5pm Mon-Thu
9am-4pm Fri-Sat

Visit our Showroom for free Software Demonstrations.
GOVERNMENT & EDUCATION ORDERS WELCOME.

JB3EESE3UI

1
V

AN P™"" inclusive of VAT.

By Post. Enclose your cheque/P.O. made payable to CARE ELECTRONCS.

Or use your ACCESS/VISA.
Please allow 7 days for delivery.
Please add carriage. a-£10.35 b.£5.75 c£1.15 d-£2.30

t
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Sounds of music
O N E of the main attractions of the ST -

apart from Gem, its graphics, speed,
ease of use and so on - is its memory. You

Ian Waugh looks at

can do an awful lot with 512k or one

some newcomers on

megabyte, but some applications need

the ST musical scene

this much just to get off the ground - and
sampling is one of them.
That said, two budget price samplers
have appeared on the market simulta
neously, so how better to spend a wet
afternoon than by filling your ST with
digitised sound?
The Pro Sound Designer (PSD) plugs
into the printer port and must be pow
ered by a PP3 battery. It houses two mini
jack sockets, one for input and the other
for output to a hi-fi for improved quality,
though this requires the Hi-Fi Upgrade
kit.

The program runs in low resolution
mode. The mam screen is impressive and
all operations are icon driven and make

with start and end markers, and reverse

and do a transparent copy which overlays
one section on to another, although this

last - at 3KHz on a 1040ST - for 4 minutes

results in a reduction in volume.

20 seconds. The quality is pretty poor at

You can also magnify and telescope a
section to help edit it more accurately,
and you can do a straight block copy during which I twice crashed the pro
gram. You can loop a section too, but if

that rate - but just feel the width.
The record and playback speeds are
independently adjustable from 3KHz to
30KHz: The higher the rate, the better the
quality. Speech at around 8KHz, the
default rate, is reasonable. To record a

screen is the Waveform Display area
which produces an oscilloscope-type dis

play of incoming sound. This should fill
the display, but if it gets clipped at the top
and bottom you know the level is too high.
You can freeze -the display by clicking

An auto record option uses pointers in.
the Waveform Display area to define the
level at which recording will start. An
auto play function enables an outside
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the marked section - you can also play it
without physically reversing it, which is
great fun). Or you can cut out the section

the pause button.
Below this is a long window which dis
plays the whole of the sample, or as much
as can be squeezed in. A sample could

sample you click on the REC icon and
press the spacebar to break out before
your time is up.

full use of the mouse. In the centre of the

source to trigger playback. The manual
suggests this could be used as a burglar
alarm ("Help", shouts your ST, "someone
is trying to steal me!"), as an answering
machine ("This is your ST speaking...") or
just to scare Granny if she sneaks into
your room to play Starglider.
You can define a section of the sample

you want to produce an unbroken sound

you'll have to edit very carefully to avoid a
glitch. But this is also a problem on
professional samplers.
Counters tell you exactly where the
markers are and how large the marked

sample is -'all jolly helpful and friendly.
You can assign parts of the sample to the
function keys displayed on screen and so

REVIEW

store the marker positions and the
playback speed. Clicking on the key or
pressing it manually will playback the
section.

Unfortunately there is only one demo
sample on the disc: A young lady saying,
"Welcome to Pro Sound". It was recorded

at 8KHz and is quite distinct, if a little

noisy. For your own samples, increasing
the sampling and playback rate produces
better results but quantisation (a

the Undo key.

Having defined a section of the sample
you can produce multiple copies or
delete it. You can also create a gap in a
sample and close up a gap. New options
are being added to let you overlay one
sample with another and perform block
move and copy operations. Even with the
existing facilities it's easy enough to edit

if the incoming sound is peaking or dis
torting.
A monitor mode plays the sound through
the selected output so you can use your
ears too, but you can't monitor and use the
volume meter at the same time.

One of the delights of a sampling pro
gram such as PSD is the ability to play
back the samples from within your own
programs. The hardware need not be

bottom of the screen and, as with PSD,

breaking-up of the sound) is still quite
apparent. This is perhaps to be expected
on budget-price samplers.

scope but you can reset the display with

memory. To record a sample you just
press F9. To make sure you record at the
optimum level, a volume indicator shows

It's very important to record a sample
under optimum conditions to get the best
results: Low volume samples, and those
which fade, produce quantisation. The
cleanest samples are those which start
and finish quickly - drum sounds are an
ideal sampling source.
The sample's waveform appears at the

I

HELLO into H-H-H-HELLO or HEL-L-LLO.

Other features let you reverse a section
and produce a fade-in and a fade-out.
You can also loop a sample for continuous

playback but, the same warnings about
glitches apply to Replay as well as to
PSD.

attached, so you can give copies to
friends. The EXAMPLES folder contains

programs to help you do this in Atari
Basic, Fast Basic and C.

As a further bonus, PSD includes a

sound chip editor which drops down in
front of the sampler screen. It uses a simi
lar type of display and lets you manipu
late the 16 registers which control the
ST's sound chip.
When you have created a sound you
like you can save it to a function key (and

thence to disc) and load it into your own
programs to use with Basic, C or the
XBIOS DOSOUND command in 68000

machine code. There are demo pro
grams on the disc to illustrate the'
procedures and sample effects to load
and play.
This certainly takes a lot of effort out of
programming the chip and you can have
lots of fun with it. To use the' editor in a
musical context would have been nice,
and the addition of a music editor even

better, but that's only my wishful thinking.
On now to Replay. If you moved up to
the ST from an 8 bit Atari you may have
heard of 2-Bit Systems, which produces a
Midi interface and a sampler cartridge
for the 48k XL. The company has now
turned to the ST with Replay and DigiDrum, distributed by Microdeal.
The Replay Cartridge can be used
alone or in conjuction with Digi-Drum. It
plugs into the cartridge port, needs no
battery and has two phono sockets - one
for input and one (built-in) for output to a

tfpltj / Editor'2.66
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hi-fi.

Replay in

The main screen is divided into two;

The top half lists the controls and the
sampled waveform is shown at the
bottom. The program is very easy to use,
but surprisingly, it uses the cursor keys

edit mode

you can define a section with start and
end markers using the cursor keys.
Movement can be coarse, medium or fine

jabbing.
You can' sample at six rates: 5KHz,

and the resolution is set by pressing the 1,
2 or 3 keys, but you'll probably never use
the coarse setting. Whenever the
waveform window is redrawn or mag
nified the speed defaults to medium

7.5KHz, lOKHz, 15KHz, 20KHz and 31KHz.

which is a bit of a nuisance.

The higher rates let Replay's lOKHz filters
come into operation which improves the
sound. Lower rates will usually suffice for
speech and may be useful 'if you are
trying to cram a lot of sample into a little

Replay has a magnify function which
can be called repeatedly to enlarge a

instead of the mouse. That wouldn't be so

bad, but the keys don't repeat when you
hold them down -

which means lots of

section right down to byte level. Here,
the screen will display a mere 600 bytes
of sample in great detail. There is no tele-

You can load samples into Digi-Drum
or use them in your own programs and
the Replay cartridge does not need to be
attached unless you want to send the
output to a hi-fi, The BASICS folder on the
disc reveals programs to play samples
from Atari Basic, Fast Basic and GFA

Basic and there's a short demo program
to prove the point.
The manual is concise and includes

technical details so programmers can
make better use of the samples in their
programs. In fact, you are encouraged to
experiment. It also hints at how you might f>
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you can build your own drum kits very
easily.

Digi-Drum is really quite superb and if
2-Bit rewrote it to use the mouse (and
perhaps let you play more than two
sounds per step) I thmk I'd give it 11 out of
10.

Both Digi-Drum and Replay will run
with either a colour or monochrome

Digidrum's
cymbals of
power

apply data compression techni
ques. There are no samples on the
disc, which is a bit disappointing as it's
always nice to know what manufacturers
can do with their own products.
The disc does include an Echo routine

which can produce four different kinds of
echo - two multi and two single. It only
works on live signals entering the car
tridge and there is some quantisation as it
runs through the system, but it's a fun
extra.

There are also two programs called
Bass and Treble (read the CONTENTS

file for details) which produce real time
moving spectrum analysis displays of the
sound entering the cartridge. They only
work in colour and although you can't
hear the music and the bonny patterns
they are very impressive.
The quality of Replay's playback is
comparable to the sampled sound in
Starglider so that'll give you a yardstick to
measure it by. Output through your hi-fi is
even better.

PSD's playback quality is perhaps not
quite as good. Both have a degree of
quantisation and PSD's seems lower
pitched. I was able to load the PSD
sample into Replay and although it
played at 1/2 KHz slower it was just a bit
clearer which seems to indicate that Rep
lay's decoding routines also have the
edge.
You generally get what you pay for,
and although neither sampler has
anywhere near the quality of a dedicated
sampling keyboard they are certainly fun.
I can see both these samplers being used
to put speech and music into games pro
grams.

Digi-Drum, as you have probably
guessed, turns your ST into a drum
machine and the sounds it uses were

recorded with Replay. Like the other pro
grams, this is very easy to use, and loads
with a demo song - so you don't actually
have to do anything to hear it in action.
In good old traditional drum machine
style, a complete drum track or song is
constructed from a number of patterns, in
this case up to 99. Each pattern can have
from four to 32 steps and each step can
46 Atari ST User July 1987

hold one or two sounds from a total of 16.

A song consists of up to 70 steps each
containing the number of a pattern and
the number of times it is to repeat. Don't
worry - it's not as complicated as it
sounds. The pattern edit screen is
used for construction, and the centre of
the screen shows a grid containing the

number of steps in the pattern. Down the
left is a list of the 16 available sounds. You

move around the pattern grid with the
cursor keys (like Replay, it doesn't use
the mouse and the keys don't repeat) and
enter a sound by pressing the 1 or 2 key.
These represent channels one and two,
though it's not in stereo, and you can't
play two sounds on the same channel on
the same step. If you try, the existing one
is deleted.
As a normal drummer with two hands

and two feet can play four drums at once,
the two drums restriction is rather

limiting, but you can still produce some
good patterns.
You can enter sounds in real time,

which is one for the skin-basher brigade,
but I would rather have been able to

listen to the pattern while entering
sounds in step time.
You can rename a sound and load a

new one into any of the 16 voices. You can
load sounds singly or all 16 at once - a
collection which the program calls a kit.
You can also load a single pattern or all
the patterns and, of course, a complete
song.

The tempo can be varied from one to
49, although standard metronome values
in beats per minute would have been

better. You can also alter the playback
rate of the samples (which the program
calls speed) from lOKHz to 20KHz.

monitor and it's nice to have both options.
If you have Midi cables plugged into
your ST, Replay and Digi-Drum will crash
when you access the file handling
routines. They aren't Midi compatible, so
the cables needn't be there, but I mention
this in case you do as I did and wonder
why your program crashes.

If you have a sampler, you obviously
need sounds to sample. You can cull

these from various sources, but you may
like to consider a tape of samples already
put together for you.
One of the most respected sets of tapes
around is a collection called Star Sam

ples. They are professional tapes,
recorded, processed and mixed digitally
and each cassette is a first analogue
generation recorded 1:1 from the digital
master. They are not cheap, but they are
excellent beyond a doubt and you may
like to consider one if you are planning to
build kits with Replay and Digi-Drum.
The Drum tape at £25 contains 56
instruments arranged in seven suggested
kit combinations. The Orchestral Tuned

and Latin Percussion tape at £35 with 182
samples is full of terrific sounds and
remarkable value. Their quality far
exceeds that which the samplers are cap
able of reproducing, but compare the
prices sound for sound with the DigiDrum Sample Disc One.
Whatever you do and whichever you
choose, happy sampling!
Product: Replay Cartridge plus software
Price: £79.95

Product: Digi-Drum
Price: £24.95

Product: Digi-Drum Sample Disc One
Price: £14.95

Supplier: Microdeal, PO Box 68, St. Austell,
Cornwall, PL25 4YB.
Tel: 0726 68020.

Product: Pro Sound Designer
Price: £57.44

Product: Hi Fi Upgrade
Price: £14.95

If you channel the sounds through your
hi-fi via Replay you'll find the quality of
short punchy drum sounds is good

Supplier: Eidersoft Software, The Office,
Hall Farm, North Ockendon, Upminster,

enough to record. Drums are ideal sam

Tel: 0708 856468

Essex, RM14 3QH.

pler fodder, but beware of cymbals with
long decays.
DigiDrum loads with 16 preset sounds

Product: Star Samples

and there are another six on the disc. You

Price: £25-35

can expand your kit with the Digi-Drum

Supplier: Syndromic Music, 24-26 Avenue

Sample Disc One which contains 41 more
sounds: Some of these are brilliant, and

Mews, London, N10 3NP.
Tel: 01-444 9126.
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MAIL ORDER OFFERS
More EXCLUSIVE specialoffers

-plus even BIGGER swings
for Atari$7 User subscribers!
Starglider is "simply the best arcade game seen on any 68000
based machine" (Popular Computing Weekly).
It's the first ever game to feature stunning, fully animated
vector graphics - and the first to include high-quality
digitised sound ... even messages from the ship's computer
throughout your hair-raising flight are in digitised speech!
Thrill to low-level flying, exhilarating defence and attack
manoeuvres - it's all here, and much, much more!

The package Includes a 64-page novel that sets
the scene - and gives you vital Information to
help you succeed In your quest!

faw-the comers

Mercenary Compendium
Here's all you need to get the last ounce of fun and
excitement out of one of the most talked-about games of
1986. This is what this package contains:
Escape from Targ. A unique combination of flight
simulation, adventure and arcade action, PLUS high speed
3D vector graphics! You crash-land on planet Targ's Central
City and you have but one aim - to escape!
Targ Survival Kit. For help when you need it most.
Includes maps of Central City and its subterranean
complexes. And a novelette, "Interlude on Targ", with
more hints and tips.
The Second City. Thought you'd got away? Then load in
this extra data set and think again! No hints or clues this time
- you're on your own!

Format

RRP

reader offer

YOU
SAVE

Offer including
subscription

YOU
SAVE

Starglider

Disc

£24.95

£21.95

£3

£30.95

£9

Mercenary Compendium

Disc

£24.95

£21.95

£3

£29.95

£10

Special
Suitable for

Product

Atari ST
Needs TOS
on rom

Atari ST
Needs TOS
on rom

Colour monitor

version only

TO ORDER, PLEASE USE THE FORM ON PAGE 71
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Setting new
standards
AMONG the glut of information man
agement systems popping up almost
every month, it's refreshing to see that
healthy competition has emerged in the

Alan Goldsbro assesses

field of databases.

based databases

Superbase Personal from Precision
Software and Trimbase from Talent Sys
tems are not only leading the way in
Gem-based relational databases. They
are also setting standards for the industry.
Many existing database management
systems are the traditional 'flat card'
variety based on the manual index card
system so prevalent before computers
became popular.

Using this system, the only way to
record a large amount of relative data
was to cross reference the index cards so

that you could retrieve related informa
tion from separate files.

You could for example flag the card in
file A telling you to check another card in
file B for related information. With Superbase Personal and Trimbase, all this
can be done with the ease of pull down
menus, multiple windows and point and
click mouse selections.

Superbase has three main types of field
definition, Text, Numeric and Date. The

text field will hold up to 255 characters
while the numeric field will support 13
digit precision which can be displayed in

Class. Date fields can be in any of four
preset formats.
The length of the numeric and text
fields are governed by the width of the
screen display less the length of the field
title. For example the screen may be 78
characters wide and your title eight cha
racters. This leaves you a maximum field
length of 70.

two powerful Gem

Calculated and Required to any field
regardless of attributes. Fields may be
any time.
Superbase Personal has three con

Block fields are defined to create a
block similar to text fields which can
extend over several lines, The maximum
amount of characters stored in a block is

stituent parts to its data, the main data

a massive ,1120!

added to or deleted from the database at

body, the file definition and the index.

The final field is Class, which allows

Each file must have at least one index but

you to define up to 100 possible values
in advance. Unfortunately, Trimbase
doesn't have the ability to assign formulae
at the creation stage - this has to be done

up to 999 per file are available if required.
All fields can be moved around the

screen and displayed in Tabular, Record

or Form format. For added data security
there is a three level password system.
Trimbase has five types of field defini

within the main program.
Trimbase has the same file structure as

Superbase Personal but hides the index
within the program, thus removing the

tions, Numerical, Date, Text, Block and

Desk Project Record Process Set Systew
Superbase l ADDRESS indexed on Umber
Hunber

iitle

RHBBBi

H

rorenane
Pierre

.astnane
Drnauld

Street
33 Avenue du Haine

12 different formats.

The date field can accept any date
from 0001 to 9999 years and this, too, can
be displayed in several styles.
There is one special field unique to
Superbase Personal. This is the External

File definition

Field nane

Attributes

Fomat

file field which will hold the filename of

an external Ascii document or a Degas,
Gem or Neo format picture (more of this
impressive feature later).
As you define your fields, you can also
assign formulae such as Validated,

Product: Superbase Personal

® Text

Tine

o External

Price: £99.95

o Huneric

Supplier: Precision Software, 6 Park
Terrace, Worcester Park. Surrey KT4 7JZ

Field Country

o Calculation

o Required

Tel: 01-330-2089

Add

Delete

OK

Clear

Cancel

Product: Trimbase 1.5

oe

Price: £89.95

Supplier: Talent Computer Systems,
Curran Building, 101 St James Road,

H

«

rr I

I H

Glasgow, G4 ONS
Tel: 041-552-2128
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Figure I: Superbase-creation screen showing field length setting feature
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I

need to identify an index variable upon
which to sort data on.

In contrast to Superbase Personal,
Trimbase has a fixed display format but
fields may be positioned within the dis
play to suit your own preferences. In both

Desk Project Record Process Set Sfistaj

programs, fields may be added or

deleted at any time.

Both systems have similar operating
procedures for entering and editing data.
Although separate from the define
module they use almost the same
methods of keyboard entry and edit.

You can speed up your entries by
duplicating the current record and

editing only the parts that need changing,
Special features in Trimbase are
automatic increment of serial numbers,
single keystroke date entry, a footnote
facility for unknown numeric values and a
good Search and Replace facility coupled
with Global Update. This can be used to

select certain records and update them
quickly and efficiently.
In the 'block field, text can be typed
continuously which will wrap round to the
next line or alternately each line can be
terminated with the Return key.
Superbase Personal can also search,
replace and update and also has the abil

ity to display calculations being per
formed on screen as data is inserted. This

Figure II: Superbase has a built-in graphic facility

in the filter section makes Superbase Per
sonal a database worth recommending.
Trimbase has a similar structure to

Superbase Personal but because of the
display style can only show one record at

was especially welcome to me but unfor
tunately is not available in Trimbase.

a time. But all data can be sent to the

In saving files, Superbase Personal
saves each record individually to disc,

using the powerful report generator.

whereas Trimbase stores its records in
ram and then transfers them to disc

before you leave the module. It's worth
mentioning at this time that Trimbase has
three modules, Define, Maintain and
Report, Each module is loaded into
memory only as required so as to con

serve space for the records. Superbase
Personal on the other hand, has all its

modules m one program and conse
quently moves more quickly between

printer and printed in tabular format
Records can be printed out singly or in
groups. Both programs can produce stat
istics on any file currently in, memory and
if required produce hard copies.
While Trimbase produces the same
results as Superbase Personal, it uses two
modules (Maintain and Report) and con
sequently doesn't have the simplicity of
Superbase Personal.
Neither of the packages are true rela

The printer options are reasonably
impressive and can handle different size
paper and allow custom printer com

mands. If you need to paste your data in a
report or letter, it's down to exporting
your data in Ascii format to a suitable
word processor such as 1st Word.
The Report Generator in Trimbase
gives the package a marked advantage
over Superbase Personal and you can
construct any kind of report using the
built in pre-processor.
Forms, labels, invoices summaries and

form letters are very easy to design. You
can also choose how to present your data
so that it is printed in the most effective
way possible.
Print commands can be embedded in

tional databases with transactions per

decimal format' to produce custom styles

them.

manently linked and displayed with the

of text. The report layout can be up to 250

The visual impact of Superbase Per
sonal is outstanding, especially when it
comes to the selecting and sorting of

main file. They are, however, quite ade
quate in retrieving linked information

of A4 text. As a further example, the

from other files, which when combined

whole of this review could be contained

can produce new files and/or reports.
The procedures for producing rela
tional files are complex and both Sup

within a single report.
Report forms can be saved to disc as
templates and whole reports with full
information extrapolated can also be
saved for posterity.
Just as Superbase Personal has tre

records.

With its unique tape cassette recorder
style buttons placed on a control panel at
the base of the screen, searching through
the file can be done record by record or
in fast forward mode by clicking on the
appropriate button.
Records, viewed in tabular format,

zoom across the screen just fast enough to

read. They can also be rewound by the
same method.

Individual records can be accessed by
using the key lookup button from the con
trol panel. For a greater selection criteria
the filters are put into action.

These allow you to select field names,
operators, values and text attributes in a
flexible range to search for records. All
the standard operators are available as
well as mathematical and logical

erbase Personal and Trimbase have

sample files and tutorials to guide you.
I'm convinced that a

true relational

lines long which is enough for four pages

database is far easier to set up and

mendous search facilities which are dis

operate than these pseudo ones. Suffice
to say that in general both packages will
allow you to produce sub-files, merged
files, joined files and reports.
As I've already said Superbase Per

played on the screen, Trimbase has a

sonal has an excellent selection criteria

process to extract information from its
bank of data, which can be sent to screen,

disc or printer.
Unfortunately the report function of
Superbase Personal is rather limited and
only really manages to produce lists of
your data or mailing labels. But the result

similar procedure within its Report
Generator. Not only can you design the
layout of the report but also decide upon
what criteria to merge.
Other options available are today's
date, page number and count.
Individual mail-merged letters, lists in
tabular format, and comprehensive docu
ments using data from a number of dif
ferent records within a file can all be

operators.

ing information from many of the process

constructed with the report generator.
Without doubt, the report generator in
Trimbase is the best yet for any database

The combination of standard operators
and the opportunity to use plain English

features can be used to enhance the
reports.

full blown professional systems costing >

on the Atari and matches those found in
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<3 five times as much.

There are so many extra features to be
found in both packages that make them a
worthwhile buy. Both Superbase Personal
and Trimbase can export and import

Desk File Record Choice Style Text-node Expressions Display
ft 1\HATI0H, TAL

iiiiiisi

•o

their data in Ascii format.
One of the most attractive features of

Superbase Personal is its External file
command. This field attribute has the

amazing power to import Ascii text files
or Gem type picture files and store them
as a database using their filename as the
field name.

Trimbase has a special feature called
the 'learn and use' sequence. This handy
facility will remember a sequence of key
strokes during the relational section of the
program.

If you are joining two separate files to
make a larger one and you need to do
this on a regular basis, you can record the
sequence once so it can be stored on disc
and replayed at any time.
Both packages have excellent manuals
with tutorials and definitive explanations.

Trimbase comes in a two ring folder, with
disc protection as unobtrusive as possible
by placing it on the define module only.
Superbase Personal has a slightly
thinner manual and is spiral bound. The
disk is unprotected so you can make
backup copies of your software.
In conclusion, Superbase Personal
makes full use of the Gem environment

with its flexible approach to creating files,
entering and editing data, sorting and
searching and report generating.
There are many easy to understand
pull down menus and its unique control
panel coupled with the incredible
picture/data library application, make it a
highly visual and superlative database
management system. Everything taken
into consideration, Superbase Personal
must be a strong contender for many

Date ! 17th Hay 1387
Talent Conputer Systens
Curran Building
161 St Janes Road

Glasgow
54 ens

Dear Professor

Further to your enquiry, Ne can supply you with the infomation you
requested, The details are as follows;

Largest Religion

Muslin

Countries Mfiich bm less than 1,188,111 ..... 13

•Ji

I

Countries who have BLUE in their Flag ........ 37

ft
r\

«
Figure III: Trimbase report screen

Display Sort
Desk File Print Input Text-node
HAIHTAIH (I). 1.5) Using file A!\HATIDH,TAL
a text or block variable or type a string - a sequence of characters

users.

Trimbase has all the hallmarks of being
a functional workhorse, well written, log
ical and flexible. The program makes use
of the Gem environment without over

working the mouse. While it's not as aes
thetic as Superbase Personal, Trimbase is
not without its style and good looks.
All the functions performed superbly
with considerable ease and progression.
The built-in word processor and compre
hensive report generator combined with
an already top of the range system make
Trimbase stand out from the crowd.

The decision on which system to buy
must of course be yours. If you want to
have an easy-to-use, good looking system
with unique capabilities to index and dis
play text or graphics then I'm sure that
Superbase Personal will be your number
one choice.

If you spend a lot of time writing letters

CAPITALCITY Is (=) "London"

and need the facilities of built-in mail

merge, a superb report generator and
the opportunity to store 1120 characters in
one field then Trimbase could fit the bill.
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Figure IV: Trimbase selection of parameters for report
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ATARI ST MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS

BVJ:li;M;l.l¥M
520 STM (1/2 meg ram)
520 STM +{1 meg ram)
520STFM(1/2megram. 1/2 meg drive &
mouse)
520 STFM+ (1meg ram, 1/2 meg drive &

£249.95
£349.95
£379.95

mouse)

£479.95

Cornerman

E34.95
E79.95

Fast ST Basic

£479.95

1040 STF & SM 125 Hi-res mono monitor

£659.95

Leader Board

SF314 1/2 meg drive
SF364 1 meg drive
SH204 20 meg hard disk drive

£139.95
£184.95
£669.95

MDisk(Ramdisk)
Mercenary ST

Cumana 1 meg disk drive

£155.00

Cumana 2 meg double disk drive
(520ST/STM only)

Starglider

£255.00

Thunder

SMM804 80 cps, 80 col dot matrix printer

£189.95

VIP Lite
VIP Professional

£129.95

Winter Games

£379.95
£199.95

LDW BasicCompiler
Compile your STbasicprograms andrunthemsuper

£559.95

520STFM &SM 125 Hkes mono monitor

SC125 12' Hi-res mono monitor

(special price)

SC1224 12" med res rgb colour monitor
14" CM14 Fidelity colour monitor
520ST/STM/STFM upgrade to 1 meg filled,
1 year warranty & insured post

£104.95

Minor Mirades WS2000 modem
STAR VALUE

£119.95

520STM, SM125mono monitor, SF364 1/2 meg disk
drive, mouse & 1 st Word Word Processor

£449.95

All Hardware comes with free dust covers!

£43.95

£53.95
£21.95
£11.75
£22.45
£22.45

The Pawn

£22.45
£34.95

£89.95
£174.95

£22.45
£49.95

fast straight from thedesktop. Compete wrth
utilitres diskloreasy access ol Gem fromBasic.
Write tor more info, or send blank disk or £1.75 lor

demo programsand sample of compiler.
BHtimmlt^^WM^

AllSTs come with 5 publicdomain disks including

ABACUS BOOKS

CPM emulator and the arcade game Megaroids, 5

3D GRAPHICS

blank disks to gel you going, Basic language disk and

BASIC TO C
ST BEGINNERS GUIDE
ST PEEKS* POKES

manuals.

OTHER PACKAGES AT REDUCED PRICES!!
ALLDISKS ARE 100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE AND
CARRY A 2 FOR 1 REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE
10
25
50
10 in a Box ollO

plasticcase
MF1DD

£13.95

£31.95

MF2DD

£16.95

£39.95

£59.95
£72.95

Anasks are suppliedwithlabels
Locking diskbox- holds40
Locking diskbox- holds90

£14.95
£17.95

FIRST PUBLISHING

£23.95
£10.45

II III 11 II 'MM

£19.95

£14.95

Battery poweredkeyboard vacuum
£9.95
ST to Centronicsprinterlead (approx2 metras)
£10.95
STto RS232 modemlead(approx 2 metres)
£10.95
l.»HI.M'H:H
Protect your valuable Hardware with these smart
fillinganti-static natural PVC covers with brown
binding. Please specify model.
520ST/STM/STFM/1040STF
SF314/SF364
SM124/SM125/SC1224/SC1424

£22.45
£19.95
£14.95
£16.95

ATARI ST TRICKS & TIPS
GEM CM THE ATARIST
GRAPHICS S SOUND
GRAPHICAPPLICATIONS

FujiUVC

C3.95

C2.95
£4.50

£12.45
£12.45
£14.45
£11.45

II UN M l — i

AtariST Public Domain Software at realistic prices
and quality.
All disks are only £3.9511!

Choose from utilities,games, languages,
wordprocessors, tutorials, desk accessories elc.

Fed up buyingdisks and findingout thai half Ihe
programs don'l run and you don't know how lo run
the other hall, well all our programs run, and all our
programs come with at least the minimum ol
instructions to enable you to run them. Write now
and findout about the megabytes already available

Justwrite for more information. Cheques etc. payable to
STORT SOFT.

^international orders add 10% and remit in pounds Sterling by bank draft orIntl.
7money order. Write for quote in any other currency). Access now accepted
18Crown Close, Sheering, Bishop's Stortford, Herts. CM22 7NX

5.25" COMPUTER DISKS - BULK PACKED
QTY

SS 48TPI

SS 96TPI

DS 48TPI

DS 96TPI

£5.95
£10.99

£6.95
£11.99

£6.95
£11.99

£7.95

£8.95

£9.95

25

£12.99

£14.99

£17.99

50

£19.99

£20.99

£20.99

£21.99

£27.99

£32.99

£36.99
£52.99
£85.99
£167.99

£37.99
£55.99
£87.99
£172.99

£37.99
£55.99
£87.99
£172.99

£41.99

£45.99
£63.99

£57.99

£57.99
£91.99

£103.99

£126.99

£179.99

£202.99

£248.99

100
150
250
500

DS48C/R

mkroUoh
MicroLink is ideal for transferring instant information
between groups of people - between branches of a
company, members of a club or just friends with
like-minded interests.

Whether there are five or 500 people in the group, they
can all be sent the same information in one operation
. . . instantly.

And each recipient can immediately send a reply, or his
own comments, to every other member of the group.

Head offices of companies use MicroLink to send daily
memos to their regional offices. Chains of shops use
MicroLink to receive daily trading reports from their
branches.

It's cheap, reliable - and it's 100 per cent secure,
because information sent via MicroLink can only be seen
by the person for whom it is intended.
Details from 061-456 8383.

fHiaoUoK

electronic
wfj*
much, much more.

££3t

CENTEC - THE BEST DISKS AT
THE BEST PRICES!

10

user group on

£25.95
C44.95
£31.50

BackPack (Rom)
DeepSpace
Degas
RightSimulator II
GST C compiler

1040 STF (1 meg ram, 1 meg drive & mouse)

Set up your own closed

EE3E33EEB1

UNBEATABLE

DS 96 C/R

I'* VERBATIM

£80.99

C/R = Coloured or reversible disks - please state.
Reversible disks have two he les and two notches!

Z OFFER

All Centec disks are packed with a protective jacket (envelope) and come
with a full user set, including a label and a write protect tab. The disks are
manufactured to top international standards and have a hub ring for

added protection.

3.5" DISKS •
BULK PACKED

SPECIAL OFFERS
& BEST BUYS!
Storage Boxes

• Don'tbe putoff by the low price! These discs arenot recertified^

10

£14.95

£16.95

Holds 100 5.25" Disks £9.95

25

£29.95

£35.95

but top quality media direct from the warehouse at bulk rates.

Holds 90 3.5" Disks £9.95

50

£55.95

£62.95

100
150
250

£105.95
£149.95
£239.95

£119.95
£169.95
£269.95

500

£459.95

£519.95

QTY

SS135TPI

DS135TPI

All disks are supplied with full user labels.

90 Double sided 3.5" & A Box £115.95
100 Double sided 5.25" & A Box
£49.95
3.0" Amsoft CF2 Disks
l+£2.29

10+£19.49

50+£96.99

CENTEC ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
UNIT 3

THE METRO CENTRE
BRIDGE ROAD
ORPINGTON

Quantity
10
Price
£15.95

25
£36.95

50
£69.95

100
£129.95

250
£289.95'

(Deduct 10% for single-sideddiscs.)
• Absolutely no extras, price includes VAT, label sets plus first class/
Datapost to your door.

Packs of 10 are supplied in plastic boxes (worth £1.49)

_

• Life-time guaranteed, double-sided, double density 135 TPI
verbatimdiscs for yourmachine. (Single-sided available.)

VISA

KENTBR5 2BE

PHONE
24
HOUR

0903 776000

OR CHEQUE/P.O. TO P.O. BOX 66
EAST PRESTON WEST SUSSEX BN16 2TX

TEL: (0G89) 61947/62103

Ansaphone service out of office hours
Remember - all prices include VAT and delivery
no extras to pay!
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w-cmi
is a Fully Independent National User Group for all
users of Atari STcomputers —

ATARI HARDWARE
Atari520STM 512k RAM,TVModulatof.no disk or mouse
Atari 520STFM 512k RAM,disk drive, mouse
Atari 1040STF 1MBRAM,disk drive, mouse
Atari 1040STF with Mono Monitor. Imb RAM.disk drive
Atari 1040STF with Atari SC1224 Colour Monitor

£203
£306
£449
£535
£705

Atari1040STF withPhillips 8533ColourMonitor
Atari1040STFwithPhillips8852 Colour Monitor
AtariSF314 1mb FloppyDiskDrive
AtariSF354 512k FloppyDiskDrive

£671
£674
£150
£115

Atari SH204 20mb Hard Disk Drive

£478

CumanaCS354 Imb FloppyDiskDrive
Atari SM125 High Resolution Monochrome Monitor

£116
£114

Atari SC1224 Colour Monitor

Members benefits include:

• A Monthly Newsletter packed with reviews, articles,
hints and tips, helpline, programming hints, and more.
• Bi-Monthly Disk Magazine containing the best and
latest Public Domain Software; many with source

£296

Phillips 8533Colour Monitor
Phillips 8852Colour Monitor

codes.

£250
£252

• Vast range of Public Domain and Shareware
Software; on quality media for between £3 and £3.50

ATARI TOP SELLING SOFTWARE
Flight Simulator II

per disk.

E37

VIPProfessionaULotusClone Gem Version)
MetacomcoLatticeC Compiler
Metacomco Macro Assembler
MarkWilliams C Compiler

• Local User Groups; contacts and support.
• Special Interest Groupings; including: C, Pascal,

£146
£71
£35
£117

MegamaxC Compiler

Comms, and Adventure SIGs.

£H°

• Members discounts and special offers.

SOFTWARE SPECIAL-Starghder/ The Pawn/ Hacker II
World Games/ ST Karate/ Cad 3D

Arena/Lands Of Havoc/Wanderer

£147

Epson LX800
Epson LX86

C195
E189

Membership and 12 months Newsletter subscription is just £5.00;
for further details, including the PD Software catalogue and a
FREE copy of our current Newsletter (24+ pages), please write

Panasonic 1081 Printer

c149

to:

MP165 Printer

f'75

PRINTERS

StarNUO

g210

StarPowerType18cpsdaisywheel printer

C175

Ffe M-QU

DISKS, PAPER, CABLES, UPGRADES
Fan-Fold Paper, lOOOsheets

^,

AtariParallelCentronics PrinterCable

PO Box 20, HERTFORD, SG13 8NN

£11.90

Computer Express Branded 3.5in DS/DD Floppy Disks
TDK 3.5in Floppy Disks
Half Meg RAM Upgrade for 520ST, 520STM and520STFM

£1.99
E2-75
£80

AllOther AtariSoftware

(stamp appreciated)

15% discount

All prices exclude VAT and delivery Prices are correct at the timeofgoingtopress although
theyare subject tochangewithout notification Official purchase orderswelcome
Full back-up and support Open Monday to Friday 9am-6pm Open Saturday10am-4pm
p.
j f ] '«>/" - HO SHARKS!

FOR
FULL PRICE LIST PLEASE CALL „r\
TELEPHONE ORDERS WELCOME

J

f\797 79700 ••••
El ""A _W#
~^^'

^^fai'lultfV

We will also commission Shareware for

public domain distribution; interested
programmers please contact us ASAP

/-*-*_

.—^£^ -

SINGLE ANDMULTI USER MICRO COMPUTER ANDSOFTWARESALES ANDSUPPORT
99PARK STREET LANE • BRICKET WOOD• HERTFORDSHIRE • AL2 2JA• ST ALBANS (0722) 72790

LOOK AT THESE PRICES ! ! !
ATARI ST SOFTWARE

ATARI HARDWARE
520ST-FM KEYBD/MOUSE/.5 MEG DRIVE

359.95

520ST-FM KEYBD/MOUSE/.5 MEG DRIVE/MONO MONITOR

450.95

METROCROSS

24.95

19.50

1040ST-F KEYBD/MOUSE/1 MEG DRIVE/MONO MONITOR

629.95

LEADERBOARD

24.95

19.50

1040ST-F KEYBD/MOUSE/1 MEG DRIVE/COLOUR MONITOR

899.95

RRP

LEADERBOARD TOURNAMENT
DESTROYER

ALL COMPUTERS INCLUDE

5 FREE DEMO DISCS AND 5 FREE BLANK DISCS

ATARI PERIPHERALS

OUR PRICE

9.95

7.50

24.95

19.50

PHANTASIE II

24.95

19.50

STARTGLIDER

24.95

19.50

SILENT SERVICE

24.95

19.50

GOLDRUNNER

24.95

19.50

KARATE KID II

24.95

19.50

FINBALL FACTORY

24.95

19.50

SG354 HALF MEG DRIVE

134.95

BASKETBALL

24.99

19.50

SF314 0NE MEG DRIVE

179.95

SHANGHAI

24.99

19.50

SH204 20MEG DRIVE

619.95

PAINTWORKS

34.99

27.50

SH125 MONOCROME MONITOR

134.95

FILM DIRECTOR

65.21

47.00

SC1224 COLOUR MONITOR

359.95

ROADWAR 2000

24.99

19.50

SMM 804 DOT MATRIX PRINTER

189.95

FAST BASIC

89.90

71.70

CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING

24.95

19.50

DIGI DRUM

24.95

19.50

3.5" DISCS DSDD GUARANTEED (PACKED IN 10)

17.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT @ 15% AND P & P ON UK MAINLAND

ASHCOM

10 THE GREEN

ASHBY DE LA ZOUCH

SEND SAE FOR FULL PRICE LIST

24 HOUR DESPATCH

SUBJECT TO

LEICESTERSHIRE

(0530} 411485
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A desktop saver
THERE are many different utility pro
grams available for the Atari ST. They
range from "rarely used" to "how ever did
I manage without this?". The suite of pro
grams contained in Saved! from HiSoft
comes very close to the second category.

Saved! is a desktop accessory which
contains most of the functions already
available from desktop: Format, disc and
file information, rename, copy and so on.
As the program is in the form of an
accessory, these features are available
from within programs such as word

Peter Hartley banishes
that dreaded "Disc

full" error message

with that disc your ram disc is
automatically installed as the drive which
you specified and with the amount of

space originally allocated. If you wish,
you can configure more than one ram
disc

and

have

them

all

installed

automatically on start up.

buying individually.
The one I found most useful was the

Another program which is worth put
ting in the Auto folder is Keeptime. Most
of you will know that the Atari ST has an

ram disc installer. There are many pro

internal clock which stores time and date.

grams on the market at the moment

The information held by the clock is
used for date-stamping files when they

processors and spreadsheets, giving you

which allow you to install a ram disc but
all those I have seen involve entering the

the ability to organise discs without

size of the disc and the drive letter each

having to leave the application.

time you run the program.
With the HiSoft RAMINST.PRG pro
gram this inconvenience is removed.

are first written or updated. The usual
way to set the time and date is to enter

the dreaded "Disc full" message appears.

but in addition to the size and drive letter

You look for a blank, formatted disc but
all you can find is your brand new,

you are asked to supply a file name in

the control panel accessory and enter the
necessary information.
With Keeptime in your Auto folder,
each time you do a cold start - that is
switch on the machine, you will be shown
the current settings of the clock and
prompted for the current time and date.

which to save the data.
If the filename takes

the form RAM

you can now reset your ST, by pressing

DISCD.PRG, an executable program file

the reset button rather than switching off
and on, and the clock settings will be

You must have encountered this situa

tion before: Just after finishing writing a

lengthy document with your word

When the installation program is run you

processor, you start to save to disc when

are prompted for these details as usual

unopened box which you bought that
morning.
Don't panic. Providing that you have
the SAVED, ACC file on your start of day
disc, all you need to do is pull down the
accessory menu, select Saved! and format
one of your new discs. Your document
can now be saved as normal. Unless...

There's always an exception which is
supposed to prove the rule. The fly in the
ointment in this case is 1st Word Plus.

It would appear that when this par
ticular program loads, it checks.to see
how much memory is available and then
grabs a large chunk of it. It leaves just
under 5k of ram free when using a colour
monitor and this is not enough to enable
the formatting function to be carried out.

The nice feature of Keeptime is that

will be saved to your disc which can then
be included in an Auto folder on your
start of day disc.
All you have to do then is use the disc
install program from desktop to put an
icon on the screen for that drive letter

and then save the new desktop configura
tion.

Now, every time you boot up your ST

Desk

File

View

preserved.

Yet a third program which you may like
to have m your Auto folder is Trackbuf,

described by HiSoft as "a floppy disc
optimiser".

What Trackbuf does is alter the way in
which the ST reads data from a disc. The
discs themselves need no alteration in the t>

Options

The amount left free with 1st Word Plus

when using a monochrome monitor,
however, is 37k and the original version
of 1st Word does not reserve memory. In
both these cases all Saved! facilities will

operate correctly.

Figure I shows the full range of opera
tions possible from the Saved! pull-down
menu. The amount of ram available and

the time and date are also shown along
with "buttons" which enable you to select
which drive you want to work on.

The accessory file on its own would
have constituted a worthwhile release but

with Saved! you get many more utility
programs - all of which would be worth
Product: Saved!'
Price: £29.95

Supplier: HiSoft, The Old School,
Greenfield, Bedford, MK45 5DE
Tel: 0525 718181

Figure I: The pull-down menu allows desktop functions to be carried into many programs
July 1987 Atari ST User 53
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[ way they are formatted nor does the
hardware need any modification. The
program takes up 5k of memory which
will hardly be noticed on a 1040ST.
Once Trackbuf has been run, data files

are read into a memory buffer, a whole
track at a time. When the data is reques
ted by the loading program, usually one
sector at a time, the transfer from the

buffer takes place.
This method takes a lot less time than

reading each sector from disc with the
drive motor being switched on and off at
each sector read operation. As you would
expect, the time saved is more noticeable
with larger files.
If you are printing out a long document,
you will have plenty of time to make
yourself a cup of tea,. wash the car or
undergo minor surgery while waiting for

want to cancel a printout in mid-flow running the program Nospool will
achieve the required result.
The rest of the programs provided on
the disc do not need to go into an Auto
folder. They are called as required and

can be either in the root directory or in a
sub-directory.

Undel, as you may expect, is a utility
which recovers deleted files. You may
know that when you delete a file, a
marker is placed in the directory entry
showing that the file is no longer active.
No other action is taken. The file alloca

tion data is still present in the directory
entry and the file itself is still on the disc
in its entirety.
In order to recover the file the inactive
marker needs to be reset, Provided no
data has been written to the disc since

the ST to become available for use again.
Included on the Saved! disc is a print

the required file was deleted, recovery
will be total and complete. If you have

spooler program. This allows the contents

of the document to be sent to the printer
while the computer can be used to per

written to the disc since deleting a file, it
is possible that part of the disc used to
hold the original file will have been over

form other tasks.

written with the new data.

Again, if this program is placed in an
Auto folder on the boot disc, all print
functions will be intercepted by the
spooler. If for some reason you wish to
remove the spooler - maybe you want to
recover the reserved memory or you may

restrictions, Undel is simple to use. It has
a file type of .TTP (Tos Takes Para
meters) so when run, a dialogue box
opens up asking to enter the parameters.
Enter the name of the file you wish to

ST

ST

30%

//(\

Star Glider
Gauntlet

Flight Sim II

ONLY £429.99 while stocks last.

Plutos

520 STM (no Mouse)

229.99

520 STFM
520 STFM + mono

349.75
435.75

1040 STF
1040 STF + mono
1040 STF + colour

519.99
598.75
345.75

Triangle 1 Meg drive

134.75

Triangle twin drive

219.99

ALL COMPUTERS INCLUDE 5 DISKSOF SOFTWARE (Excludes 520 STM)
17.40
18.75
18.75
18.75
18.75
18.75
18.75

Macadam Bumper

18.75

Gold Runner

18.75

Sky Fox

18.75

Leader Board
Tass Times

18.75
18.75

Shanghai

. 18.75

41.99
124.75

Fast Basic
GFA Basic

69.75
46.75

Degas Elite

49.75

Art Director
Film Director
Art Scribe
Fleet Street Publisher

38.75
47.75
18.75
84.75

Publishing Partner
Superbase Personal
Typhoon

114.75
68.75
15.75

Arkanoid

12.75

Deep Space

26.75

Champ Wresllng

18.75

Mean 18

Arctic Fox
Bratacus + Arena Pack
Barbarian

31.75
26.75
18.75

Star Trek
Gauntlet

Flight Sim II

got to be good value for money by
anyone's way of thinking.
D

-^bsbs.
—

Metrocross
Star Raider

+ SM 125 Monitor + First Word + 5 FREE Disks of software

Habba Hippo C
MegamaxC

That concludes our look at Saved! At

£29.95 for the disc, the cost per program
works out at just over £3 each. This has

1/S
IV vV feofttoare

l st Class Software at I st Class Prices

SPECIAL OFFER

Winter Games
Star Glider
Tenth Frame
Trallblazer
Xevious
Metro Cross
M.G.T.

The manual which is supplied with the
disc explains precisely how to use the
various programs and also gives details of
the way they work. The disc will work on
any ST and in any resolution. There is no
copy protection so the programs can be
transferred to as many of your discs as
you need. .

(Specialistin all Disc Software)

520 STM + Mouse + 1/2 Meg Drive

17.40

screen.

As long as you are aware of the above

YES YOU CAN STILL SAVE UP TO
30% ON SELECTED ST SOFTWARE AND
THE LATEST SOFTWARE AT BIG DISCOUNTS

Mercenary Compendium

recover, press Return and wait. The file
will be recovered and you will be
informed of the success, or otherwise, of
the operation.
The final utility in this mass of useful
programs is a file pagination routine.
Page is another .TTP type program and
when run you are prompted for the file
name which you wish to paginate and the
parameters you wish to employ. Page
width and length, header and footer mar
gins and other layout options can be
specified as can the option to save the file
to disc rather than send to the printer.
If you simply press Return without
entering any characters on the command
line, a concise but full explanation of the
program and its usage is displayed on the

Macadam Bumper
Trallblazer
Karate Kid II
Leaderboard
Prohibition

G.S.L. Football
Silent Service
Star Trek
Strike Force Harrier
Balance of Power
Black Cauldron
Barbarian

Deepspace
Gold Runner

ST Karate
Winter Games

15.50
18.95
27.95
22.95
18.95
23.95
18.50

CAD 3D

37.95

Degas Elite

52.95

Fleet St. Publisher

87.95
26.95
7.50
15.50
12.50

World Games

Skyfox
International Karate

Championship Wrestling
10th Frame
Mean 18
The Pawn

Alternate Reality
Ultima II
Art Director

Film Director

Brattaccus
Leaderboard Tournament

Typhoon
Mousetrap

STOP PRESS
520 STFM

£345

Fast Basic

£67

Memorex 3.5" Blank Discs S/S D/D per 10 £l3.50

23.75

37.75
Phone
Phone

Write or phone for FREE catalogue or other titles.
We will beat any genuine advertised price on hard and software
Cheques or PO to:

PLEASURESOFT
P.O. Box 338. Sheffield SI 2 2DZ.

Phone 0742 753776 (day) 644 549 evening 8cweekend.

All prices include 1st class postage (no hidden extras).
Orders despatched same day - (subject to availability)
24 Hour answer service available (7 days a week)

Please make cheques P.O's payable to:

1066 Software
3 Muirfield Rise,

Hastings

All prices correct at time of printing but may be subject to alteration
without prior notice. All prices are fully Inclusive.

East Sussex TN38 0XL

Deliveries to UK mainland only.

Tel: (0424)438751
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£
15.50
16.50
18.95
18.50
15.50
18.50
18.50
22.95
19.50
18.50
22.95
37.95
44.95

18.50
22.95
18.50
18.50
36.50
11.50
18.50
18.50
18.95
16.95
15.50
18.50
16.95

OME
VIIIEW

HOiyiEVIEW Jhl

OME
IEW

Atari 400, 800, 600XL, 800XL, 130XL, 520ST, 1040ST (callers welcome)
8 Bit Software. All latest software stocked, ring for details

ST SOFTWARE

BUSINESS SOFTWARE

Typhoon

18.50

The Director

Phantasie II
10th Frame
Liberator

22.50
22.50
12.95

Video Library Program

Sky Fox
Alternate Reality

22.95
24.95

S.D.I.
Gato

42.50
29.95

Superbase Personal

Championship Wrestling
Super Cycle

24.75
24.95

Flashcash Flashback
Fleet St. Publisher

Strike Force Harrier
Karate Kid II
World Games
Donald Duck

24.95
23.95
23.95
22.95

K-Graph II
Typesetter Elite

Thai Boxing

19.75

for film hire

£375 + VAT

Dealer Enquiries Welcome

Label Master
G.F.A. Basic
Film Director

Harrier Strike Mission

42.50

Shanghai

22.95

MegamaxC
K-Spread

Int. Karate
Make It Move

19.95
39.95

Degas Elite

Mercenary

23.95

K-Resource
FastComm
1st Word Plus

Joust

27.95

Pinball Factory
Starglider

27.95
22.50

Hard Drive Back up

A Mind Forever Voyaging

32.50

K-Switch

Chess

24.00

K-Word

Sundog

29.95

Degas
Trimbase
D.B. Calc
D.B. Man
Thunder
VIP Gem Version

Printmaster

35.00

Art Gallery

25.00

Time Bandits

27.50

Cards
Leader Board
Winter Games
Paintworks
Mean 18

19.95
23.50
24.99
34.99
42.50

Colourspace

18.95

Silent Service
Word for Word
Hacker II
Arean

21.95
35.50
42.50
27.95

Fast Basic

95.00
47.50
105.00
47.50
33.95
37.95
59.95
55.00
147.00
47.50
37.95
75.00
45.95
75.00
23.95
84.95
27.95
47.50
37.50
84.95
47.95
89.00
37.50
205.00

HV Battery Back Up Clock 39.95
InternalFittingIncludes Software
Can be removed without doing any
damage to your machine
ST HARDWARE

Eidersoft 1 Meg drive (single)
Eidersoft 1 Meg drive (twin)
A.S.T. 10001 meg Drive
Cumana Single 1meg Drive
Cumana Twin 1meg Drive
A.S.T. 5.25 Drive '
Philips 8533 med/res

149.00
239.00
99.00
159.00
269.00
124.00

col monitor

285.00

20 meg Hard/Disk
20 Meg Hard Disk
Turbo (coming soon)
Haba Digitizer

650.00
688.00
279.95

Casio CZ230s

279.95

Pro Draw Graphic tab

343.00

MP 165 80 Col 165 CPS

F/T35NLQ

263.00
PACK A

520 STM 0.5 Meg Drive + Mouse
+ 1st Word

349.00
PACK B

520 STM 0.5 Meg Drive Hi Res B & W
Monitor + Mouse + 1st Word

449.00

PACKC

520 STM 1 Meg Drive + Mouse
+ 1st Word

399.00
PACKD

520 STM 1 Meg Drive Hi res B & W
Monitor + Mouse + 1st Word

499.00

Dealer for

AST PRODUCTS
Blank Disks 3.5 SS/DD
Blank Disks 3.5 DS/DD
Mitsubishi 3.5 DS/DD
Maxell 3.5 DS/DD

17.50 for
22.50 for
28.50 for
28.50 for

friendly advice regardless of wherepurchased Phone
orders send same day - open 7 days a week: Mon,
Tues, Wed, Friand Sat Open till8.00pm Thurs till
6.30pm. Sun 11an>3pm.

Deep Space

32.50
23.95

Space Station

24.95

All Packs include 16 Discs, 6 of

HOMEVIEW BBS

them include software.

(01-692 7767) 300/3001200/1200
BBS Enquiries only
8 bit none parity 1 stop bit.
10pm-10am

Hitchn Hiker Guide

27.95

29.00

Leather Goddesses of Phobos
Tass Times

27.50
23.95

1040STF including Atari med res

Maps &Legends

27.50

1040STF Including Hi-Res b/w
monitor and printer
1040STF Including Hi-Res b/w

Trivia Challenge

18.95

Basketball 2 on 2
The Animator
Protector

22.95
27.95
18.95

Superhuey

37.50

Star Raiders
Guild of Thieves

14.95
24.95

colour monitor

monitor

899.00

799.00
VISA

699.00

1040STF Keyboard only
(inc mouse)
520STFM Including built in half
Meg drive and Hi-Res b/w

Prices Include VAT and FREE

599.00

P&P on most items • Overseas
orders welcome

499.00

CALL FOR BEST PRICES.
CREDIT CARD

Mousetrap

14.95

Roadwar2000
Arkanoid
Goldrunner
Metrocross

24.95
14.95
23.95
22.50

Passenger on the Wind

23.95

+ 16 discs
520STM+ Includes mouse

Prohibition
Chess Master 2000

19.95
44.95

Atari Med-Res.Colour Monitor

379.00

296 BROCKLEY ROAD, BR0CKLEY,

Atari SF3141 Meg Drive

189.00

LONDON SE4 2RA

Many more available

would like to order:

1.

10
10
10

Enquiries welcome call In orphone with any problems fof

ST Karate

B.B.S. bulletin Board System

10

monitor

520STFM Including built in half
Meg drive
520STM Including mouse

+16 discs plus 1Meg memory

399.00
299.00

399.00

Please send orders and make

cheques/P.O.'s payable to:-

24 Hour Answer Service

HOTLINE 01-691 0207
RING HOMEVIEW NOW

Name
Address.

Homeview

296 Brockley Road, Brockley
London SE4 2RA
Tel No.
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Back-Pack

Clock and alarms

A cartridge-based pack
of general purpose
utilities for every ST
owner. When plugged

Analogue/digital clock
showing time and date. Two
time zones, four separate
repeatable alarm settings,

into the cartridge port of

etc.

any ST, all Back-Pack
facilities are available

Diary

whilst using GEM

A comprehensive diary
and, because it resides in allowing categorised
entries on any day of the
ROM, it occupies no
Typewriter
year. Simple controls make
valuable RAM space.
it easy to move forward or A simple utility allowing
backward one day, month, direct output to a printer at

compatible applications

Scientific calculator

any time.

or year.

More comprehensive than

Printer Buffer

y
leaving the computer ready j
CARTRIDGE

most real calculators - this
offers all the usual features

Uses memory to 'queue'
output for the printer,

such as Sin, Cos, Tan, Log,

ji, XAY, XVY, 1/X, a memory

to use, whilst Back-Pack

store, etc. However, it also

feeds the printer when it is

has programmer's features
such as operation in Hex,
Binary and Octal, plus
logical operations. The
result can easily be

ready.

Address book
A computerised database
of names, addresses and

transferred into the current

telephone numbers,
allowing fast 'search'
facilities to locate any

application.
Price: £49.00

Note pad
Thirty selectable pages of
any information can be

incl.

stored in the note pad, with
cursor controlled editing

and the ability to transfer
U

information back to the

CARTRIDGE

entry.

Ramdisc
Uses an area of memory, of
specified size, to act as an
extremely fast disc drive. A
startup disc is easily
configured to copy any list

current application or

of files into the Ramdisc

accessory in use.

automatically.

I
Linked to the memory editor
are many other useful
features, including: Copy

memory block, Print block.
Save block, Fill block,

ST Doctor
This is a new desk

Search for any character or
string of characters.
Memory map - showing a

pie chart of memory usage.

accessory, providing a

Disc editor

host of useful

programmer's utilities
Similar to the memory
for examining and
editor described above, this
changing memory or disc allows any disc sector or
contents directly.
Because all the features

complete file to be loaded
into free memory and

Key recorder and

examined/edited. Other

editor

they are available within

related features include:

the current application

(assuming that it

Fast disc formatting, File
recovery, Print file

correctly handles GEM
accessories), e.g. Fast

contents, Save a file, Join
files, Search disc or file for a

BASIC or First Word™

specified string, Show free
disc space, delete file, Show

This unique facility allows
up to ten sequences of
key-presses to be stored
and assigned individually to
specified keys. For
example, common command
sequences can be typed

file size, move to and

once and stored, one per

are desk accessories,

examine any specified track function key. When
and sector.
required, pressing the
Memory editor
function key will 're-play'
This is a complete scrolling
the stored sequence. Any
window-based memory
sequence can be later
editor, allowing any area of
Price: £19.55 incl.
edited, deleted, replaced,
ST memory to be displayed
saved to disc, re-loaded

in ASCII, Hex, Decimal,

from disc, etc.

Binary or disassembly
listing. Any area of
user-accessible RAM can

also be edited, allowing

entiy in the current mode
(except disassembly).

<e

Computer Concepts

Supplied with fully
illustrated instruction
manual.

Access/Barclaycard
'phone orders
welcome

Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 6EX, England. Tel: (0442) 63937

ATARI
(allmodels)

REVIEW
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Files at your fingertips
be repeated often. Adding files to a list
this large and saving them would soon

QUPER Directory is an easy to use, yet

Opowerful disc cataloguing utility
running under Gem which enables you to
keep track of all your disc files.
If you have dozens of discs packed full

Mike Monk checks a

become monotonous and it may be a

package that can be

good idea to keep several smaller lists if
you have many files.
Loading the list back into memory took
almost two minutes, again suggesting the

a winner

of files then this package is the answer to

all your prayers. But if you have only a
few with just one or two files on each then
read no further - it's quicker and cheaper
to write the disc contents on the disc

use of several smaller databases. The

utility does allow for up to 6902 records on

The list of files can be printed in vari
ous formats from a straight three across

label than use this package.
Right, so you're one of those people
who squeezes as much as possible on to
each disc and then wonders where you
put that vital file.

the page to a full descriptive listing. Once
you've finished with your database it can

Super Directory lets you number each
disc, (although you have to do this manu
ally using a pen or pencil on the disc
label itself) and compile a database of all

database of files and add the new files

the 1040ST, but that's not something I'd
like to attempt.

There isn't any documentation supplied

with Super Directory but this isn't a handi
cap as it is so easy to use. All the functions

be saved to disc and added to later as

you introduce more files.
A nice touch is that you can load an old

are clear, logical and quite easy to
understand.

from a disc already contained in the list
without producing duplicates - only new

All in all, if you need a good directory
lister and organiser this has to be the

the files on all those discs. This can be

files are added to the database. Also lists
of files from different or even the same

the more reasonably priced pieces of

stored on a disc or output to the printer.
Once you've read the directories into

discs can be merged and sorted.
In use, the program proved fairly

software for a machine that seems to
demand more and more from its user's

memory you can add remarks and brief

speedy. I compiled a database of 2552

bank balance.

notes to the file entries to indicate their

function or any other information. I found

files from 120 discs. Sorting by file exten
sion took 19 seconds and finding a file at

that the 25 characters allowed was more

the end of the list took 7 seconds.

than enough.
Now that you've got a list of all your
files, it's a simple matter to find out which
disc a particular file is on and read the

program for you and at £24.95 it is one of

Program: Super Directory
Price: £24.95

Supplier: Microdeal, 41 Truro Road. St.

Saving the database took rather longer

Austell, Cornwall.

at four minutes which I found rather over-

Tel: 0726 68020

long. But this is not an operation that will

D

comments.
Path screen

21 filets)

The Find facility allows full use of
wildcard characters and will find the first

IST.PRNT.DOT 1

11/20/85

814 \PRINTER

occurrence of the full or partial name
requested. Search then finds each subse

ASCII
.HEX 1
BR0.HR15.HEX 1
EPS-LXoS.HEX 1

11/20/85

7Z5B \PRlHltK

quent occurrence. Path allows you to step
through the list by pathname and Disk

EPS_RX30.MEX 1
INSTALL ,PRG i

lOUME

finds the next disc number. The list can

SHH884

.HEX 1
.HEX 1

be sorted by category, disc number,
extension, filename, pathname or remark.
The editor allows you to rename a file
within the list, (although I didn't quite get

1 Sort

Options 1

lilliUill W.W-liUUil ».(':!';:•
Filenane
Disk

•JurnnrB

HTM

the point of this as it wouldn't match the

I Path I
_-_il.lJ_-l

fcancell

I Print I

I OK I

[Search]

filename on the disc) - and to change the
disc number and pathname, (same 'prob
lem again).

I

r

*

I

i aQ i
i~rn

Figure I: Sorting
the files

resK •___•

IIST PRHT.DOT 1

11/20/85

•

JJ1

ist.prht.d:
lST.PRHT.PI
1ST_H0RD.PI
1ST.H0RD.R!
COHTROL ,A(

DESKTOP
GUIDE
INVOICE
PRINTER

,11
,D(
.81

,

PR0C0LC ,B(]
README
TUTORIAL,Dt
IST.PRHT.DI
ASCII
BR0.HR15
EPS.LX80
EPS-RX8S
INSTALL .PI
00HE
.HEX 1

Figure 11: Adding a disc to the database

Figure III Searching the database
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GALLERY

**£*
OLLOWING last month's launch of

_ our Gallery feature, the response
has been overwhelming. We hadn't
realised that there were so many
accomplished artists out there.
The pictures we are featuring this
month were sent in by Mo Warden of
Bloxwich, in the West Midlands. Mo is
no stranger to the world of computer
graphics, having worked on Anco's
Thai Boxing and Llamasoft's Colourspace.

We welcome any pictures you may
have drawn, but remember that any
artwork submitted must be all your
own work and must not be copyright so we can't use The Flintstones or simi

lar subjects. It should not have been
published, or offered for publication
elsewhere.

•rlFTi

I

T

+Q:1*5

Up, up and away
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Making waves

GALLERY
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Please enclose an sae for the return

of your discs. The address to send your

|Masterpieces is:
Gallery,
Atari ST User,

Europa House,
68 Chester Road,
Hazel Grove,

Stockport SK7 5NY

A
*»
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i

Too hot to handle
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ST OWNERS!!
The Ultimate

BYTE BACK
THE ATARI ST

Sound Digitizer on
cartridge
from Innovated Software

BEST PRICES FASTEST DELIVERY
GAMES

Gauntlet
Star Trek
Barbarian
Airball
MGT

Arkanoid
Goldrunner
Metro Cross

Best quality

Mouse Trap

and value on the
market

Skyfox
Prohibition
Turbo GT
SDI

Balance of Power
Arena + Brataccas
Eden Blues
Traiblazer

Macadam Bumper

FEATURES
Sound Sampling from 4.25KHZ on record and
playback
Nearly 4 minutes sample length with 1Mb of
ram @ 4KHZ

Uberator
Timeblast
Ptutos
Xevious
Leaderboard
10th Frame
Mean 18

Shanghai
Hacker I or II

24 seconds with 512K @ 17KHZ

Full 8 bit resolution on input and output
8 filter settings under software control
Reverb and echo under software control

Real time oscilloscope for monitoring input
Wordprocessor style visual editing of
waveforms, which even allows drawing on
screen to alter or create sounds

L Computer People
Strip Poker
Tee Up
Thai Boxing
Space Pilot
Joust
Star Raiders
Word for Word

SuperHuey

Artie Fox
QBall

Champ. Wrestling
Rogue
Winter Games

Comprehensive 26 page bound manual

SuperCycle
GFL Champ. Football
Basketbal (2on2)
Karate Master

Typhoon
Hippo Backgammon
Colourspace
NhjaMission

SOFTWARE PETMS
Runs on any ST, mono or colour
Uses ALL available ram

Combine samples in your own programs
Play samples with your pictures
Waveform printout
Source code dumps

All this for only £99.95 incP&P
12 month warranty & software

Techmate Chess
Shuttle II
Karate Kid II

Pinball Factory
Cards
Electronic Pool

Major Motion
Time Bandit
Lands of Havoc
Silent Service
Harrier Strike
Strike Force Harrier

Mercenary
Universe 2 ST

Mission Mouse (b/to)
ST Karate

Protector/Space Stn
War Zone/Fire Blast
3D Chess

updates

DeepSpace

COMING SOON

Wanderer 3D

Starglider

Full midi software for above £16.95
Available from:

Terrestrial Encounter

Right SimII
STRATEGY
Phantasiell

53 Rugby Road
Worthing

Temple of Apshai
Ultima 2 or 3
Road War 2000

Sussex

SPECIALIST

RRP
24.99
19.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
14.95
24.95
24.95
14.95
24.95
19.95
15.95
45.95
29.95
34.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
12.95
9.95
14.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
29.95
24.95
24.95
34.95
19.95
14.95
14.95
19.95
29.95
29.95
39.95
19.95
39.95
19.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
12.95
19.95
39.95
19.95
9.95
19.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
29.95
19.95
24.95
49.95
24.95
24.95
69.95
19.95
19.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
34.95
24.95
24.95
14.95
49.95
RRP
24.95
24.95
24.95
24.95

ONLY
19.50
15.50
19.50
19.50
19.50
11.50
19.50
19.50
11.50
19.50
15.50
12.50
36.50
23.50
27.50
19.50
19.50
19.50
10.00
7.50
11.50
19.50
19.50
19.50
23.50
19.50
19.50
27.50
15.50
11.50
11.50
15.50
23.50
23.50
31.50
15.50
31.50
15.50
19.50
19.50
19.50
19.50
19.50
19.50
10.00
15.50
31.50
15.50
7.50
15.50
19.50
19.50
19.50
15.50
15.50
15.50
23.50
15.50
19.50
39.00
19.50
19.50
55.50
15.50
15.50
19.50
19.50
19.50
27.50
19.50
19.50
11.50
39.00
ONLY
19.50
19.50
19.50
19.50

ADVENTURES
Guild of Thieves

Beaurocracy
Hollywood Hi-Jinx
Moonmist

Questprobe
Kings Quest II
Jewels of Darkness
Silicon Dreams

Alternate Reality
Pawn

Trinity
Hitch Hkers Guide
Tass Times
Borrowed Time
Mindshadow
Leather Goddesses

Mind F.Voyaging
Zork (I.II or III)
Deadline

Bally Hoo
Enchanter
Sorcerer

Spelbreaker
Transylvania
Black Cauldron
Winnie the Pooh
ART & DESIGN
GFA Draft
Art Director
Rim Director

Pro SpriteGenerator
Degas
DegasElite
Art Scribe
The Music Studio
CAD 3D

EasyDraw
UTILITIES & BUSINESS

ProSoundDesigner
ST Doctor
Rrst Word Plus

SuperBase Personal
Publishing Partner
Fleet St. Publisher

Ramdisk/Spooler
ProCopyST
TRIMbase
VIP Pro. GEM
Thunder
Back Pack
Minicomm
1st Mail
K-Comm2
K-Ram

K-Spread 2
K-Switch
Metacomco Make

Payroll
Ml Print

Digidrum

Digidrum sample disk
Zoomracks 1
Zoomracks 2
Cornerman
Michtron Utilities

Megafont ST
LANGUAGES
GFA Basic

GFA Basic Compiler
Fast Basic
K-Seka

MCC Cambridge Lisp
MCCBCPL
MCC Pascal

MCC Lattice C (3.04)
MCC Assembler
Modula 2 ST
Pro FortiarvPascal

Lots of Public Domain Software from only

BN11 5NB

(0903) 40509 24 hours

RRP
ONLY
24.95
19.50
29.95
23.50
29.95
23.50
29.95
23.50
19.95
15.50
29.95
23.50
19.95
15.50
19.95
15.50
24.95
19.50
25.95
19.50
34.95
27.50
29.95
23.50
24.95
19,50
24.95
19.50
24.95
19.50
29.95
23.50
34.95
27.50
29.95
23.50
29.95
23.50
29.95
23.50
29.95
23.50
29.95
23.50
29.95
23.50
19.95
15.50
29.95
23.50
24.95
19.50
RRP
ONLY
99.95
79.50
49.95
39.50
59.95
47.50
39.95
31.50
39.95
31.50
79.95
63.50
24.95
19.50
34.95
27.50
49.95
39.50
149.95
119.50
RRP
ONLY
57.44
49.00
19.95
15.50
79.95
63.50
99.95
79.50
159.85
127.50
115.00
92.00
24.95
19.50
34.95
27.50
89.95
71.50
228.85
183.00
39.95
31.50
49.00
39.00
29.95
23.50
29.95
23.50
49.95
39.50
29.95
23.50
79.95
63.50
29.95
23.50
49.95
39.50
199.00
159.00
19.95
15.50
24.95
19.50
14.95
11.50
39.95
31.50
69.95
55.50
29.95
23.50
39.95
31.50
29.95
23.50
RRP
ONLY
59.95
47.50
59.95
47.50
89.90
71.50
49.95
39.50
149.95
119.50
99.95
79.50
89.95
71.50
89.95
1
49.95
...j0
99.95
79.50
147.95
118.00

£3.50 per disk!

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND FIRST CLASS POST

TELEPHONE (0636) 79097 FOR PERSONAL ASSISTANCE

Trade enquiries welcome

VISA

Send Cheque/PO to:

BYTEBACK
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6 MUMBY CLOSE,
NEWARK, NOTTS NG24 1JE

IFEATURE

If in doubt - register!
can also fall foul of the following:

PERHAPS one of the most popular uses
of a business computer is for handling

•
Alan Woodford
outlines the Data
Protection Act

large databases, which enable you to
store and retrieve vast amounts of data.

It's like having a huge card index on your
desk and a secretary whose fingers can
move at the speed of light.

istrar's office is, "If in doubt, register. A

register entry can always be changed or
deleted at a later date". Exemptions from

to deliver.

the act as a whole include:
• Information held for security reasons.

Customers can also be stored in a file.
An insurance broker friend of mine

•

made public.

keeps records of all his clients. He can
find out very quickly how many people
have a certain type of policy, how much
business is being done with individual

• Home users who hold information only

Information which, by law. has to be

about their personal family or household

companies and, perhaps most important,

affairs, or for recreational purposes.
Some other examples which may gam
exemption frcm the requirement to regis

how many policies are in danger of lap
sing because they have not been

are:

renewed.

At this point, storing information about
members of the general public, we come

ter, but which have specific conditions
•

Information held only for the process

ing of pay and pensions or keeping
accounts.

from the misuse of information about

• Information held by unincorporated
clubs about their members provided that
individual members agree to this infor

themselves held on computers. It also

mation being stored on a computer.

into contact with the 1984 Data Protection

Act. It's purpose is to protect individuals

lays down a set of standards for the
processing of such information.
The act covers the use of automatic

methods to process personal data

regarding living individuals. While it
does not specify the types of equipment
which are classed as automatic, com

puters and word processors are gene
rally held to be the two most common
examples.

The key words in the above paragraph

• Names, addresses and other infor
mation, such as telephone numbers held
only for distribution purposes.

Ifyou think that you may be eligible for
exemption, make sure. The penalties for
failing to satisfy the requirements of the
Data Protection Act are severe. Fines can
be up to £2000 on summary conviction or
an unlimited fine for conviction on indict

ment. The material connected with the
offence can be forfeited, destroyed or

are: automatic, living and individuals.

erased.

The act does not cover manual process

Over and above these penalties, an
individual may seek compensation

ing methods, information about com

panies and other incorporated bodies or
about people who have died. Companies
in this context, should be taken as those

limited by shares or guarantee - in other
words, those who have Ltd. or pic in their
title. A sole trader or partnership is not a
company.

through the courts for damages and any
associated distress caused, not only by
unauthorised disclosure or misuse of the
data but also through loss or destruction
of data or because of inaccuracies.

Not only is the data user liable. His
servants and agents may also be liable if

Personal data consists of information

they infringe the requirements of the act.

about any living individual, including
indication of the data user's intentions

The offences are criminal not civil.
Some of the offences which can be
committed by the data user are:

towards that individual. In other words, if

•

expressions of opinion but excluding any

you keep on record your opinion that the

ferring data other than as described in
the register entry.

Computer bureaux have even more
offences available to them. In general, if

you are operating a computer bureau you

And a database can be used imagina

tively. Records can be kept which will list
your suppliers, complete with details of
what goods you buy from them, how
much they charge and how long they take

Knowingly or recklessly using data,

obtaining or disclosing data, or trans

Holding personal data without being

registered, or without having applied for

would be well advised to register.

So what must data users do9 The act

requires that they be open about their
use of personal data (this is done by reg

istration) and that good practice is
observed in the processing and storage
of personal data.

The principles that users must observe
are basically that personal data shall:
• Be collected and processed fairly and
lawfully.

•

Only be held for specified, lawful,

registered purposes.

• Only be used for registered purposes
or disclosed to registered recipients.

• Be adequate and relevant to the pur

pose for which they are held.
•

Be accurate and where necessary,

kept up to date.

• Be held no longer than is necessary for
the stated purpose.

• Have appropriate security surrounding
them.

The principles also entitle people to
see data held about themselves.

At the time of writing, some 130,000

applications have been received by the
Data Protection Registrar and more than
6000 potential data users are being inves

tigated. A spokesman for the Registrar's
office said that it was their policy to per

suade users to register rather than to
resort to law.

Existing data users should have regis

tered by May 11th. 1986. By November of
this year, individual members of the
public will have the right to request
details of the information held about
themselves.
Again I must stress, if you
are in doubt as to whether the act applies

to you or your business, register.
•

The registrar can be contacted at:

Office of The Data Protection Regis
trar, Springfield House, Water Lane,
Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AX, Tel:
Wilmslow (0625) 535777
Two free booklets are available,
Guideline No.l: An introduction and

subject is a bad credit risk, then this is

registration.

guide to the act, and questions and

personal data; if you keep on record the

• Knowingly or recklessly holdinq data

answers on the act.

fact that you intend to sue the subject in a

other than as described in the register

court of law, it is not.

entry.

Exemptions from the act are usually
accompanied by provisos or limitations.
The advice from the Data Protection Reg-

•

Failure to comply with a transfer

prohibition notice.

D

Codes of Practice are being written

by the Registrar's staff. The first one
published is for travel agents and can
be obtained free of charge.

The data user, his servants or agents
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PROGRAMMING!

DATABASE is a program which
•is used to store information for

later sorting, selection and ret
rieval.'''/

Applications range from simple
name,

address

and

The making

telephone

number files to the most complex
storage facility, the type used by
Government departments to hold tax

and national insurance records,
census data and much more.

of a
database

But whether you are a business
executive storing clients' and
suppliers' addresses, a club

secretary maintaining membership
records, a caterer making a per
manent record of menus or a

schoolboy keeping track of a timet
able, a database program '
the task a lot easier.

IN this series of articles we will look at

the mechanics of file storage, and also
write our own database program to illus
trate the various methods. We'll start with

a very simple listing and work up to a full
blown database package.
Imagine a card index system sitting on
your desk. It will probably be a coloured
plastic box. When you open the lid there
are several compartments containing
scores of blank cards. There may also be

array we can easily store many different

Ken Hughes begins a

names and numbers without having to
write a program line for each person.

new series on the

As there isn't much point in storing data

mechanics of storage

if you can't recover it, we can also read

mation. It doesn't matter how many cards
have been added since you wrote the
first one, the information will still be there.
Even if you have put the card in the

26 different coloured cards with a letter of

wrong alphabetic section, the data will

the alphabet printed on each one.
When you have a name and address
that you want to remember you remove a

still be there - it will just take longer to
find.

blank card and, write the name at the top,

So how does our computer perform
these tasks? The following demonstration

followed by the address and possibly, trie

programs are written in ST Basic and will

telephone number. Then you replace the
card in the box making sure that it goes
behind the appropriate alphabetical

run in any resolution.

divider card.

At a later date you can recover this
address by going to the correct section of

the system, finding the card with the
required name on and reading off mfo-

provided the program is saved, it will
give us the ability to recall the names and
numbers at a later date.

This program works by assigning a dif
ferent variable to

10 REM Program I

20 name1$="Fred Bloggs"
30 name2$="John Smith"

40 name3$="Murray Hint"
50 name4$="Harry Carey"
60 name5$="Honour Back"
70 number$1="123456"
80 number$2="654321"
90 number$3="101010"
100 number$4="456789"
110 number$5="987654"
120 PRINT
;name1$;tab(20) ;"Tel
";nu mber$1
130 PRINT
;name2$;tab(20) ;"Tel
";nu mber$2
140 PRINT Name:
";nu mber$3
150 PRINT Name:
";nu mber$4
160 PRINT Name:
";nu mber$5
170 END

Let's suppose that we want to store just
five names and five telephone numbers.
Program I will allow us to do this, and

;name3$;tab(20) ;"TeL

print line for each name.
10
20
30
40
50
ui red
60
70
100
500
510
520
530

REM Program II
DIN name$(50),number$(50)
CLEARW 2:FULLW 2

WHILE recs<1 OR recs>50

INPUT "Enter Number of Records Req
(1 -50)",recs
WEND

GOSUB input.names
END

input.names:
FOR iX=1 TO recs

INPUT "Enter Name ",name$(i7.)
INPUT "Enter Tel. No. ",number$(i%

540 NEXT
550 RETURN

Program II

each name and

number, and the information you enter
becomes part of the program. We need

Program II allows us to select a number
of records between one and 50 and enter

new variable names and program lines
for each name and number entered: And

the information from the keyboard. Line
20 reserves space in memory for the
information which is going to be entered.

each variable has its own print statement,
which takes yet another program line.

This is fine for five names but suppose
we wanted to store 50 or even 500? Obvi

Line 50 asks you to enter the number of
records that you want to store and the

WHILE/WEND loop at lines 40 to 60

ously, it would be impractical to write a

checks that you have entered a valid

program line to hold each name and

number.

number and then another to print them on
screen. What we need is a system which

The subroutine at lines 500 to 550,
reads in the data from the keyboard and
stores it in the two arrays name$() and

allows us to automatically fill up as many
variables as we need - or can hold in
memory.

;name4$;tab(20) ;"TeL

the data in the arrays and print it on
screen without having to write a separate

ST Basic gives us that facility. Using an

number$().
We now need to be able to read the

data back and display it on the screen.

";name5$;tab(20) ;"Tet
Record 1

Record 2

name$ number$ name$ number$
Program I
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Figure I: A sequential database file.

Record 5

name$ number$

!PROGRAMMING

Add the following lines to Program II and
run it again.
80
600
610
620
630

names and numbers you entered in will
be displayed in the form:

GOSUB search for
search .for:
INPUT

Name

'Enter

To Find ",q$

"Fred Bloggs ,"123456"
"John Smith", '654321"

opened the file with "I" for input. The

y Mint ,"101010"
"H arr> Carey ,"456789"
"Honour Back ,"987654"

the output file. This is allowed because
we closed the output file before leaving

"Murr;

FOR it =1 TO -ecs
IF name$(iX) =q$ THEN PRINT "Name:
";name $(i»; rAB(20) ;"Tel No ";nuir ber$(i

Return to Basic and reload Program II.

I)

640 NEXT
650 PRINT "End of Search"
660 RETURN

This routine compares each element of
the array name$ with the name entered
as q$. The name being searched for must
exactly match the name stored - if you
have stored 'Fred', a search string of 'fred'

Change WRITE in line 730 to PRINT and
change NAME.DAT in line 710 to

data rather than as separators, we would

display should now be:

have had to use the Basic command LINE
INPUT to ensure the data was read in

Fred Bloggs
John Smith

Murray Mint
Harry Carey
Honour Back

123456
654321

correctly.

101010

looks for the End Of the data File (EOF). If
the end is not reached the program loops

456789
987654

we switch off the micro the data will be

lost: What we need is a way of saving it so

Note there are no quote marks and no

that we can recover it next time we
switch on. All we need to do is to tell our

commas. This file could be output to a

700
710
720
730
740
750

data

save.

data:

OPEN

0",#1, 'NAME. DAT"

FOR i M
WRITE

TO

recs

#1,name$(i H,ni mb er$(iX)

re-open, in any mode, would have resul
ted in an error.

SHOW from the options window and the

store of names and telephone numbers in
memory. The only problem is that when

save.

that subroutine - if the previous file was
still opened for output, an attempt to

double click on NAME1.DAT. Select

We now have a small database with a

90 GOSUB

stream number, #1, is the same as with

Instead of WRITE we use INPUT to
read the data from the disc file. Had we
saved a file with commas as part of the

NAME1.DAT. Now run the program

again. When it ends, leave Basic and

or 'FRED' will not match.

ST to store the information it is holding in
its arrays on to a disc.
Add the following lines to Program II:

The load file routine, lines 440 to 520, is
similar to the save data routine described
above. You will notice that we have

The loop is controlled by line 470. This

and reads in the next item of data. If EOF

is true the end has been reached and the

program drops through the WHILE/

printer without further processing. In this
example whether we use PRINT or

WEND loop, closes the file and returns to

WRITE makes no difference to the way in

The file created is called a sequential
file. The data is written to it in sequence
and must be read back in the same order.
Our database file looks like Figure I.

which the file is read in from disc.

If we were to enter for example, an
address where we wanted to use
commas we would have to use WRITE to
write to the disc. If we tried to use PRINT
Basic would become confused by the

the menu.

You may have noticed that we have
stored the telephone numbers as an

alpha numeric string rather than as a

NEXT

extra commas when reading the data

numeric variable. The reason for this is

CLOSE #1

back from disc.

that you would lose the leading zero in

760 RETURN

To complete our database program we

numbers such as 061-456-7890 and you

need to be able to read the data from disc

would not be able to include the minus

Before you run the amended program,
make sure that you have a disc in your

and display it on screen. Type in Program

drive, that the write protect window on
the disc isn't open and that you have
enough free space.

Lines 40 to 140 put the program under
menu control. After each operation has
been completed, the menu will appear
on-screen and wait for you to make your

above would have to be written to disc as

next choice.

data.

Line 710 tells Basic that we want to

open a file and the "O" says that we want
to open it for Output or writing to. Had we

III and save it to disc.

sign or spaces. Using numeric variables,
the neatly formatted number shown
614567890.

• Next month we will have a look at a
different method ofstoring and retrieving

wanted to read from it we would have

10 REM Program III

270 NEXT

opened it with "I" for Input.
The next part of the line informs the
system that we want to address the file as
stream #1. Between the open and close

20 DIM name$(50),number$(50)

280 RETURN
290 search.data:

30 CLEARW 2:FULLW 2

40 WHILE q<>5
60 GOTOXY 0,5
70 PRINT "1. Load Data Fi Le":PRINT

statements on line 750, all WRITE or
PRINT statements directed to stream # 1

80
90
100
110

will be stored in this file. Because of this

facility we can have more than one file
open and we can be sure that the data is
going to the correct file.
The final part of line 710 assigns the

Lines 720 to 740 form a loop which
writes the data to the file. Finally, line 750
closes the file. Once this has happened
no further operations can performed on
the file until it is reopened.
Run the amended version of the pro

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

"2.
"3.
"4.
"5.

Enter Data":PRINT
Read Data":PRINT
Save Data":PRINT
fluit":PRINT

120 GOTOXY 0,14:INPUT "Enter Selection
";q

130 ON q GOSUB read.data,data.in,searc

name "NAME. DAT" to the file. Because

we haven't put a disc drive identifier
(such as B:) in front of the file name, it will
be placed on the default drive.

h. data, save, data
140 WEND
150 END
160 data-in:

170 GOSUB enter.data1:G0SUB enter.data
2:RETURN

180 enter.datal:

190 WHILE recs<1 or recs>50
200 INPUT "Enter Number Of Records (1

-50)";recs

gram and enter five or six names and
numbers. Now save Program II and leave

210 WEND
220 RETURN

Basic: Your database program and data
file are safely stored on disc. If you

230 enter.data2:
240 FOR i%=1 TO recs

250 INPUT "Enter Name ",name$(iiO
260 INPUT "Enter Tel. No. ",number$(i%

double click on the file NAME. DAT a

window will open up giving you the
option to show or print the file. Place the
mouse cursor on show, click once and the

300 INPUT "Enter Name To Find ",q$
310 FOR i%=1 TO recs
320 IF name$(i7.) =q$ THEN PRINT "Name:

50 CLEARW 2:FULLW 2

";name$(i7.);TAB(20);"Tel No: ";number$(i
I)
330 NEXT
340 PRINT "End of Search"

350 INPUT "Press RETURN to continue",q
$

360 RETURN
370 save.data:

380 OPEN "0", 1,"NAME.DAT"
390 FOR i%=1 TO recs

400 WRITE #1,name$(i»,number$(i7.)
410 NEXT
420 CLOSE 1
430 RETURN
440 read.data:

450 OPEN "I",#1,"NAME.DAT"
460 recs=1

470 WHILE NOT EOFC1)

480 INPUT #1,naue$(recs),number$(recs)
490
500
510
520

recs=recs+1
WEND
CLOSE #1
RETURN

)

Program III

•
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a no
SUN AnU
SC lHUVAUk
SIMULATION/STRATEGY
BALANCE OF POWER

RECREATIONAL
ARKANOID

12.75

BARBARIAN

21.95

FLIGHT SIMULATOR II

44.95

PSION CHESS
ROADRACE 2000
SHANGHAI

21.95

SILENT SERVICE
SUPER HUEY

21.95

CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING

21.95

COLOURSPACE
DEEP SPACE

16.95
29.95

ELECTRONIC POOL
FOOTBALL GFL

21.95

GOLDRUNNER

21.95

16.95

INTERNATIONAL KARATE
KARATE KID II
KARATE MASTER
LIBERATOR
MACADAM BUMPER
METRO CROSS
MOUSETRAP

26.95

26.95

16.95

16.95

BUSINESS/UTILITY/LANGUAGES

21.95
10.95

ALTERNATIVE
ART DIRECTOR
BACK PACK

21.95

CAD 3-D

21.95

CASHLINK ST ACCOUNTS

64.95
79.95

10.95

26.95
44.95
47.50
44.95

12.75

DEGAS ELTTE

NINJA MISSION
PLUTOS

6.95
12.75

FAST ST BASIC

299.95

FILM DIRECTOR

21.95

FIRST WORD PLUS

69.95

21.95

FLEET STREET PUBLISHER

99.95

SUPER CYCLE

21.95

GST 'C

TERRORPODS

21.95

K-GRAPH II

49.95
44.95

TIME BANDIT
TRAILBLAZER

26.95

K-RAM
K-SPREAD II
K-SWITCH
MAPS & LEGENDS
MICRO TIME CLOCK CARD
MUSIC STUDIO
RHYTHM
SUPERBASE

21.95

TYPHOON

16.95

WANDERER 3D
WINTER GAMES

21.95

WORLD GAMES

21.95

XEVIOUS

21.95

21.95

ADVENTURE
ALTERNATE REALITY

21.95

BALLY HOO

26.95

FANTASTIC FOUR
GUILD OF THIEVES

16.95

THUNDER
TRIMBASE
VIP PROFESSIONAL

MERCENARY ST

21.95

PSION
ORGANISER II XP
ORGANISER II CM
FINANCE PAK
MATHS PAK

MOONMIST

26.95

OXFORD

21.95

SPELLING CHECKER PAK
DATAPAKS from

16.95

THE PAWN

16.95

SPIDERMAN

*

Repairs carried out to manufacturers

requirements, using the most up to date
diagnostic and test equipment available

34.95

29.95
21.95

89.95

*

Skilled technical staff

*
*
*

Modern customised workshops
4 hour soak test on each repair.
All repairs guaranteed.

For a fast, efficient, reliable and professional service,
call with or send your computer together with a brief
description of fault to:
(If the computer is to be sent by mall please Insure It at the Post Office)

Repairs on the complete range of Atari Equipment.

26.95
26.95

26.95
69.95
26.95
26.95

34.95
79.95
199.95

HACKER II
HOLLYWOOD HI JINX
JEWELS OF DARKNESS

21.95

sen/ice centre
Computer Specialists
Midcomm International Ltd is a company
that specialises in computer repairs and can
offer you the following 5 STAR service.

54.95

SKYFOX
STARGLIDER

Approved
independent

Communications and

21.95

135.00
97.50
26.95

26.95
26.95
11.95

Midcomm International Ltd.

Unit F, Birch Industrial Estate,
Whittle Lane, Birch, Heywood,
Lancashire OL10 2RB.

Telephone: 0706 625 166

Large selection of 8-bit software available

NEW TITLES AVAILABLEIMMEDIATELYON RELEASE TELEPHONE (0625) 25228
Send Cheque/PO's to:

D

J

SUNARO SOFTWARE (US)
CHESHIRE SK10 3PF (tstMlsh^l 1984)

PO BOX78, MAC CLESFIELD,

E3

SERIOUS BUSINESS h

TRfMhasp

or SERIOUS HOBBY
OUR SERVICE DOES NOT STOP AT JUST GIVING COMPETITIVE PRICES AND A
FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE. WHY NOT JOIN OUR COMPUTER GROUP. PUBLIC

DOMAIN SOFTWARE SUPPLIED AT COST OF DISCS TO MEMBERS. LARGE
RANGE OF ATARI ST SOFTWARE/HARDWARE/BOOKS AVAILABLE.
**

VERSION 1.5

atari ST, CEM Relational Data Base

**

BEST UK PRICES!
Plug in 2Mb Ram Expansion Board - Phone for details
Software up to 24% discount - Hardware up to 16%

Complete Data Management

discount

TRiMbase is a complete data base package, it

doesn't just store, safeguard and process your

Can you afford not to subscribe to our monthly disc
As a computer group member you will receive a monthly disc containing a

data fast and efficiently, it also prints out reports
in any form you want.

current price list + special offers open only to members. Level two willnot
only give you a larger discount on goods purchased but willalso contain
items on programming, CAD, music projects, etc. Members willbe able to

•
•
•

advertise S/H equipment, and voice their opinions. Programming tips,
hardware projects and problems welcomed.
Level one - yearly subscription of £19.95 inc VAT
Level two - yearly subscription of £34.95 inc VAT

„

Send£1.50 inc. VAT &postagefor introductory disc

_,

We stockallAtari computerequipment as well as ourown and otherthird partyadd- ^
on's. We specialise in custom leads for TV monitors, etc. Microvitecetc. - system
cases - i.e. Hard drive and floppies wrth P.S.U. in one housing - more desk space.
We can provide specialist assistance on a one to one basis for people and
organisation's needing to know more about digitising,desktop publishing, midirmusic,

CAD, etc. Please sendtor details ofother services &products
Experienced & Potential 68000 Programmers/Artists Register
Ifyou work or wish to work withthe 68000 then you need to register now. We
have immediate contracts for 68000 programmers &artists on Atari
ST/Amiga/Coin-op Arcade projects. Regular income from guaranteed minimum
worldwide sales. You could also qualify for a loan machine. Send C.V.'s to: UK

,

68000 Register, c/o K.E.C.M.

y

ES K.E.C.M. E5

^^^^^

KNIGHT ELECTRONICS (COMPUTERS &MUSIC)

ADDRESS: 8 WESTWOO0 LANE, WELLING, KENTDA162HE
CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY PLEASE
.VAT REGISTRATION NO. 427 0353 73

^^^^^

TELEPHONE:01 301 3745

(24HR ANSWERPHONE)
TELEX 8951182GECOMSG.

Supremely easy to use
Technically advanced
in-built word processor

FREE TWO WEEK
TRIAL OFFER
Before you look elsewhere, see what this outstanding
system has to offer. Try out the complete system (not
a restricted demo) FREE for two weeks, we know you'll
be impressed!
write or phone for details to:

LENT

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Curran Building,
101 St James Road, Glasgow G4 0NS.
Telephone: 041-552 2128
MM
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PROGRAMMING

T^u~re~ I: Free disc space sho^n~aTapiechart
THIS month we start with a short program

from Mr.R.A.Noddmgs of Hartlepool - a
routine that displays the free space of a
disc in the form of a pie chart and runs
best in high resolution.

Lines 80 to 100 set up the screen for
text and graphics display and the text

size. Line 120 puts an Alert Box onscreen

BOOK

and waits for you to select drive Aor B_

The number in line 130 is the amount of
free space on a clean, formatted single

sided disc asused on a 520STF. If you are

using adouble sided, 1Mb drive, change
the number to 726016.

Lines 140 to 180 get the disc space

used, calculate and adjust the free space
and asS1gn it to the variable U. The next

^•CRAPBOOK is a regular feature consisting of short,

five lines 190 to 230 set the fill style, and
then display a full circle followed by he

M simple programs sent in by our readers. It's a place

where we can publish all of the interesting little routines

that don't end upin our regular features but are too good

pie segment. Line 240 prints the amount

for us not to share with other readers.

of free space in figures and then the pro
gram loops waiting for a key press.

If you have a short program which you think other

readers would find useful, send it to:

The routine is written in Fast Basic so

the line numbers should not be typed in
when entering the program. We include

Scrapbook, Atari ST User,

"Europa House, 68 Chester Road,

them to make reference to the various
lines easier and to ensure that our

Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.

readers can identify the start of anew line
in the listing.

10 ren *************************
20 REM * CISC SPACE PIE CHART *
30 REM * by R. A. Noddings
*
40 REM * (c) Atari ST User
*
50 REM * Written in Fast Basic *
60 REM * Do NOT enter line nos *
70 REfl *************************
80 TXTRECT 0,0,700,600

90 GRAFRECT 0,0,700,600
100 TXTSIZE 13

128 dri =ALERTC"[1KSELECT DRIVEIKA
IB:]",1)
130 H=376375

40 F=DISCFREE(dri-1)
50 F2=(F/M)*100
60 X$=STR$(F2)

70 X$=LEFT$(X$,4)
80 U=M-F

90 FILLPERIM 1

200 FILLSTYLE 3,1!
210 PIE 320,150,18
220 FILLSTYLE 3,14

230 PIE 320,150,100.

240 PRINTTAB(30,20)"Disc space free
["• X$ '"*/»]"

250 WHILE INKEY$=""
260 WEND
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<

HAVE you ever wondered what day June
9, 1926 fell on? Reg Williamson of Kids-

grove did and he wrote this Fast Basic
program to discover just that.
For greater precision, account has to
be taken of the change from the Julian to

the Gregorian calendar in 1582 and an

algorithm which does that was published

BOOST

in 1886 by Zeller (although we don't thmk
it was written in Fast Basic!).

Reg has used this algorithm as the
basis of his program and he also wishes to
acknowledge the assistance of Dr.
Bernard Yallop of the Royal Greenwich
Observatory.

In Program II, lines 90 to 160 take care
of the screen setup and the input of data

170 IF M<3 THEN M=M+12:Y=Y-1
180 W=D+2*M+2+INT((3*M+3)/5)+Y+INT(Y

10 REM **************************

20 REM * Date to Day Calculator *
30 REM *
by Reg Wi lliamson
*
40 REM *
(c) Atari ST User
*

from the keyboard. It's important to

remember to enter the year fully - that is,
1987 rather than 87. The calculation is
carried out m lines 170 to 190 and the
result is held in the numeric variable w.
Lines 200 to 310 display the results on

/4)-INT(Y/100)+INT(Y/400)
190 W=W-7*INT(W/7)
200 TXTEFFECTS $1

50 REM *
*
60 REM **************************

70 REM
80 REM

210 IF W>2 THEN GOTO correct

220 PRINT TAB(8)"The Day is " MID$("
SATURDAYSUNDAY MONDAY ",1+W*8,8)

Fast Basic Program
Do NOT enter line numbers

230 TXTEFFECTS $0:GOTO end_it

90 CLS:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:TXTSIZE 13

the screen. In line 220 there are two

240 correct:
250 W=W-3

100 start_off:

spaces betweenSunday andMonday and

110 PRINT TAB(8)"This Program gives

two spaces between Monday and the

260 PRINT TAB(8)"The Day is "MIDSC'T
WEDNESDAYTHURSDAY FRIDAY
",1
+W*9,9)

the day for"
120 PRINT TABC8) "any date entry...":

double guotes ("). In line 260, be sure to

enter two spaces between Tuesday and
Wednesday, one between Thursday and
Friday and three between Friday and the

UESDAY

PRINT

quotes. If these spaces are not entered
accurately, unexpected results will be
displayed.

140 INPUT"
M
150 INPUT"

...and now the Year

:

280 end_it:
290 PRINT
300 PRINT "

"D

...next, the Month

:

270 TXTEFFECTS $0

Fi rst, enter the D

130 INPUT"

ay:

*

*

*

*

*

*"

310 PRINT

"Y

320 GOTO start_off

160 PRINT
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Books for your ATARI ST...

OUTOFTH.sworlooh.u,

CHARNWOOD computers

ATARI ST — the Advanced

AT DOWN TO EARTH PR.^

Programmer's Guide
BY MARK HARRISON

Designed to appeal to a wide spectrum of readers, this

D1GIDISKS AVAILABLE FOR ATARI COMPUTERS

Digidisk 1 ST
Digidisk2ST
Digidisk 1 &2 ST
Digidisk 1 &2 Eight Bit

ONLY 2.99 Inc P&P
ONLY 2.99 Inc P&P
ONLY4.99lnc P&P
ONLY2.99 Inc P&P
10 x 3.5" S/S disks. Still ONLY 14.95
Order now and we will fill 2 disks with

guide can be used as a programming course for all ST
programmers whether "advanced" or less experienced. It
will be particularly useful in conjunction with a
generalised BASIC text.
As an ST user you can use this book as:

Public Domain software (FREE P+P)

• a complete programming course

1 Meg memory upgrade for 520ST/STM/STFM
ONLY 79.99 Inc P&P

• an in depth coverage of ST BASIC, ST LOGO, C and STC,

Full 1 Meg upgrade Inc D/S drive
ONLY179.99lncP&P

and GEM

Full range of hardware/software
at the best prices in the UK

• a detailed reference guide.

520 STM ONLY

255.00

520 STFM ONLY

375.00

520 STFM+ ONLY

429.00

520 STFM+ Inc 1 Meg built in drive
1040 STF 1 Meg inc 1 Meg drive
1 Megabyte D/S disc drive
SMM 804 Dot Matrix printer

529.00
546.00
99.00
189.00

Chapter highlights include: GEM desktop; ST BASIC; GEM
Architecture and TOS; Input/Output; Computers,
Numbers and Mathematics; ST LOGO; List Processing;
C and ST C.

185058 053 7

287pp

March 1987 £10.95

Published by Sigma Press

Digigram service just send a pre recorded casssette and a good quality b/w
photo and we willproduce your own digigram for that extra special message.
ONLY 5.00 per disk state 1 or 1/2 Meg Inc P+P

Mastering the ATARI ST

Send cheques P.O. to:

BY JOHN M. HUGHES

CHARNWOOD COMPUTERS (Dept asu)
71 Gracedieu Road, Loughborough,

This is an immensely practical book designed for ATARI
ST owners who want to be fuUy competent in word
processing and have a working knowledge of many other
applications in business, education or at home.

Leicestershire LE11 0QF.
Tel: 0509 239892/239965

With this book you will:

O ST^RM O
(Discount

A

Software J

122 MELROSE AVENUE
WIMBLEDON PARK
LONDON SW19

• explore the 1st Word package and word processing
techniques
• learn to change layouts and alter typestyles

(Discount 'N

Software J

Mai! order only
ADVENTURES
Silicon Dreams
Jewels of Darkness
Pawn
Borrowed Time
Tass Times In Tonetown

15,95
15.95
19.95
19.95
19.95

Hollywood Hijlnx

23.95

Hitch Hikers Guide
Leother Goddess of Phobos
Moonmlst

23.95
23.95
23.95
23.95
27.95
27.95
19.95

Wlshbringer

Trinity
Bureaucracy
Guild of Thieves

STRATEGY/WAR

Crusade In Europe
Silent Service

Kings Quest 2
Roadwar 2000
Balance of Power

Phantasle 2

Shanghai
G.A.T.O.

Alternate Reality

ARCADE
Gold Runner
Metrocross
Xevious
G.F.L Football
M.G.T.
Tenth Frame
Winter Games
World Gdmes

Championship Wrestling

19.95

Strike Force Harrier

19.95

Super Cycle

19.95

Plutos

11.95
19.95
15.95
19.95

Championship Baseball
Hades Nebula

19.95
19.95
29.95
19.95
23.95
23.95
19.95
23.95
19.95

ADVANCE ORDERS TAKEN FOR
Barbarian
19.95
Terrapods
19.95
Tai Pan
11.95
Star Trek
15.95

19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95

Super Tennis
UTILITIES
Paintworks

Degas
Degas Elite
Printmaster
Film Director
Art Director
Fleet St. Publisher
Habawriter
Habadex

Habamerge
Habavlew

Habaspell

27.95
31.95
54.95
23.95
47.95
43.95
92.00
47.95
39.95
31.95
59.95
31.95

ORDERS OVER £50 DEDUCT 5% EXTRA DISCOUNT
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POST & PACKING FOR UK MAINLAND

Subject to availabilityall

Overseas orders add:

goods dispatched within

Europe £1 per item
Others £2 per item

24 hours

For Access & Visa phone our shop on 01 -870 4941
Make Cheques/P.Orders payable to Storm Computers. S.A.E. for full list

• become fuUy conversant with GEM

• discover valuable business applications using a
spreadsheet and database.

Chapter highlights include: Working with GEM; Getting
organised and file organisation; GEM, TOS and program
installation; Starting out with 1st Word; Composing a
1st Word document; Editing with 1st Word; Printing and
advanced work with 1st Word; Looking at databases;
Using spreadsheets.
185058 065 0 216pp March 1987 £10.95
Published by Sigma Press.

ATARI ST Graphics and Sound
Programming
HENRY SIMPSON

Complete with clear descriptions, complete program
listings and summaries of each program's results, this
collection takes full advantage of the ST's capabilities.
08306 2761 8

250pp

January 1987

£12.00

Published by TAB Books Inc.
Sigma Press and TAB titles are marketed by John
Wiley & Sons Ltd. and are available from your
bookseller. In case of difficulty please phone
Customer Service Department, John Wiley & Sons Ltd. on
(0243) 829121, or write to P.O. Box 26, Chichester, West
Sussex, P019 ITT.
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Making
daisy chains
HA VINCjust bought an Atari 520ST, lam
now wondering which disc drive and

colour monitor is best. I would be grateful

Crisp
picture
/ OWN a Commodore C128 but am look

ing at upgrading to an Atari 1040STF. I
read your answer to Paul Whyles' letter in
your April issue of Atari St User and went
down to the recent Atari Computer Show

Midi packages on the market and you'll

for any advice you can offer.

find a survey of suitable software in the
May 1987 issue of Atari ST User and full
reviews of Super Conductor and Ez Track
in the June 1987 issue.

drive such as a Cumana or Eidersoft 1Mb

You'll find the addresses of the soft

ware companies within the survey and
reviews.

I am considering buying a third party
drive. Can these be daisy chained like
the Atari drives? Do they offer any other
advantages (other than price) over the
Atari 1Mb drive?

In terms of graphic quality is the Atari
medium

resolution

colour monitor

Looking into

(SC1224) any better than a comparable
third party monitor, such as the Philips

the future

CM8533?

mono monitor was much clearer because

/ HOPE you don't mind a Spectrum Plus

of the higher resolution.
Would a high resolution colour monitor
produce as good a picture as the mono
version, and if so, could you recommend
one, for instance one of the Philips 88
range, NEC, Multisync and so on.

owner writing to you because I'm seri

observed with colour output is the
tendancy of some displays to show faint

to see when the Mega ST will be avail
able to the public.
I saw the Atari monochrome and colour

monitors side by side and obviously the

Finally if I was using a medium resolu
tion monitor and I was to do a screen

dump of a drawing would the printout
using a Star NL10 be any better or worse
if I was using a high resolution monitor? K.Morley, Hindley, Lanes.

•

You will find that you will not get as

crisp a picture out of a high resolution
colour monitor as with a high res mono
monitor due to the difficulty in creating a
colour display. This is easily seen when
working with text. Most games run either
in low or medium resolution colour and
few will run in monochrome.

In answer to your final question, the
monitor cannot directly affect the printer
in terms of quality.
If you are using a poor, out of focus
colour television you won't get a poor, out

of focus screen dump! The dump
depends on the screen mode the ST is
operating in.

Making
Midi music
1AM the owner ofa Technics SX70 organ,
with all the latest Midi equipment. I am
thinking of buying a computer with a view
to computing, editing and printing out
music via the Midi interface.

Could you please advise me on the
best computer to buy for this purpose and
where the software can be bought. D.Taylor, Southport.

ously thinking of upgrading my computer
from the 48k Spectrum to the Atari
520STFM in the near future.
I can't do this for the next 6 to 12 months

520STFM and like it a lot. Will my Fergusson MC01 monitor with RGB input and
Brother M1009 dot matrix printer with
serial and parallel interfaces work?

I have been told that they should but
can you confirm this?
The only thing that puts me off the ST is

from the excellent graphics.
Is this a problem with the computer or

your ST. An STFM will plug directly into
any colour or black and white television.

The Brother M1009 printer will plug
straight in to your ST and you shouldn't
experience any compatibility problems.

Arabic ST
I WAS delighted to read the letter from

Peter Savage regarding Arabic word

the price ofsoftware and I would only buy
a few items such as an art package, a

processing m the April 1987 issue of Atari

word processor and Fleet Street Pub

ST User.

lisher.

Unfortunately, neither the address or
telephone number of Micro Praxis was

I have also read that the ST cannot be
used without Gem. I have seen this on

other micros and found it very exciting.
Can I use this with my discs or will I have

mentioned in your reply. As I am eager to
acquire this program, I would be most

to buy extra ones?

grateful if you could supply the afore
mentioned information. - M.Abdelkarim,

I am interested in astronomy and space
and want to know if there are any soft-'

• Happy to oblige. Micro Praxis can be

Kuwait.

ware packages dealing with these
subjects? - A. Pemberton, Northants.

found at Enterprise Workshops, Nursery

# The ST is likely to be around for some

phone number is Sheffield (0742) 739982.

time to come so don't worry about it dis
appearing in the next year. The old 8-bit

Piggy-back

Ataris have been around since about 1978

and are still going strong after nine years.

Street, Sheffield. S3 8GG and their tele

blitter

In fact some of the best software is just
beginning to appear.
Looking at Atari's track record it's a

I AM an 8-bit Atari owner about to buy a
520STFM and I need your help. Is it pos

pretty safe bet that in a couple of years

sible to fit a blitter to the mam circuit

the current ST's will be about half the
present price and there will be several

board without having it piggy-back on top
of the CPU as I am worried about reports
of this chip crashing games software?
I would fit the chip if it was possible to
switch it out when running games.
Of course, with it piggy-backed to the
CPU it wouldn't have this option and this

any suitable keyboard or

analogue RGB input it should work with
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vertical lines (presumably the 80 column
character positions) which tend to detract

will still be available then and will it have

dropped in price?
Will all the extras such as a mouse,
discs and free' software be part of the
package?
I have read quite a bit about the

synthesizer. There are a host of music and

has a built-in Midi facility which will con

nect to

I have

because of the cost. Can you tell me if it

upgraded models available such as Mega
ST's. We can't say what, if anything, will
be bun/died with the ST a year from now.
If your Ferguson monitor has an

• The ST is an excellent computer and

One particular problem

LETTERS

with the monitor, and how, ifat all, could it
be rectified? Like many newcomers to
the ST I would appreciate regular
reviews in your helpful and informative
magazine of the more general peri
pherals like those I have mentioned. I
hope these are a feature in the near
future. - M. Thornton, Skirlaugh, Hull.
• If Cumana have adopted Atari's disc
drive guidelines you will find that it will
be possible to chain up to two drives. We
have not had any experience of Eidersoft
drives but it is likely to follow the same
guidelines.
You will find that there is hardly any
noticable difference in picture quality
between the Atari and Philips monitors,
though the Philips is very slightly sharper
if you look closely.
We found that the Sony KX14C1 is the
best compromise between quality and
price and is the one we use in the office.
/As to the faint lines appearing on the

- the original, which eventually had a
complete nervous breakdown (bombs
and migrain patterns all over the screen),
the supplier's demonstrator, (which we
had while waiting for a replacement) and
a new machine. Can you offer any
advice?

Is it commonly known that 1st Word's
Ok, Cancel and Continue boxes which
have a bold border can be 'clicked on'by

for feeding into a UHF modulator.
You can have both modulator and
monitor connected at the same time but

the monitor will take priority and all you'll
see is a blank television screen. The only
way to output the video signal through the
modulator is to unplug the monitor,
There are no monitors available which
will allow all three screen resolutions to

be used. The chief reason for this is that

pressing the Enter key? And that clicking

monochrome pictures are transmitted at

above or beneath the scroll bar moves

70 MHz and colour at 50 MHz.

the text up or down one screen's worth of
information at a time? - Rob Searle,
Woking, Surrey.

Printer control

• The Desktop accessories you refer to

I HAVE only had an ST, Fast Basic and
Epson LX86 combination for a few weeks,
having upgraded from a Spectrum and
Alphacom combination. The following
may be decidedly old hat, but there must
be quite a few like me who haven't been
able to resist the current prices and
although not new to home computing, are
new to real computers and printers.
The first job after reading the Fast
Basic manual was to list some of the pro
grams from the demonstration disc.

are contained in an .ACC file called

CONTROL.ACC. This file needs to be

present on the disc when resetting or
booting up the computer. It makes no
difference whether you have Tos in rom
or on disc.

You should still be able to print out

your 1st Word files without Install Printer
appearing on the drop down menu. It

screen we have not encountered this

sounds like you may have another faulty

problem and you may find that it is
caused by the unit being positioned near
a high frequency device which causes

micro.

interference on the monitor.

than the rest. This is the default option,
chosen when you hit Return or Enter.

One of the buttons in all Dialogue and

However, I didn't like the default format of

Alert boxes will have a thicker border

the listings so the LX86 manual was
opened again.
I'm not new to
hexadecimal and Ascii, but found the
LPRINT method of sending the printer

Colour only?
would relegate the computer to business
use only. - Ken Brunning, Cambridge.

I

I HAVE noticed that some software

commands a bit of a bind.

Assuming fan fold paper with the top of
the ribbon guide set at the perforation,
execute the following:

be mounted like this due to the nature of

advertisements carry the legend "For
colour monitors only". Does this mean that
these programs are not. usable on an
ordinary television via the modulator? Robert Baines, Winslow, Bucks.

its job and also because there's no room

# This warning can normally be taken to

on the main board,

mean that the software will not run on

where tm is the top ofform margin, bm is

high resolution monochrome monitors.
If the program is a game with little text,
a normal domestic television fed by a
modulator should display the picture well
enough to play.
Remember a program with a high text

the bottom of form margin, ms is the

•

At the moment the blitter chip is not

available and there is no definite release

date. The chip is piggy-backed and must

It should not crash software. Much soft

ware should be improved by the blitter,
particularly if it runs under Gem.
Games software normally doesn't as the
programmers usually bypass the
operating system and write directly to the
main screen memory and hardware. The
blitter is unlikely to have any affect at all
on games.

content, such as text adventures, wordprocessors, databases and so on that uses
80 column text in medium resolution

mode will be very difficult to read.

Out of
control
EVERY so often the Control Panel and

Install Printer facilities fail to appear on
the drop down menus of my 520ST, both
before and after booting up with my 1st
Word disc.

The Tos is in rom so they should be
there every time. It happens both after
booting up with the master disc, my
working copy and with the language disc.
The lack of Install Printer means that I

can't print out a file, which I need as a

Monochrome
v colour
WHEN changing from a high resolution,
monochrome monitor to a television, is it

necessary to unplug the monitor from the
back of the ST before connecting the
television?

I would rather not unplug it to cut out
wear and tear to the monitor plug and
socket.

Are there any monitors available that
display all three screen modes and which

freelance journalist. Resetting the com
puter does not always bring up the facili

are relatively cheap? If not, will there be

ties. Other times, I have to turn off the

Medrow, West Sussex.

machine and wait.

• We assume you are referring to a
520STFM with a composite video output

I have had problems with three 520ST's

any on the market soon? - Peter

OUT 0,27,102,1,1111-1,

27,64,27,78,tm+bm,
27,82,0,27,33,us,
27,108,U,27,81,rm,7

master style combination, lm is the left
margin and rm is the right margin.
Admittedly this isn't user-friendly, but it
could be incorporated within a Basic pro
gram and expanded. It has the advantage
that you can forget about whether a car

nage return (or anything else for that
matter) is inadvertently sent, since only
the bytes in the listing are sent to the
printer.
ST Basic also has an OUT command,

but it only allows two parameters
including the port number. I didn't pursue
this. - David Roberts, Lewisham,
London.

WE welcome letters from readers -

about your experiences using the
Atari ST, about tips you would like to
pass on to other users... and about
what you would like to see in future
issues.

The address to wnrite to is:
Mailbox
Atari ST User

Europa House
68 Chester Road
Hazel Grove

Stockport SK7 SNY

•
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MAIL ORDER OFFERS
Exploit the POWER
of your Atari ST
to the full, with ...

BASIC ""erpreter F

Fast ST Basic is a totally new implementation
of Basic for the Atari ST range. Running
faster than almost all other languages, it supports true
structured programming. And it has an easy-to-use word

artr/dc

processor-like editor that makes full use of Gem. Up to 10 separate

programs can be held in memory at once - each with its own editing window
There's even a built-in 68000 assembler to let you harness the power of your
ST at machine level. And if you order through ST Atari User you'll save £10!
RRP £89.90

Look at the speed of Fast Basic
compared to other popular Basics,
using average PCW benchmarks:

Fast ST Basic is compatible with all
versions of the 520 and 1040 ST.

FAST ST BASIC

WHAT YOU GET: A rom cartridge that simply

1.9

6.8

IBM AT
BBCB

14.8

AMSTRAD

14.7
15.6
16.8
40.1
54.8

SINCLAIR QL
IBM PC

COMMODORE 128
SPECTRUM

ffiffl READER

plugs into the side of your ST, a fully detailed
380 page manual, a quick reference card
listing all keywords and parameters, and a
disc containing many example programs that
demonstrate all aspects of Fast Basic from
simple loops to full blown Gem programs.

OFFER

£79

useful functions that are

ALWAYS available when you
are using your Atari ST.
Back-Pack is a versatile desk accessory on rom. It
sits in the background while other application
programs are running, but can be called up and used
at any time. It contains:
Scientific Calculator:Click on the numbers with the mouse or use
the numeric keypad to access a large range of scientific functions.
Clock and Alarms: Tell the time with an analogue or digital display.
Use the alarms to ring or display a dialogue box.
Diary: Open a page to show a whole day's events. Unique classification
feature enables you to search for similar category events.
Notepad: Access up to 31 pages of notes, any of which can be
transferred into the application.
Typewriter: Use it to send codes and short messages to the printer
while working on other programs.
Printer Buffer: Put aside any amount of the ST's ram as a buffer,
allowing long documents to be printed while the computer is still in use.
Address Book: Gives you simple and fast access to names, addresses
and other details which can then be used in other programs.
Mini Clock: Place a digital clock anywhere on the desktop.
Ramdisk: Set aside any amount of ram as a Ramdisk, to act like an

ultra-fast disc drive. Speeds up any program that normally uses discs.

RRP £49

4^m, READER

MAIL ORDER OFFERS

ORDER FORM
Valid to July 31,1987

Overseas orders despatched byAirmail.
All prices include postage, packing and VAT
Please allow 28 days for delivery

MAT FOR
YOM MOUSE

Annual subscription

M
UK

(worth £4.95)
when you take out a
subscription to Atari ST User

9100

Europe (incl. Eire) £23

9101

Overseas (Airmail) £38

9702

Commence with.

Renewal

Our top-quality Mouse Mat, with its speciallydesigned perfect-grip surface, provides the ideal
desktop environment for your ST Mouse.
$•

£15

UK

Ensures much smoother movement!

£15

9703

Europe (incl. Eire) £23

9704

Overseas (Airmail) £38

9705

Atari ST User Mouse Mat

*$• Gives super positive control!

With
sub *

<0" Protects highly-polished tabletops!

Without
sub
£4.95

FREE

9125/9126 | 1 1

* Only ifaccompanied by a subscription order

Your Mouse Mat comes FREE if you subscribe
using this form. Non-subscribers can obtain

Back Issues

one by sending £4.95.

Protect your Atari ST..

£2.00 UK
£2.50 Europe

April 1987
May 1987

9200

£4.25 Overseas

June 1987

9202

Starglider

with without
sub *
£15.95

This luxury dust cover for your Atari ST
is made of clear, water-resistant vinyl

9201

sub
£21.95

9110/9111

1

* Only if accompanied by a subscription order
Add £2 for Europe/£4 for Overseas

and bound with

fjffiS- 'W5r.:-~':j$r~jrf- T^?\ strong cotton
im&^T'-mgA Only £3.95

Mercenary Compendium
With
sub *

ST colour monitor

... and your Atari ST User

Without
sub

£14.95

version only

£21.95 9114/9115 I L

* Only if accompanied by a subscription order
Add £2 for Europe/£4 for Overseas

A year's supply of Atari ST User can be kept in
this handsome

pale grey
Fast ST Basic

binder

Rom cartridge

Only £4.95

£79.90 UK

£82.90 Europe
£85.90 Overseas Airmail

I
(•)

Dust Cover
£3.95 UK

£

9772

Back-Pack

P

Rom cartridge

£39 UK

£44 Europe

.

£4.95 Europe/Overseas

1040ST/520STFM
520 ST

9117

£56 Overseas Airmail

9773

9116

Readers in Europe (inc. Eire) & Overseas please
add £2 per item unless otherwise indicated

Binder
£4.95 UK; £6.95 Europe; £11.95 Overseas Airmail

9118

Send to: Database Publications, FREEPOST, Europa House,
68 Chester Road, Haze! Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.

III*

Telephone Orders:
061-429 7931

Orders by Prestel:
Key "89, then 614558383

II*

II*

II*

II*

II*

II*

No. I I I I

Date

I Mill

| Cheque/Eurocheque made payable to Database Publications Ltd.
Name

Signed

72:MAG001

Address-

Dont forget to give your name, address and credit card number
. PostCode_

I ENQUIRIES ONLY: 061-480 0171 9am-6pm |

Tel-

TOTAL:

Expiry

IAccess/Mastercard/Eurocard/Bardaycard/Visa

I

Microiink/Telecom Gold

II*

Payment: please indicate method (•)

(No stamp needed Ifposted InUK) Pfease allow 28 days lor delivery

Order at any time of the day or night

II** II*

£p

CYGNUS TRADING COMPANY
ST Software examples
Fast Basic

£79

Guild of Thieves

£21

Run Time Disk

The Pawn
Jewels of Darkness

£21

Back Pack

£10
£42

ST Doctor

£17

Megamax C

£17

£135

All prices fully inclusive. Many other items in stock, send large
SAE for current price list. Please make cheques/POs payable to
"Cygnus Trading Company" and send, mail order only, to:

Cygnus Trading Company, Dept ST,
77 Mayes Road, London N22 6TN

ST MAIL ORDER SPECIALIST
ST HARDWARE

ST Entertainment
22.95
Shanghai
21.95
Starglider
21.95
23.95

1040STF inc Mouse

RightSimulator II

42.95

Cumana 1Mb D/D Int. P.S

Phantasie II

25.95

Music Studio
Psion 3D Chess

29.95
22.95

SM 125 High Res Mon.

ST Karate

21.95

3.5" Disks SS/DD 10

Wishbringer

26.95

ST Covers

The Pawn
Star Fleet 1

46.95

DAY
NIGHT

GFA is the best BASIC around for the ST.

Phone for info or send £47.00 stating
compiler or interpreter to:

84.95

Fast Basic

76.90

ST Accounts

SMM 804 Printer

145.00

Degas
Typesetter Elite

33.95

1st Mail

25.95

£19.95
£5.99

29.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE

VAT&

0270 628096
0270 74340

69.50

Metacomco C

21.95

FREE UK POST

All ST's come complete
with 6 Software disks,
Manuals, etc and

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

12 Months Guarantee

S.A.E. FOR LIST

' Phone:fcxtodayslowestprices

& PACKING
FULL RANGE OF ST

STUART HOUSE, ARNOLD ST
NANTWICH, CHESHIRE CW5 5QB

. ATARI ST

Jll

GFA BASIC

First Word t

520STFM + Int. 5Mb D/D

Leader Board
Silent Service

Mir*DO MAM
IVllUnU IVIAIL

Compilers/Interpreters at the lowest
prices

Business & Utilities
Sage Accountant
136.90

520STM No Mouse

Jll

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE

With over 100 discs and 1000 files, we have probably the largest
collection of ATARI ST public domain software in the UK.
The list includes dozens of games, stacks of utilities, heaps of desk
accessories, lots of comms programs, quite a few graphic programs,
several music programs and more pictures than we know what to do
with!

Why not send an 5 x 8 SAE today to the address below for your free
36 page catalogue and we will keep you posted of new software and

Bibliotechnic

Dept A2, 178 Green Lanes, Palmers Green,

services in our quarterly update.

LONDON N13 5UE

The South West Software Library

Tel: 01-882 7954

z/otMcolecAt u c

! 5 Barn Owl Way, Stoke Gifford,

... products of the future.

Selected Books from our

Bristol, Avon BS12 6RZ

BUSY BEE

ASi?^?;"

All programs are original
AlternateRealriy

Teaches how to create impressive, Lightning-fast three-dimensional graphics an
the Atari ST in 68000 machine language. Atari ST 3D Graphics covers

£19.95
£11.95
£19.95

Leaderboard

Champranship Wrestling

£19.95

M.G.T.

Check Mate

£11.95
£35.95
£19.95
£39.95
£39.95
£49.95
£23.95

Metro Cross

introductory concepts and background materials, graphic animation, using the
assembler and much more.

3D GRAPHICS

PROGRAMMING

Hollywood HiJinx

Mathematical basis for 3D graphics
Coordinate systems

Mousetrap
Moon Mist

Ninja
Pawn

Fihylhm
Road War 2000

Strike Force Harrier

Sky Fox

£19.95
£19.00

ST Karate

£15.95

Space Pilot
Starglkjer
Typhoon

£15.95

Xevious
Fast Basics

£19.95

£19.95
£15.95
£72,00

We personally guarantee to deliver your goods or money back.
Object a
Spatial projection
Rotation of objects

• Scaling the axis
•

Two- and three-dimensional

Light and shadows

transformations
•

Hidden lines & surfaces

Introduction to 3D computer-aided
design (CAD)

• Data structure for 3D objects

A must for all serious ST programmers. Atari ST 3D Graphics includes
complete listing for a fascinating3D pattern-makerand animator. 351 pages
Atari ST 3D Graphic*
Price £16.95
Optional Diskette

Karate Kid II

+Many More Send S.A.E. fordetails

Some of the topics covered include:

•

Champcnship Football
DevpacST
Flight Simulation II
Rim Director

Learn real-time animation with dozens of graphic routines. 3D Graphics is an
amazing book for all programmers interested in advanced level graphics.

•

Chess Master

£15.95
£19.95
£19.95
£21.00
£19.95
£11.95
£23.95
£7.99
£19.95
£31.95
£19.95

Intematbnal Ka/ate

Art Scribe

ArconokJ

3D Graphics

I

P.O.A.

P8LP included. Overseas add £1 per item. Most goods
delivered within a week from receipt of order.

Please make cheques/P.O. (Sterling only) payable to
The programs are dearly printed,
well commented, planned in a
sensible modular fashion, and
contain many invaluable assemblylanguage 'tips and tricks.' And they
work. ST programmers are
fortunate to have this book."
- Douglas Weir

Busy Bee
4 Mitchell Street, Leven, Fife KY8 4HJ

Mail Order Only

ST-Log

Just a sample of our

ST Disk Drives: Inside and Out

SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE

The latest title in the widely-acclaimedAbacusAtariST Reference Library is the
exclusive Atari ST Disk Drives: Inside and Out This outstanding
technical reference is {he.definitive source of information for the ST disk drives it thoroughly discusses the floppy disk, the hard disk and RAM disk from both a
programming and a technical perspective. In addition, the reader will find several
full-length utilities and programming tools that enables him to further explore
the ST disk drives' operations and capabilities. Topics include:
Information of sequential and random

•

access file structures

•

Access to data files from BASIC,

•

Pascal, C. and FORTRAN
Data structures and management
The boot sector and BIOS parameter
bloc (BPB)

The directory and Pile Allocation

Atari ST Disk

K-Resource

32.97

26.66
18.46

K-Graph II
K-Spread

39.96

Hitch Hikers Guide

21.34

K-Ram

25.97

39.96

WishBringer

21.34

The Alternative

25.97

Music Studb

18.46

The Animator

25.97

Hard disk format

Bureaucracy

29.79

Metro Cross

18.46

Personal Money M
Help
Intro to ST Logo

25.97
77.59

Details of drive construction:

(DMA chip, disk controller,

25.97

connector

Trailblazer

18.46

layout, and organization, etc

Alternate Reality

21.00

FAST Basic

Ultima III

19.46

Haba ??? this & that from

16.17

KAO 3.5_ disc SSDD Box of ten

21.00

• Command description, status
interpretation, floppy interface

Drives: Inside and Out is literally packed with utility

ADAMSOFT

Rochdale, Lanes
OL11 5JZ

BASIC/TOS interface, BASIC/FDC interface, BASIC loaders, Floppy-lo-RAM

Tel: 0708 524304

disk copy, creating standard and foreign formats, and many more timesaving
programs. Available NOW.

520 ST FM

354.97

17.14

18Norwich Avanua |

programs. The book includes a complete listing for an easy-to-use RAM disk,

(day or evening)
P&P free In UK. Overseas add

ST Disk Drives: Inside and Out

Price £16.95

£1 Surface mall per book

Optional Diskette

P.OA,

£5 Airmail
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26.66

Little Computer People
Shanghai

Relocation table

hard disk partition analyzer

TaNe(FAT)

Paint Works

WIGHT COMPUTING HOME MICRO'S
122 High Street, Ryde, Isle of Wight. P033 2SU.Tel:0983 68978
Cheques & P.O's payable to W.C.H.M. Barclaycard phone orders
Prices Include V.A.T. & P.P. (U.K. only). Write or
Phone for FREE catalogue.

A

33 Ormskirk Road

III

Preston, Lanes.

ADBROKE Tel (0772) 21474
OMPUTING Mail Order 27236 or

The leading North West

ATARI Specialist ATARI Dealer
^^JL-^

IN TE

RNATIONAL

VlV.

»£• ]J»
ATARI

Bui/Board 6pm to 9am

This Company has given years of full support to ATARI users Countrywide fromtheir retailshop premises at Ormskirk
Road, Preston. Now from their NEW Mail Order Depot they can offer the same Excellent service to all Mail Order
Customers.

All Software and Hardware isfully tested prior to selling. Thisensures Customers receive working itemsso that
returned goods, and allthe attendant frustration are a thingofthe past. All Hardwareis supported byour own 'ON
SITE' engineers,therefore quick turn round on all repairs is Guaranteed.All pricesquotedare fully VAT inc. and there
are no 'hidden extras', what you see is what you get. Prices includenextday delivery on items over £150.

520STM+Software
520STM+Mouse+Softwr
520STM+Mouse+Softwr
+Hi-Res Mon
520STM+Mouse+Softwr
+ColourMon

£249.00
£269.00
£379.00

Per Disk
10 Disks
10Disks+Plastic

library case
£568.00

100 Disks
500 Disks

3.5 D/S
D/D
£1.99
£16.00

5.25 D/S
D/D46TPI

£17.50
£150.00
£650.00

£7.50
£60.00
£280.00

£0.80
£6.50

All Disks are covered by an unconditional
1 Meg Upgrades are available forthe

lifetime guarantee.

520STM. These are our own design and
are very simple to fit, needing no
Upgraded to 2mg or 4mg. So no need to
sell your 520 just Upgrade to a Mega ST

£10 from total.

£375.00

+High-Res Mon
+Softwr
520STFM+Mouse
+Cotour Mon
+Softwr

£475.00

£675.00

1040STF+Mouse
+Softwr
1040STF+Mouse
+Hi-Res Mon
+Softwr
1040STF+Mouse
+Colour Mon
+Softwr

soldering.
Using the same board, all ST's can be

using our board.
1 Meg Upgrade (STM)
£100.00
1 Meg Upgrade (STFM)
£70.00
2.5 Meg Upgrade
£350.00
4 Meg Upgrade
£650.00
If any of the above Upgrades are
purchased with Hardware then deduct

520STFM+Mouse
+Softwr
520STFM+Mouse

Our ATARI trained engineers will repair
all Hardware in minimum time at

competitive rates. Please ringfor a
quotation. All repairs carry a 90 day

£560.00

£660.00

£860.00

All Hardware is covered for 12 months by
our service dept. and is tested prior to
delivery to assure satisfaction.

warranty.

NEWLY IMPORTED

Imager. Easilyfixedto your printer itwill
digitise anything placed in the printer
and save to Diskto be used with Dega,
Elite etc. RRP £99.99

We also stock a full range of quality P/D
ST Software at £3.99 per DiskSend
SAE for catabgue.

All Printers, DiskDrives etc supplied with
cables etc. NO HIDDEN EXTRAS

Us

tot

uu

Dj

We have a complete range of Software in
stock and fully tested.
IF IT'S AVAILABLE we have it!

Send SAEforfull catalogue.

All Dedicated books and mags instock

TOORDER Simply send, or phone your order, stating Full Name, Address, Visaor
Access Nos,Cheque or Money order. Makepayableto Ladbroke Computing

Any Software problems? Queries?
give us a ring we usually have the answer

International, 33 Ormskirk Road, Preston, Lanes. PR1 2QP.
PRINTERS
Dot Matrix
EPSON LX86

DUSTCOVERS

LX86 Sheetfeeder

£240.00
£19.00
£49.00

LQ800 24 pin D/M

£499.00

StarNLIO
NL10 Sheetfeeder
National Panasonic

£250.00
£55.00
£199.00

LX86 Tractor Feed

PERIPHERALS

Computers

£3.99

Monitors
Disk Drives
Printers

£4.99
£2.99
£7.99

Triangle 1mg D/Drive
Triangle 2x1 mgD/Drive
Traingle 20mg Hard Disk
Pro Draw Graphics Tab'

£139.00
£229.00
£669.00
£310.00

FOR MORE INFO CALL ON THE ABOVE NUMBERS OR SEND SAE AND
STATE FULL REQUIREMENTS
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ATARI ST

ADVERTISERS'
INDEX

PUBLIC DOMAIN
Why reinvent the wheel? We have a large
selection of languages, demo's, utilities, comm's
and games etc. available. Send a stamp for our
list, which will save you hours of frustration.
DISCS from £3.00 to £4.50

McSOFT
AVON BA2 2UY

BERKSHIRE SOFTWARE
UTILITIES

A Mind Forever Voyaging

£28.50

A.P.L. 68000 (P/L-ICONS)

£155.00

Arctic Fox
Amazon

£32.00
£38.50

Accountant Plus
Cashllnk ST Accounts

£180.00
£250.00

Arena/Bratacuss a/Pack)
Baker St Defective

£30.00
£16.00

dBase II

Classic Bridge
Dlgldrum (St to Drums)
Dlgldrum Sample Disc
Donald Duck Playground

£18.50
£22.00
£12.00
£22.95

MAP Integrated Acts
Megamlx C (Compiler)
VIP Gem (Lotus 1.2.3.)

£185.00

Flight Sim II

£37.00

Home Planetarium
Kid Talk

£40,00
£40.00

Wages (Gem Base Payroll)
Easy Draw (Tech Drawing)

£162.00
£62.00

(chllds educational)

(chllds educational)

Stargllder

DX Android (Yam/K/Board)

£180.00
£95.00

£123.00
£135.00

Micro MT C-Shell

£100.00

PC Board Designer

£160.00

Fleet St Publisher
Financial Cook Book

54
72

Microdeal
MicroLink

74
35

Advanced Systems
And Techniques.... 30,31,32

Micromail
Micro Media

72
10

Ashcom

Microsmps

16

Midcomm International
Miles Better Software
Mirrorsoft
Monitor

64
22
2
22

52

Atari

9 ABINGDON GARDENS, BATH

ADVENTURE

1066 Software
Adamsoft

£95.00
£40.00

£19.00
LARGE SELECTION OF ST-XLSOFTWARE AVAILABLE
Make Cheques St P'/Orders to:

38,39

Berkshire Software

74

Biblio-Technic

72

Bits

12

Busy Bee
Byte Back

72
60

Page6

26

Pleasuresoft

54

Care Electronics

43

Centec

51

Pyramid Video & Software.74
Silica Shop
11
Software Express
14

Charnwood Computers
67
Chips
60
Compumart
75
Computer Concepts
4,56
Computer Express
52
Comtec Systems
24
Cygnus Trading Company.72

Southwest Software

Library
Start Systems

72
12

Storm
Stortsoft
Sunaro Software

67
51
64

51
55

Supertec
Talent Computers

21
64

JohnWiUey

67

K.E.C.M

64

Ladbroke Computing
Lightwave Leisure

73
21

The ST Club
Turtlesoft
Ultimate
US Gold

52
6
21
76

Macsoft

74

Wight Computing

72

DrSoft
Homeview

BERKSHIRE SOFTWARE, 5 Trumbull Rd, Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 2EP
Phone Bracknell 0344-52859,9am-6pm

Post &Packing included in above price list. Overseas orders add £1.00 +50p per item

R.A.I.D.

A

by Larry Bank & Adam D. Sherer
Introducing a powerfultoo! 10 help increaseyour productivity and efficiency.
R.A.i.D is an all new, complete debugger, with more features to help with the
development of your applications.

ATARI
SPECIALISTS IN
BUSINESS SOFTWARE
SKY FOX £13.95

1040STF + SM125(Mono)
1040STF + SC 1224 (Colour)

E627.15
£895.96
£358.35

520 STFM

520 STM + Mouse + SF354 D/D + SM125 + 1st Word
R.A.I.D. features include:

SF3141Mb Disc Drive
SH204 20Mb Hard Disc
SMM804 Dot Matrix Printer
SM125 Monochrome Monitor
SC1224 Colour Monitor

• Mini-assembler/disassembler -

Lets you easily make temporary
patches of bugs you may find in
your target program,

• Tracer • A full set of options at
your fingertips.
• Copy, fill, and move block
commands - Copies a block of
memory between the start and
end addresses to the destination

The most useful feature about
RA.1.D. is that it maintains two

address. Also, fill address space

graphic displays. This allows the
program screen being debugged,

between start and end with the

and those of R.A.I.D. to be

specified byte.
• Breakpoints - maximum of six
breakpoints in a table with full
display given on the right side of
the screen.

• Symbolic debugging of all
global symbols - Includes all
symbols defined in most C
compilers.
• Three methods of loading filesLoads any type of file into mem
ory and reports the start and end
address after a successful load.

completely isolated from each
other; yet you may see either at
any time.

To improve your programming
efficiency, R.A.I.D. also allows
for the inclusion of labels in your

program. This will alleviate
some of your debugging
headaches since it makes the

listings from the dump command
more readable and will help you
locate specific parts of your

program more easily.

Available from ST Dealers Worldwide

UK Price £24.95 p&p £1

MICHTRON U.K.

£418.28
£179.16
£53756
£179.16
£134.35
£358.35

SPECIALIST IN SAGESOFT
ST ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE
£112.00
Sage Bookkeeper
£170.00
Sage Accountant
£228.00
Sage Accountant Plus

Whatever yourtype of business we can installa complete
system to meet your requirements
SPECIALIST IN APPLICATION SOFTWARE, HABA, KUMA ETC

Full range of software available. Educational,Government
and Export orders accepted

When itcomes to Computers ATARI
means BUSINESS!

pyramid
Video & Software

(Inside Osprey Business Computers)
5 The Bridge, Wealdstone
Middlesex, HA3 5AB

PO Box 68, St. Austell, Cornwall PL25 4YB England

01-861 2407

Telephone: 0726 68020.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
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YOU NEED A GOOD 5EN5E OF HUMOUR
TO BUY FROM COMPUMART...

WITH OUR LOW PRICES YOU'LL BE LAUGHING
ALL THE WAY TO THE BANK!

520STFM
Built-in VzfAEG 3-5"
Dish Drive

Built-in PowerSupply
Phone NOW for details

Built-in Modulator—Plugs into
any TV or a Monitor

of our LOW COST Easy Payment
Scheme on 520STFM Packs

Massive 512K Memory

FULL Range of STSoftware, Peripherals &
Hardware always available-1040's, Monitors,
Printers etc.. ALL with

Free Mouse Controller

Superb Graphics, Colour

r

Amazing Compumart

& Sound

BOX-CLEVER

Deals

^(IDIOOL
3 5 Blank
—Disks
553

Announcing

NEW

NEW.Lochable Perspex 35"Dish Box

STFM PACK

to hold 100 DisHs

Save disHs from accidental damage
from dust, spilt drinhs etc

Completewith Security Loch.Dividers.,

lata Special IntroducwtyOffer

oiil±.
00

low PR,CES-

+£3p&p

55~ £12.95+npbP

sea

Including... 20 Free DisHs

10 Q5-£16 9555~ £59.9550 [)S~ £79'95 +£2P&P
55:
100 DS~ £14995 +£2P&p

and Software Starter Pach

Only from COMPUMART
Post Free

£109.95 -H2P&P

Boxed in Tens, User Labels
Top Quality - Fully Guaranteed

\Howto Order...

-PI

ALL Products are covered

by the Compumart Guarantee!

VA*

ORDER LINES

fC^^mm <0PENF0R*24 HOURS)

262259

(osoaHUVA
heques/P.O.'s to...

PUMARTDept ST -Unit B•Falcon Street
Loughborough - Leics • LEU IEH

rmariTENiNQLY realistic
SOETWARE EOR ATARI ST
The sophisticated qualities of the Atari ST are brought to frightening reality in these titles from the masters of
entertainment software. Gauntlet, 'the most popular coin-op of all time' has set standards of gameplay that are
hard to believe. Leaderboard, 'sports simulation of the year —if not the decade' offers a challenge of skill and
nerve draining tension that is a near emotional experience. Xevious relives the manic hysteria ofclassic arcade
'shoot em up' spectaculars. Alternate Reality provides the thinker, the strategist, with the intrigue and mind
bending challenge of a 3-D role playing fantasy adventure of chilling consequences. Finally Metrocross requires

split second skill and co-ordination lojr speed you along that desperate rush to the finish line.
Rlterna te Reality

U.S. Gold Ltd.,

Units 2/3 Holford Way.
Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX
Tel: 021 356 3388.

Metrocross

Leaderboard

